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1. Preface 

Welcome to NCache version 4.6! NCache is a flexible and feature rich 100% .NET caching solution that provides 

high performance and scalability to handle any transaction load. NCache features and APIs are designed to 

cache data for applications of any size – from small to enterprise-wide global installations. 

  

This NCache documentation contains samples, tutorials, and tools designed to help you quickly incorporate 

NCache into your applications.  You can search for topics in the extensive class library references, overviews and 

step-by-step illustrations. 

 

The audience of this guide is expected to be familiar with Java and basic database concepts. Furthermore, users 

are required to have NCache, a database and any Java IDE in order to successfully utilize NCache’s features. 

 

Support 

 

NCache provides various sources of technical support. Please refer to http://www.alachisoft.com/support.html 

to select a support resource you find suitable for your issue. 

 

To request additional features in the future, or if you notice any discrepancy regarding this document, please 

drop an email to support@alachisoft.com. 

    

Document Conventions 

 

The following conventions in text have been used throughout this document: 

 

 

 

Convention Description 

bold Specifies terms of importance for the reader. 

Monospace Specifies any packages and interfaces to be added into the application. 

Monospace Specifies inline code snippets, file, class, interface names. 

courier Specifies any SQL or OQL query examples within the text. 

 
Specifies any significant step to be taken in your application. 

Note: Specifies additional and vital information for the user. 

 

  

http://www.alachisoft.com/support.html
mailto:support@alachisoft.com
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2. Fundamentals 

2.1.  Cache Topologies 
 

Caching topology defines the strategy for data storage in a clustered cache. It refers to the behavior of your 

cache cluster under different scenarios. With those behavior specifications you can easily decide which cache 

topology suits best in your application environment.  

Reference Data versus Transactional Data:  

Cached data can be differentiated into two broad types i.e. Reference and Transactional. “Reference” refers to 

the type of data that has a high ratio of reads rather than writes e.g. product catalog prices may change after 1 

or few days. On the other hand, “Transactional” refers to the data that has almost the same ratio of reads and 

writes e.g. each JSP Session is updated with all activities of each application user.    

 

Each of the caching topologies provided by NCache is explained in more detail below: 

 

2.1.1. Mirrored Cache 
 

 

Mirror cache consists of two server active/passive nodes. One server node is active node which is basically 

coordinator (oldest server node in any cache cluster having membership management authorities) node in this 

case and other node is passive/mirror node.  

 

 Client’s connection: All cache clients can only connect with the active node. A passive node is added 

basically for creating an exact backup of the active node. 

 

 Backup support: Mirror cache provides data reliability by creating a backup through asynchronous 

replication of all updates on a mirror/passive node. Due to asynchronous replication between active and 

passive nodes, cache clients get better performance. You can interchange active and passive servers at any 

time. 
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 Failure recovery: If your active node goes down for any reason, then your passive node automatically 

becomes active without any intervention. All your cache clients connect to the new active node and can 

perform operations without any performance degradation or downtime.  

 

 Runtime scalability: As there is a single active node in this topology, its scalability is the same as that of a 

local cache. But due to mirroring of data, it provides fault tolerance which the local cache lacks. 

 

 State Transfer: The mirror node always replicates the state of the active node when it joins the cache cluster. 

 

 

2.1.2. Replicated Cache 
 

 

 

Multiple server nodes: You can have two or more server nodes. Each node is replica of the cache i.e. all server 

nodes contain the same set of cached data.  

 

More than one backup: It has more than one backup of your cached data. With the increase of server nodes 

in the cluster, the number of backups increases. 

 
Replication mode: Replications are performed synchronously on all other nodes of the cache. In synchronous 

parallel replication, there is a chance that two parallel requests for an update for the same data may result in 

different states on different replica nodes. But using a global token, updates are performed on all nodes in a 

sequenced fashion to avoid data integrity issues.    

 

Client’s connections:  The cache client can connect to all nodes of the server which means that all server nodes 

are active but at a time the client is connected to only one server node of the cache cluster.  
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Clients load balancing: Cache clients are load balanced automatically by the cluster for an even distribution of 

the load on the cache nodes so any one node is not overwhelmed by the cache client requests. Client load 

balancing is configurable and can be turned off.  

 

High performance in reference data: Replicated cache is suitable when data reads are more than data writes. 

For any cache client, reads are local to the server which means that cache clients have direct access to all data.  

 

Runtime scalability: You can add or remove more server nodes in replicated cache like other topologies at run 

time.  

 

Low performance in transactional data: As you add more server nodes to scale the replicated cache, your 

write overhead will increase. So this topology is not suited for an application having transactional type of data.  

 

Storage limitation to each server node: Adding more nodes does not increase your storage capacity because 

every node has the same data set.  

 

High availability: If your priority is to have high availability and reliability with zero down time, replicated 

topology is all you need because it has multiple backups of the cached data set. 

 

State Transfer:  Every server node always replicates the state from the coordinator (A senior most node in terms 

of cluster joining) node when it joins the cache cluster. 

 

2.1.3. Partitioned Cache 
 

 

 

Multiple server nodes: You can have two or more servers. When any cache item is added in the cache it is 

saved only to the relevant server node which means that every server node has a unique set of data. 

 

Data distribution: Data is distributed/partitioned among all server nodes on the basis of the hash code of the 

cache key. A hash based distribution map is generated which is then distributed on every server node.  
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Clients’ connections: Cache clients establish connections with every server node of the cluster. Data distribution 

maps are also shared with the cache clients and these cache clients are aware of the actual data distribution. 

Cache client determines the server node to which that key belongs to and where the request should be sent on 

the basis of the distribution map.  

 

One hop reads and writes: Based on the distribution map, the cache client can add/fetch cached item to/from 

the exact server node. In this manner cache read and write both become one hop operation and there is no 

delay. 

 

No backups/fault tolerance: When any server node leaves the cluster then data residing on that node is lost 

because we have no replica for any node. That's why there is no fault tolerance in terms of cached data. 

 

Runtime scalability:  You can add or remove server nodes at runtime when ever needed.  

 

High Performance: Scaling the cache will not affect the performance of your cluster cache for both reference 

and transactional data because read/write is one hop operation in this topology. It will give you high 

performance in reads/writes without affecting the performance of your cluster cache.  

 

Storage scalability: When you add more nodes in your partitioned cache, storage capacity is also increased 

because each partition in the cluster has a unique set of data. 

 

Reliability: This topology is not fault tolerant because there is no backup of data and if any server node goes 

down, the data belonging to that partition is permanently lost.  

 

State Transfer: When a node joins the cache cluster in the Partitioned topology, existing nodes sacrifice a 

portion of their data, according to hash based distribution, to the newly joining node. A newly joining node 

transfers its data share from existing nodes which results in even distribution of the cached data among all 

cluster nodes. State transfer occurs in background. Therefore during state transfer, user cache operation does 

not suffer. 

 

2.1.4. Partitioned-Replicated Cache 
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Multiple server nodes: You can have two or more servers. When any cache item is added in the cache, it is 

saved only to the relevant server node which means every server node has a unique set of data. 

 

Data distribution: Data is distributed/partitioned among all server nodes on the basis of the hash code of the 

cache key. A hash based distribution map is generated which is then distributed on every server node.  

 

Fault tolerance: It provides fault tolerance up to one node replica. Each server node in the cluster has one active 

partition and its passive/mirror replica on other node. Thus when one node is down data can be restored from 

its replica. 

Double memory consumption: Each server node consumes double memory than the configured size because 

that node contains one active partition and one replica. Both active and replica have the same size as you 

configure for the cache. 

 

Replication strategy/modes: The following are the data replication modes provided in this topology. 

 

Synchronous Replication: 

Cache clients have to wait for the replication to the backup partition as part of the cache operation. Due to 

synchronous replication, it can be assured that if the cache client request is executed successfully then data is 

already stored on the backup node. 

 

Asynchronous Replication: 

Cache clients request returns immediately after the operation is performed on an active partition node. 

Operations are replicated asynchronously to the replica node. If any node goes down disgracefully then 

operations that remain in the replicator queue could be lost.  

 

Clients Connections: The Cache client is connected to all server nodes in this topology. Data distribution maps 

are also shared with the cache clients and cache clients are aware of the actual data distribution. Operations are 

directly sent to the node containing data with the help of the distribution map on the basis of the cache key. 

 

Runtime scalability: You can add or remove server nodes at runtime. 

 

Storage scalability: When you add more nodes in your partition of replica cache, the storage capacity is also 

increased because each partition in the cluster has a unique set of data. 

 

High Performance: Scaling the cache will not affect the performance of your cluster cache for both reference 

and transactional data because read/write is one hop operation in this topology. It will give you high 

performance in reads/writes without affecting the performance of your cluster cache. Addition of new nodes to 

the cache cluster leads to load distribution of existing members resulting in more throughput. 

 

State Transfer: When a node joins the cache cluster in the partitioned of replica topology, existing nodes 

sacrifice a portion of their data, according to hash based distribution, to the newly joining node. The newly 

joined node transfers its data share from existing nodes which results in even distribution of the cached data 

among all cluster nodes.  

 

Similarly, when a node leaves the cache cluster, data from its backup node is distributed among the existing 

partitions. State transfer also occurs between active and passive nodes. State transfer occurs in the background. 

Therefore during state transfer, user cache operation does not suffer.  
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2.2. Cache Cluster 
 

A cache cluster is a set of interconnected server nodes forming a cluster of servers which behave as a single 

cache unit from outside. Cache clusters are usually preferred in scenarios where performance and scalability are 

needed. With the addition of more server nodes in a cluster cache, you can gain more storage space for cached 

data and high availability for large applications. 

 

Fault Tolerance: Due to their interconnected nature, cluster caches can tolerate runtime failure of any node in 

the cluster. In cluster topologies where a replica of each server node is maintained on the other node, if any 

node failure occurs, data can be resumed from the replica which provides high fault tolerance and availability 

without affecting any client requests.  

 

Runtime scalability: Cluster caches are horizontally scalable in terms of server node at any time. You can add 

or remove server nodes even at runtime whenever needed without losing the data and downtime.  

 

Single unit view to clients: Whilst knowing the fact that there are many peer to peer server nodes in one cache 

cluster, your cache client views the cache as a single unit. No matter which server node is removed or added to 

the cache, your cache client deals with the cache in a homogenous manner. Connections are established with 

other running nodes at runtime. 

 

TCP based connection: All server nodes in a cache cluster are connected through a highly reliable TCP based 

channel. TCP based connections use a combination of IP and port for forming and differentiating a cache cluster. 

 

Coordinator: The first or senior most running node of the cluster is declared as a coordinator node. A 

coordinator node has the ownership of controlling the management of membership across the cluster.  

 

Cluster Messaging: Each server in the cache cluster can send a message to any or all servers in a cache cluster. 

Messages can be sent in broadcast, multicast or unicast mode. 

 

Data distribution strategy: Data distribution in the cache cluster is done according to the specified topology 

of the cluster, e.g. in partitioned cache, data is distributed among each partition.  

 

Retries on connection breakage: Cache cluster has the ability to tolerate connection breakages for only a 

shorter period of time. If any connection breakage between server nodes occurs then retries for establishing 

connections are done for configured amount of time. 

 

Leave Detection: Cache cluster is flexible in terms of adding and removing server nodes. It can detect at runtime 

when any node leaves the cluster by a heartbeat mechanism without affecting the cache clients. 

 

Message Nagling: Message nagling is used to get the best performance over the TCP connections. This means 

that the cluster that tries to avoid the network trip for each single message by combining multiples messages 

together. This option is configurable through NCache service.exe configuration. 
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2.3. Local Cache 
 

NCache supports a standalone (non-clustered) cache which resides on a single node. See the Configuring Caches 

section in Administrator’s Guide for detail. Local cache is similar in features to other clustered caches, i.e. it has 

all caching features provided in any other caching topology, but it is not scalable or fault tolerant like clustered 

caches. As it is a single server cache, you cannot increase its span to multiple servers to raise its transactional 

capacity (scalability issue).  

 

Moreover, since it creates a single cache instance (no backup or replica), you will lose all of your cached data if 

the cache goes down. Thus, local cache is suitable for applications having a small number of clients with low 

activity or where applications do not need to cache large amount of data. 

  

2.3.1. Isolation Levels 
 

A local cache has following two isolation levels:  

 

InProc 

This isolation level means that the cache resides inside the memory space of the client application. This type of 

cache exists inside your application process so you can take advantage of a faster response time. In InProc, 

NCache keeps cached data as live objects (not in serialized form) which reduces the serialization/de-serialization 

cost. However, since your application and the cache are sharing the same memory, you may face memory 

limitation in InProc cache. Also cached data in this case cannot be shared with applications running outside this 

process. 

 

Since objects are stored in the same address space as the cache client, cache clients get the reference to cached 

objects instead of a copy. For multithreaded applications, where multiple threads are modifying the same object, 

you are required to synchronize the changes to these objects using various synchronization techniques available 

in Java and .NET frameworks. 

 

Note: Although, objects are not kept in serialized form in inproc caches, it still is required to have all objects 

marked as Serializable. NCache calculates the size of objects by serializing the objects which later 

helps in eviction when it is needed. 

OutProc 

This isolation level means that cache resides in a separate process (NCache service process) other than client 

application. Multiple clients (local and remote) can connect to the same cache to share the data. Here you will 

face more latency than InProc cache because of the communication cost outside the process. 

You can use OutProc local cache when multiple clients’ application needs to access the same cached data. For 

example, in a web garden where each JSP/ASP.NET application runs in a separate worker process, OutProc cache 

is the required cache data for multiple applications. It is also suitable in case of JSP/ASP.NET applications where 

using an InProc cache instance is not considered as the best option due to process memory limitation. However, 

note that there will be an overhead of transferring data between your application process and the cache itself. 
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2.4. Cache Client 
 

Cache Clients are light weight modules through which cache applications can connect to the hosted cache 

servers.  

 

TCP Based communication: Cache client connects to the cache server using TCP sockets. Cache client opens a 

persistent connection with the cache server so when it is disconnected due to network failure, it always 

reconnects with the cache server.  

 

No Change in API: For both local and remote connection, API for cache operations does not change.  

 

Data Serialization: Data that you add needs to be serializable, serialization is performed in cache client. 

 

Data Compression: Compression is configurable, if enabled, serialized data is compressed in cache client. 

 

Data Encryption: Encryption is also configurable, if enabled, data is encrypted after the compression cache 

client. NCache supports AES and 3DES encryption.  

 

Request Timeout: Timeout for synchronous cache operations like Add/Insert can be configured. This means 

that if no response is received within configured time, an exception will be thrown. The default operation timeout 

is 60 seconds. This request timeout should always be higher than the cluster operation timeout. 

 

Cache Server Information: Cache clients require server information in order to establish connection. This cache 

server information can be provided in two ways, either through CacheInitParams or through client 

configurations (client.ncconf). 

 

Add/Remove Node:  If there is any node addition or removal in the cache cluster, cache client will also add/ 

remove server information to its server list. In case of a fail over, the client will automatically connect to the 

newly joined node.   

 

Fail Over: In case a server goes down, cache client seamlessly establishes a connection with the next available 

server. If none of the servers are available e.g. due to network failure, cache client keeps on trying to establish 

connection with the server in the background. When a server becomes available again, it immediately connects 

to it and the application can resume its activity with the cache. In Partition and Partitioned-Replica cache 

topology, cache client maintains a connection with every cache server. In case the cache client is unable to 

connect with some of server(s), it executes cache requests through other available cache servers (resulting in a 

more than one hop operation). Meanwhile, it keeps trying to establish a connection with the server in 

background.   

 

Connection Retry interval and Retry Count: When an application executes any cache operation through cache 

client and no connection is available, the cache client tries to establish the connection. The connection 

establishment process tries to establish a connection for a configurable number of retries. You can also configure 

the interval between two consecutive retries. Meanwhile, the application thread waits for a connection 

establishment. When the number of retries (retry count) are over and the cache client has still been unable to 

connect to any of the cache servers, the application request is then considered as failed and an exception is 

thrown to the client application.    

 

Load balancing: Cache client is topology aware and it behaves according to the topology. In replicated cache 

cluster, clients are load balanced among cache servers, if any node joins/leaves an existing replicated cluster, 

the load of clients is reshuffled. 
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Awareness of data distribution: In Partition and Partitioned-Replica, cache client is aware of data distribution 

and establishes a connection with all cache servers. 

Data distribution approach has the following advantages: 

1. Operation is one-hop, which results in a higher throughput. 

2. Cache requests are truly balanced among cache servers and no single server is overwhelmed. 
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2.5. Client Cache 
 

A Client Cache is a local cache synchronized with a remote clustered cache. It always synchronizes with the 

remote cache through notifications that are triggered whenever changes are made to the state of data. Because 

of the synchronized nature of client cache, it provides a maximum boost in performance and scalability of 

applications for read operations without compromising on data integrity.    

 

Since the client cache resides on the same box where the client application is running, it saves the network 

roundtrip every time the data is served from the client cache. Therefore, data retrieval in this case is much faster 

as compared to fetching the same data from the remote server. 

 

The client cache can be either be InProc (resides within application process) or OutProc (resides locally or on 

remote box). By default, the cache is initialized as OutProc, however, from NCache Manager; it can be configured 

to start as InProc. Client applications can initialize the cache as InProc by specifying the initialization mode as 

‘InProc’ while calling NCache.InitializeCache. The client cache cannot be directly initiated using the Client 

API Initialize method. It is always used with some remote clustered cache such as mirrored, partitioned, and 

partitioned-replica cache. 

 

2.5.1. Synchronization Modes  
 

There can be multiple client cache instances running on different client nodes that simultaneously interact with 

remote clustered caches. Also the client cache has a subset of data residing in remote clustered cache. It means 

that there is a small window of time for client caches to sync their state. Therefore to solve this problem, the 

client cache provides data synchronization with the clustered cache. Data synchronization is performed between 

the client cache and the remote clustered cache and is inevitable. The client cache provides two synchronization 

modes. 

 

Optimistic Synchronization 

In optimistic mode, application fetches data from the client cache despite the fact that the data is updated or 

not. It assumes that the data is newer in the client cache however; it is possible that the data may be older than 

that on the clustered cache because events might not have yet been received during get operations. In optimistic 

synchronization, updates are propagated to the client cache using event notifications. Synchronization 

mechanism is explained later in this chapter. 

 
Pessimistic Synchronization 

Pessimistic mode is used when applications handle sensitive data. On data fetch request, if data is found in the 

client cache, its version is matched with the item on remote cache. If the version is same, the item is returned 

otherwise, the updated item is fetched from the remote cache and updated back to the client cache so that the 

client application always gets the latest data. However, get operations are slower in pessimistic mode than in 

optimistic, but it ensures data consistency and takes extra care that the updated data is always retrieved. 

Notification based updates work similar to Optimistic mode. 

 

 

How Client Cache Works 

Whenever the client application using client cache adds/updates data into the cache, it's first updated to L2 

(remote clustered cache) then on the successfully completed operation, the data is updated to the client 

cache. Whereas in the case of data retrieval, it's first looked into the client cache; if found, then the data is 

returned to the client, otherwise the data is fetched from the remote cache and inserted into the client cache to 

make it available for the next access. By doing this, the client cache reduces unwanted trips to clustered cache 

thus increasing performances while fetching data. Figure 1 explains the internal working of client cache for 

update and fetch operations on data. 
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Figure 1: Internal Working of Client Cache 

 

Data Synchronization in Client Cache 

While an item is added to the client cache, it registers an item level notification with remote server for any 

updates or removal of that very item. Whenever this item is updated on the server node, the client cache receives 

a notification which then fetches the updated data from the remote cache and updates it locally too. This way, 

it is made sure that the client cache is always synchronized with cache servers even when items are being 

updated from clients running on other machines. Remote servers propagate these changes only to the clients 

who have shown interest in the specific items instead of propagating these changes to all client caches. 

This synchronization mechanism is used for both optimistic and pessimistic client cache.  

Note:  Inproc client cache stores items in object form, therefore if an object is modified by the application, it 

should be updated back to the cache so that other remote clustered caches and clients caches have no data 

integrity issues. 
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2.6. Separate Cache Host Process 
 

Previously, the NCache service and all cache instances were confined within one single process. This meant 

that if the process crashed, the service along with the caches and their resource information (memory, 

addresses, ports) were lost. 

NCache has now provided more reliability by dedicating a separate process to the service and a devoted 

process to each cache host.  

2.6.1. How does the client communicate with the cache? 
 

The initial communication of the client with cache host, is a 2-hop communication:  

1. It first interacts with the service, which connects the client to the cache host using the port forwarding 

mechanism.  

 

2. It then communicates with the cache using the port forwarded. All future interactions for the client are 

made directly with the cache. 

 

When a cache is started in its own separate process, it is assigned a Management Port on which the service 

will communicate with it. This port is dynamically generated from a range (default 8300 – 8400, configurable in 

service.exe.config).  

Note that in case of Partitioned of Replica topology, two ports will be assigned. 

Once the port has been forwarded, the client will send all cache requests to the cache, like adding items to the 

cache, or fetching or removing them from the cache. 

In case one of the cache host process stops, the ports being used by that cache for communication are added 

back to the pool of available ports. For example, if a Partitioned of Replica node was using ports 8301 and 

8302 and the process terminates, the ports will become available for use by any other cache. Now when a 

process starts for a new cache, the port 8301 can be re-used for this cache. 

Formerly, once a port was assigned to the cache, it was considered as utilized - regardless of the cache state. 

This meant the port range was narrowed down involuntarily. 

2.6.2. How does the server communicate with the cache? 
 

The server communicates with the cache host on the Management Port that is dynamically generated. All 

management operations are channeled through this pathway. 

 

2.6.3. What if the service restarts? 
 

In the case where the service restarts, the cache processes will not be lost but the need to rediscover their 

previous states will arise. This means that the service has to ensure which caches were running before it 

crashed, along with their credentials like Process ID, Port and so on. This rediscovery, as a result, warrants that 

the cache processes are not in a zombie state. 

There are two tools used for rediscovery: 
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 Windows Management Instrumentation service (WMI) 

A standardized service to access, consolidate and share management information of devices, 

applications and servers in an enterprise environment. You can either run the winmgmt.exe tool or the 

command line tool wmic to get information regarding the service. 

 

Example: 

wmic PROCESS WHERE (Description=”Alachisoft.NCache.Service.exe”) 

You can work with multiple other commands using the Windows Management Instrumentation Command 

Line Tool.  

 

 netstat tool 

 

This command-line tool displays network connections for incoming and outgoing TCP communications, 

routing tables and network protocol statistics. You can rediscover your lost information about the caches by 

viewing the active connections and ports being utilized. Any ports within the port range of 

service.exe.config will indicate the cache hosts using the ports. 

 

Example: 

netstat –o will display the local address, foreign address, state and Process ID of each active connection. 

 

More details regarding this tool can be obtained from Microsoft’s Technet page. 

 

  

https://www.microsoft.com/resources/documentation/windows/xp/all/proddocs/en-us/wmic.mspx?mfr=true
https://www.microsoft.com/resources/documentation/windows/xp/all/proddocs/en-us/wmic.mspx?mfr=true
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb490947.aspx
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2.7. Data Load Balancing  
 

Data distribution in partitioned and partitioned-replicated cluster caches is based on hash code of cache keys. 

Data is almost evenly distributed among all server nodes.  

 

Each node knows about the data load of every other node in the cluster. There can be scenarios when data load 

on any one node becomes high depending upon the pattern of cache keys inserted in the cache.  

To cater with uneven loading, NCache provides you with load balancing options in following ways: 

 

2.7.1. Auto load balancing  
 

 Configurable: Auto load balancing is a configurable feature which automatically balances data load on each 

and every server node. 

 Automatic: It continuously monitors data load on all servers of the cluster after a configurable interval and 

detects uneven data load. 

 Threshold: It verifies load against a configurable threshold, if any of the cache node has imbalanced data 

then coordinator generates new distribution maps to redistribute the extra data from that node.  

 Turning off: You can also turn off this feature if you don't want load balancing among cluster nodes. 

 

2.7.2.  Manual Load balancing 
 

 Manual: You can also balance data load any time by a manual load balancing feature through NCache 

Manager. 

 Balance data on overloaded server:  You can trigger data balancing through selecting an option on the 

server node where you think data load is more than other server nodes.  

 No threshold: There is no threshold; you can start data balancing whenever required. 
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3. Basic Cache Operations 

3.1. Initialize Cache 

After successfully configuring NCache, you can start developing applications utilizing NCache by embedding 

NCache API calls.  

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

3.1.1. Using Basic Initialize Method 

NCache provides InitializeCache method to get an instance of a NCache’s cache, with support of method 

overloading accommodate multiple scenarios’ handling. This method uses all the properties specified in the 

client configuration file to initialize the cache.  

 
Cache cache = null; 

try 

{ 

    cache = NCache.InitializeCache("mycache"); 

} 

catch (Exception ex) 

{ 

    //handle exception 

    // Possible Exceptions: 

    //1. No server available to process the request 

    //2. client.ncconf does not contain current cache information 

} 

3.1.2. Initializing Multiple Caches in Single Application 

For this exercise,  both caches need to be configured previously and they must be in running state. 

 
Cache cache1 = null; 

Cache cache2 = null; 

try 

{ 

      cache1 = NCache.InitializeCache("mycache"); 

      cache2 = NCache.InitializeCache("myreplicatedcache"); 

} 

catch (Exception ex) 

{ 

      //handle exception 

} 

3.1.3. Initializing InProc Cache 

Initializing an InProc cache is similar to initializing an OutProc cache except the fact that the InProc cache is 

not started.   

 
Cache cache = null; 

        // Assumption: Cache ID has already been registered and running 
        try 
        { 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/c3634041-6fb4-3e04-0c59-8deea113328b.htm
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            cache = NCache.InitializeCache("myLocalCache"); 
        } 
         catch (Exception exp) 
         { 
              //handle exception 
         } 

3.1.4. Initializing Cache Using CacheInitParams 

CacheInitParams allows editing values of the properties at initialization time. In this example, the values of 

RetryInterval and ConnectionRetries properties can be changed; for this application these values will be used 

instead of the ones specified in client configuration files. 

 
            Cache cache = null; 
            try 
            { 
                // Create new InitParam instance  
                CacheInitParams initParam = new CacheInitParams(); 
                initParam.RetryInterval = 3; 
                initParam.ConnectionRetries = 2; 
                cache = NCache.InitializeCache("mycache", initParam); 
            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
 

3.1.5. Initializing Remote and Client Cache Simultaneously in Extended API 
 

Note: In-case you have configured the client cache using NCache manager the basic public static Cache 

initializeCache(String cacheId) call would initialize both remote cache and client cache. 

If separate calls are made for both caches, the local cache does not behave as a client cache - instead it 

functions as an independent local cache.   

 

This API would return a handler of the remote cache, synchronizing all operations of the client cache. 
 

           Cache cache = null; 
            try 
            { 
                cache = NCache.InitializeCache("myRemoteCache", "myClientCache"); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

  

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/4bea55b6-28dd-9248-51f8-3c7b1401c90c.htm
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3.2. Adding and Updating Data to Cache 

After successful initialization of the cache and gaining a valid cache handle, you can perform an “Add 

operation”. Add is a basic operation provided by NCache, and this can be used to add/update data to the 

cache using multiple API calls.  

 

Key-Value cache store 

NCache uses a “key” and “value” structure for objects. Every object must have a unique string key associated 

with it. Every key has an atomic occurrence in the cache whether it is local or clustered. Cached keys are case 

sensitive in nature, and if you try to add another key with same value, an OperationFailedException is 

thrown by the cache.    

 

Custom Objects  

The value of the objects stored in the cache can range from being simple string types to complex objects. 

However, the custom object data must be serializable otherwise NCache will throw a serialization exception. 

You can also add data using the setValue method of the CacheItem class, which results in the data being 

saved internally as a CacheItem.      

 

Additionally, you can use the NCache Dynamic Compact Serialization framework for custom objects. This 

framework provides cost effective serialization facilities for registered classes.  

 

Note: NCache returns CacheItemVersion with every Add/Insert call. In the following examples, the use of 

CacheItemVersion has been ignored.  

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

3.2.1. Adding Objects to Cache  

In order to add data in cache it must be ensured that the object is either .NET serialized or registered with 

NCache Compact serialization framework. In this example, a new object of Product class is created and added 

to cache. 

 
     Product product = new Product(); 

            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product.UnitsInStock = 15; 
 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, product); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
                // usually thrown if key already exists in cache 
                // however verify the failure reason 
            } 
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3.2.2. Updating Objects in Cache  

Similarly in order to update data previously added in cache, it must be ensure that the object is either 

serialized. In this example, a new object is added with an existing key. 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product.UnitsInStock = 5; // updated units 
 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            { 
                //precondition: Cache is already initialized and item exists 
                cache.Insert(key, product); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

3.2.3. Adding Objects Using CacheItem  

CacheItem is a custom class provided by NCache which can be used to add data to the cache. This class 

encapsulates data as its value property. CacheItem also lets you set additional specifications associated with 

an object as properties of this class. 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product.UnitsInStock = 15; 
 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, cacheItem); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

3.2.4. Updating Objects Using CacheItem 

In this example, a key is updated that has already been existing in cache with object set as a property of 

CacheItem. 

            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product.UnitsInStock = 5; // updated units 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
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            try 
            { 
                cache.Insert(key, cacheItem); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

3.3.  Fetching Data from Cache 

Primarily a cache is only considered as effective as its ability to retrieve data.  NCache utilizes the key-value 

architecture of its store to maximize the ways of data retrieval. Get method  is the primary API provided to 

serve previously cached data; however basic indexer approach can also be used. Both of these methods are 

explained below. 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

3.3.1. Retrieving Data Using Get Method  

In this example, the basic Get method is used to retrieve item “Product:1001”. This item has previously been 

added to the cache. Get method returns general object which needs to be cast accordingly. If a key does not 

exist in cache null value is returned. 

 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            Product product = null; 
            try 
            { 
                //null is returned if key does not exist in the cache.     
                object result = cache.Get(key); 
                if (result != null) 
                { 
                    if (result is Product) 
                    { 
                        product = (Product)result; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

3.3.2. Retrieve a CacheItem 

In this example, the basic GetCacheItem method is used to retrieve item “Product:1001”. This item has been 

added to the cache. This method returns CacheItem whose value property encapsulates the data; the Object 

value need to be cast accordingly. 

 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            Product product = null; 
            try 
            { 
                CacheItem result = cache.GetCacheItem(key); 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/7e4af83c-a188-8d24-c7f6-1d71ac740c8a.htm
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                if (result != null) 
                { 
                    if (result.Value is Product) 
                    { 
                        product = (Product)result.Value; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

3.3.3. Checking if an Item Exists in Cache 

NCache being a key-value paired structure lets the user perform operations like any other indexed based data 

structure. In this example a cache handle is used to directly access  cached values using square brackets ”[]”. 

 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                if (cache.Contains(key)) 
                { 
                    //do something 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    //do something 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 

     } 

3.4.  Removing Data from Cache 

NCache provides two methods (remove, delete) to delete an object from the cache. 

3.4.1. Difference between the Delete and Remove methods 

Delete Method Remove Method 

Returns void after deletion.  Deletes data from the cache and returns status to 

the application. 

 

For Delete/Remove API calls, if a backing source is configured and Write-through is enabled, all the keys 

passed onto the cache via the API will first be looked into and deleted from the cache and irrespective of the 

key mapping, the call will be forwarded to the backing source. 

 

If the desired mode is set to Write-Behind, and call backs are configured, you will receive them for the 

successful execution of the provider upon all the given keys. 

3.4.2. Using Remove Method  

A Remove method is a basic method which removes the key from the cache and returns the removed object to 

the cache. 

 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
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            Product product = null; 
            try 
            { 
                // null is returned if key does not exist in cache 
                object result = cache.Remove(key); 
                if (result != null) 
                { 
                    if (result is Product) 
                    { 
                        product = (Product)result; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

3.4.3. Using Delete Method 

 A delete method is a basic method which deletes the key from the cache. 

 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Delete(key); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
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4. Bulk Operations  

4.1. Conceptual Overview 

There are scenarios when you would like to fetch/update data in the cache in bulk, e.g. an application can load 

customer information in bulk at the start. Bulk operations are designed to achieve better performance as they 

are executed as a single operation on the server. Retrieving 100 cache items in a single bulk operation works 

manifold faster than retrieving them through 100 individual get calls.  

 

Failures in Bulk Operations 

Although bulk operation executes as a single operation, failure of operations constituting the bulk operation 

are treated individually, e.g. if you perform a bulk add operation with 100 cache items and 20 cache items already 

exist in the cache, then only those 20 cache items will not be added to the cache. The remaining 80 cache items 

will be added to the cache. As a result, a dictionary consisting of failed operations is returned by the cache.  

 

Avoid Large Bulk Operations 

There is no limit on how many operations can be combined in a single bulk operation. However, it is 

recommended to avoid larger bulk operations as it can raise the memory usage on both the application and 

cache servers due to serialization/deserialization of a large amount of the cache data in a single cache operation 

request/response. 

 

How Bulk Operation Works 

Bulk operations behave in a different way for different topologies: 

       

For Mirror and Replicated Cache 

In mirror topology, the client only communicates with the active node, while passive node is the replica of active 

node and is used for backup facility.  

In replicated topology, write operations are performed on all the nodes in parallel fashion.  

Bulk operations in these topologies are sent to the specific node where the client is connected. Thus the bulk 

operation boosts performance by decreasing network trips to remote server. 

 

For Partitioned and Partitioned-of-Replica Cache 

Bulk operations are optimized in case of partitioned or partitioned-replicated topology. In these topologies, the 

key-distribution map is maintained to distribute keys over multiple nodes. On the client side, this map is used 

to optimize bulk operations.  

 

When data is updated or fetched, the bulk operation bundles the collection of key-value pairs based on the key-

distribution map. These bundles are sent to particular nodes on the remote server. On getting a response, bulk 

operation merges these responses and returns the accumulative result to the client’s application thus, optimizing 

the operations and increasing performance of the application.   
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4.2. How to Use Bulk Operations 

Bulk Operations come in handy if you want to work with collections of items. 

 

Note: Users are supposed to provide unique keys for all bulk operations. Keys[] count has to be equal to 

items[] count. 

 

NCache has multiple bulk API operations. You can use bulk operations for the following: 

1. Add operation 

2. Insert operation 

3. Get operation 

4. Remove operation 

5. Delete operation 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

4.2.1. Adding a Collection to Cache 

A collection of items can be added in cache using AddBulk method. This method returns  a dictionary of all 

the keys that failed to be added along with the exception.  

 
            Product product1 = new Product(); 
            product1.ProductID = 1001; 
            product1.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product1.UnitsInStock = 15; 
            string key1 = "Product:" + product1.ProductID; 
 
            Product product2 = new Product(); 
            product2.ProductID = 1002; 
            product2.ProductName = "Chang"; 
            product2.UnitsInStock = 25; 
            string key2 = "Product:" + product2.ProductID; 
 
            string[] keys = { key1, key2 }; 
 
            CacheItem[] items = new CacheItem[2]; 
            items[0] = new CacheItem(product1); 
            items[1] = new CacheItem(product2); 
 
            try 
            { 
                IDictionary result = cache.AddBulk(keys, items, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

4.2.2. Updating a Collection to Cache 

An existing collection of items can be updated with the help of InsertBulk method. 

 
            Product product1 = new Product(); 
            product1.ProductID = 1001; 
            product1.ProductName = "Chai"; 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/d20cec41-cee9-a842-39cc-8aa873d4cc8b.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/19523cf9-ddf5-1073-8df4-853d08d572f9.htm
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            product1.UnitsInStock = 5; //updated units 
            string key1 = "Product:" + product1.ProductID; 
 
            Product product2 = new Product(); 
            product2.ProductID = 1002; 
            product2.ProductName = "Chang"; 
            product2.UnitsInStock = 6; //updated units 
            string key2 = "Product:" + product2.ProductID; 
 
            string[] keys = { key1, key2 }; 
 
            CacheItem[] items = new CacheItem[2]; 
            items[0] = new CacheItem(product1); 
            items[1] = new CacheItem(product2); 
 
            try 
            { 
                IDictionary result = cache.InsertBulk(keys, items, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

4.2.3. Retrieving a Collection from Cache 

For fetching a collection from cache, use the GetBulk method. This method returns the collection of items. 

 
            string[] keys = { "Product:1001", "Product:1002" }; 
            try 
            { 
                IDictionary items = cache.GetBulk(keys, DSReadOption.ReadThru); 
                if (items.Count > 0) 
                { 
                    IEnumerator iter = items.Values.GetEnumerator(); 
 
                    while (iter.MoveNext()) 
                    { 
                        Product info = (Product)iter.Current; 
                        //do something  
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

  

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/36d883c8-6455-957c-995a-7d4438aeff6c.htm
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4.2.4. Removing a Collection of Data from Cache 

Just like atomic remove operation, RemoveBulk also removes all cached items in list and returns removed 

items. Here it is returned in the form of a dictionary. Following is a code example for remove bulk operation: 

 
            string[] keys = { "Product:1001", "Product:1002" }; 
            try 
            { 
                IDictionary removedItems = cache.RemoveBulk(keys, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
 
                foreach (DictionaryEntry entry in removedItems) 
                { 
                    if (entry.Value is Product) 
                    { 
                        //do something 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

4.2.5. Deleting a Collection from Cache 

The following is a code example for the DeleteBulk operation. You can use this method to delete multiple 

items from cache in a single call. 

 
            string[] keys = { "Product:1001", "Product:1002" }; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.DeleteBulk(keys, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            }  

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/4e88a88b-d4f3-8e4b-99e8-d9468a77b1fc.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/f05ad492-07ce-d2b0-512b-4ca20ba73548.htm
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5. Asynchronous Operations 

NCache supports both synchronous and asynchronous operations. This sections explains how to use 

asynchronous operations API provided by NCache to utilize notifications that arise as a result of add, insert or 

remove operations against all or selective cache items, or when cluster status changes. 

5.1. Conceptual Overview 

Need of Asynchronous Operations 

Asynchronous operations are used when applications have important tasks to execute right away instead of 

blocking updates that are not important. As asynchronous operations cause delayed updates, these delays are 

expected.  

 

Performance Improvement 

 It increases the performance of the application with faster response times and enhances the overall 

responsiveness. This means that application regains control while performing long-running tasks in background.  

 

NCache provides an asynchronous counterpart for almost every synchronous operation. As asynchronous 

operations do not notify upon the failure or success of the operations themselves, NCache provides a Callback 

feature for asynchronous operations.   

 

Callback Method 

NCache provides optional Callback Methods for asynchronous operations. Callbacks are responsible for 

providing acknowledgment to application about the operation’s status.  

 

Asynchronous Operations Works 

When your application issues request for adding/updating data to the cache or removing from it with 

asynchronous API call, NCache uses a thread pool on the server side to facilitate these operations. Whereas in 

case of any callback registered with asynchronous operations, NCache triggers appropriate events only for 

interested clients upon operation completion.     

Note: In case of failure of an Async operation, the server will not throw any exception. 
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5.2. How to Use Asynchronous Operations 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

5.2.1. Adding Data to Cache Asynchronously 

Data can be added to NCache asynchronously using AddAsync method. 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.AddAsync(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception  

            } 

5.2.2. Updating Data to Cache Asynchronously 

The InsertAsync method enables you to update previously added data to the cache in an asynchronous 

manner.  
         

            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product.Category = 5; // updated category 
 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.InsertAsync(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception  
            } 

5.2.3. Removing Data from Cache Asynchronously 

The RemoveAsync operation allows you to perform a remove operation in the background. In the following 

example you need to specify the key that has to be removed.  

 
            String key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.RemoveAsync(key, null, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/527a79be-6226-bbe8-adf0-d14d8eb1dffa.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/d44ee913-c0c3-6e82-5bb0-612d53d8d2dd.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/5c4829b5-19f5-87b0-92a1-a093218ab235.htm
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            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

 

5.2.4. Clearing the Cache Asynchronously 

The ClearAsync method clears cache completely in the background. 

 

5.3. Using Asynchronous Callback Methods 

Since asynchronous operations do not notify upon the failure or success of the operation themselves, NCache 

provides a callback mechanism enabling you to register them while making the operation call. These callbacks 

are triggered upon success of the operation. Callbacks are integral in tracking operations. 

 

Note: In case of failure of an Async operation, the server will not throw any exception, but using the Async 

callback mechanism, the user can know the status of an operation. 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

5.3.1. Adding Data with Registered Callback Method 

The AsyncItemAddedCallback function is used to register an asynchronous addition callback allowing the 

user to perform appropriate functions upon completion of the add operation. 

In this example, an ItemAddedCallback provided by NCache needs to be registered with an AddAsync call.  
 

            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            cacheItem.AsyncItemAddCallback += new AsyncItemAddedCallback(OnItemAdded); 
 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.AddAsync(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
 
        //Create a callback 
        public static void OnItemAdded(string key, object status) 
        { 
            if (status.ToString().Equals("Success")) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 
            if (status.ToString().Equals("Failure")) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/f3d7c195-340a-36bc-b4ed-231ea0e95edb.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/d4ce370b-0732-4643-8e38-304877b03917.htm
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            if (status is Exception) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 

        } 

 

5.3.2. Updating Data with Registered Callback Method 

In order to get a notification upon execution of an update operation, AsyncItemUpdatedCallback need to 

be registered with InsertAsync operation. It is demonstrated in the example below. 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product.Category = 5; // updated category 
 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            cacheItem.AsyncItemUpdateCallback += new AsyncItemUpdatedCallback(OnItemUpdated); 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.InsertAsync(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
 
        //Create a callback 
        public static void OnItemUpdate(string key, object status) 
        { 
            if (status.ToString().Equals("Success")) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 
            if (status.ToString().Equals("Failure")) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 
            if (status is Exception) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 
        } 

 

5.3.3. Removing an Item with Registered Callback Method 

NCache provides the AsyncItemRemovedCallback interface to be used in order to receive notification upon 

completion of item removal. 

 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 

cache.RemoveAsync(key, new AsyncItemRemovedCallback(OnItemRemoved), 
DSWriteOption.None, null); 

            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/10b1b63f-af28-420d-2cd4-2b1ca0755590.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/45c44a7a-b0fa-e2f4-a67c-29ef80289490.htm
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            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
 
        //Create a callback 
        public static void OnItemRemove(string key, object status) 
        { 
            if (status.ToString().Equals("Success")) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 
            if (status.ToString().Equals("Failure")) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 
            if (status is Exception) 
            { 
                //do something 
            } 
        } 

5.3.4. Clear Cache with Registered Callback Method 

In order to get async clear notification, you have to implement the AsynccacheClearedCallback interface: 

 
        try 

            { 
                cache.ClearAsync(new AsyncCacheClearedCallback(OnCacheCleared)); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 
 
            //Create a callback 
            public static void OnCacheCleared(object result) 
           { 
                if (result.ToString().Equals("Success")) 
                { 
                    //do something 
                } 
                if (result.ToString().Equals("Failure")) 
                { 
                    //do something 
                } 
                if (result is Exception) 
                { 
                    //do something  
                } 
            } 
  

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/708495b0-0da3-460e-fdd7-efd6a5eb3701.htm
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6. Groups  

6.1. Conceptual Overview 

Group/sub-group is a hierarchical way of grouping cached items. Let’s say you have a large amount of product 

information cached. These products range from products like beverages, grocery to electronics etc. Among 

these products, there are further divisions like in electronic section group; there can be sub groups of home 

appliances, computer system gadgets, photography gadgets etc.  

 

A Group is a logical partition of data; this partition can have a sub division (sub group) or can be just a major 

division (group), it is a two level grouping. Groups do not overlap but sub groups can be the same in one or 

more groups.  

 

Case Sensitive 

Group and sub group identifiers are case sensitive. 

 

Retrieve/Remove using Groups 

Using groups, you can fetch or remove all items belonging to a group. You can also just fetch the keys and then 

only fetch a subset of them. You can perform addition, update, removal, retrieval specifying group identifier 

and/or its sub group identifier. You can get group keys or you can get group data using GetGroupKeys and 

GetGroupData API respectively. 

 

Multiple Sub-Groups 

NCache supports multiple sub groups within one group. But cache operations cannot be performed only with 

the sub group identifier, as two different groups can have the same sub group identifier. 

 

Group cannot be updated 

Group identifiers cannot be updated. For its update, remove cache key and then insert with new group identifier. 

6.2. How to Use Group Cache Data 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

6.2.1. Adding an Item to Data Group 

The following example adds an item to cache with the data group identifier Product and sub group identifier 

Beverages. In this example, you use Add operation to set group and sub-group of the item. 

  
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, product, "Product", "Beverages"); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
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6.2.2. Adding Data Group with CacheItem 

In the following example, data group is set by assigning it to a property of CacheItem. 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            cacheItem.Group = "Product"; 
            cacheItem.SubGroup = "Beverages"; 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, cacheItem); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
 

6.2.3. Updating an Item in a Data Group 

If you add item without any group or want to add group to an already cached item then you have to first 

remove that item from the cache and then insert/Add that item with the desired group and sub group 

identifiers. Otherwise, the insert operation throws a data groups mismatch exception. 

 

6.2.4. Retrieving Keys Pertaining to a Particular Group 

To return list of keys that belongs to a specified group and sub-group, you can use the GetGroupKeys 

method. This method returns a list of keys. 

 
            try 
            { 
                ArrayList keys = cache.GetGroupKeys("Product", "Beverages"); 
 
                foreach (object obj in keys) 
                { 
                    //do something 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

6.2.5. Retrieving Keys and Values Pertaining to a Particular Group 

To return the dictionary of keys and values that belong to a specified group and sub-group, the 

GetGroupData method can be used. This method returns a dictionary of keys and values. 

 
             try 
            { 
                IDictionary data = cache.GetGroupData("Product", "Beverages") as IDictionary; 
 
                if (data.Count > 0) 
                { 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/f051dae5-9c91-cf18-ff4f-3f9ff7ad9b9e.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/f051dae5-9c91-cf18-ff4f-3f9ff7ad9b9e.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/7451c9ae-2a1a-f139-311d-357e0bc692c6.htm
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                    IDictionaryEnumerator result = data.GetEnumerator(); 
                    while (result.MoveNext()) 
                    { 
                        string key = (string)result.Key; 
                        Product val = (Product)result.Value; 
                        //do something 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

6.2.6. Removing a Data Group 

The data items pertaining to group Product and sub group Beverages is removed by this sample code, which 

has been added previously. 

 
            try 
            { 
                cache.RemoveGroupData("Product", "Beverages"); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
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7. Tags  

7.1. Conceptual Overview 

Using Tags, you can associate keywords(s) with your cache items. You can mark your data with tags which act 

as identifiers for your cache items. For instance, in an online library there are different genres of books. For each 

different category a tag identifier can be added, along with tags for authors and year of publication. Note here 

that a single author can have two books written under two different categories. Moreover, multiple authors may 

have a publication in the same year, thus cache search can be made for each tag filter separately i.e. for all 

publications in year 2000 or for all publications of John Keats. Also, these filter tags can be used in combination 

with each other like all publications of John Keats in year 2000.  

 

Retrieve/Remove using Tags 

These identifying marks can help you in finding and/or removing items from the cache. 

 

Support for Multiple Tags 

 You can tag more than one keyword with any cache item. 

 

Many-to-Many Grouping 

Tags provide a many-to-many grouping where one tag can contain multiple cached items and one cached item 

can belong to multiple tags. NCache provides you with Tag class in which you can specify one or more tags 

associated with cached items. 

 

Case Sensitive 

Tags are case sensitive. 

 

Query using Tags 

NCache also supports tags in queries.  

 

For example, if you tag your cache item with a list of tags i.e. “bookinformation” having tags like "author", 

"yearofpublication" and "category", you can fetch items through API which match 

 with ANY one tag (e.g.  book where author or yearofpublication or category is matched) from the list, or 

 with ALL tags (e.g. book where author and yearofpublication and category are matched), or 

 with ONLY one tag  (only author is a match). 

 

You can also remove items from cache on the basis of these marks of identification. You can use the same filters 

of tags for removal of items. You can use these different filters according to your business needs. 

7.2. How to Tag Cached Data 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

7.2.1. Creating Tags 

Tag is a class provided by NCache. This class can be used to associate tags with a particular data. 

 
            // Create a Tag array and specify tags. 
            Tag[] productTags = new Tag[2]; 
            productTags[0] = new Tag("Product"); 
            productTags[1] = new Tag("Beverages"); 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/fb936322-60ac-da38-6dcc-f705d5956eee.htm
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7.2.2. Adding Items to Cache with Tags 

In this example Add Operation overload is used to associate tags that were previously created. 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, product, productTags); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

7.2.3. Tagging Data through CacheItem 

In this example tags are set by assigning them to the CacheItem. 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            cacheItem.Tags = productTags; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, cacheItem); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

7.2.4. Retrieving Previously Tagged Data 

Retrieving Keys Associated with a Tag 
 

The following example demonstrates how to retrieve keys  from the cache, either related to a specified tag, 

any tag from the list, or all the tags in the list. 

 
            //For finding keys related to one tags 
            ICollection keys = cache.GetKeysByTag(productTags[0]); 
 
            //For Finding keys containing at least any one tag from tag list. 
            ICollection keys = cache.GetKeysByAnyTag(productTags); 
 
            //For finding keys containing all tags from tag list. 
            ICollection keys = cache.GetKeysByAllTags(productTags); 

 

Retrieving Key from Cache Containing Tag 
 

The following examples demonstrate how to retrieve items (keys and values) from the cache, either containing 

a specified tag, any tag from the list, or all the tags in the list. 

 
            //For finding keys and values related to one tag. 
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            Hashtable result = cache.GetByTag(productTags[0]); 
 
            //For finding keys and values containing at least any one tag in the tag list 
            Hashtable result = cache.GetByAnyTag(productTags); 
 
            //For finding keys and values related to all tags from the tag list 
            Hashtable result = cache.GetByAllTags(productTags); 

 

Querying Cached Items with respect to Tags 
 

In the following code example, please specify the fully qualified name of your custom class instead of 

Product in the query string. 

 
            Hashtable queryValue = new Hashtable(); 
            string query = "SELECT Product WHERE this.$Tag$=? AND this.$Tag$=?"; 
 

//Add items to cache containing tags in ArrayList if multiple tags value is 
required. 
 

            ArrayList queryTagList = new ArrayList(); 
            queryTagList.Add("Product"); 
            queryTagList.Add("Beverages"); 
 
            // Add tag list to Hashtable for query searching values. 
            queryValue.Add("$Tag$", queryTagList); 
            try 
            { 
                ICacheReader queryResult = cache.ExecuteReader(query, queryValue, true); 
                // queryResult contains all keys related to both tags. 
 
                if (queryResult.FieldCount > 0) 
                { 
                    while (queryResult.Read()) 
                    { 
                        //perform operations 
                    } 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

7.2.5. Removing Items from Cache Containing Tag 

The following examples demonstrate how to remove items either containing a specified tag, any tag from the 

list, or all the tags in the list. 
 
            //For removing keys containing specified tag 
            cache.RemoveByTag(productTags[0]); 
 
            //For removing keys containing at least one tag from tags list. 
            cache.RemoveByAnyTag(productTags); 
 
            //For removing keys containing all tags from list 
            cache.RemoveByAllTags(productTags);   
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8. Eviction  

For every cache, cache size should be estimated in advance with careful consideration of data usage by your 

application. However, your cache has storage limitation and if data will reside in the cache forever, it will 

eventually become full. To handle this, NCache's Eviction feature can be utilized. 

 

In Eviction, when your cache is full, NCache decides to evict its existing data on the basis of usage or priority to 

accommodate fresher incoming data. Eviction will smooth cache operations while keeping the cache size limited 

by removing a configured percentage of data. 

 

NCache provides different polices for eviction. These policies decide which data would be evicted when cache 

is full: 

 

Priority Based Eviction 
This eviction policy lets the cache evict lesser important data first. This eviction policy is your obvious choice if 

you can classify the cache data into different priorities. The priority is specified with the cache item while adding 

it to the cache. You can specify any of the priority from the following 6 levels of priorities: 

 Low 

 Below Normal 

 Normal 

 Above Normal 

 High 

 Not Removable - This priority level specifies that the cache item should not be evicted. 

 

Least Recently Used (LRU) 
This eviction policy lets caches evict data which is no longer in use. Data is evicted based on its last access time. 

The data that was accessed a long time ago is the most suitable candidate for eviction than the data which has 

been accessed recently. Access time is updated when data is fetched/updated from the cache. 

 

Least Frequently Used (LFU) 
This eviction policy lets cache evict the data which is less frequently used. The data is evicted based on the 

frequency of its usage. For example, if an item is accessed 5 times, then it is a more suitable candidate for 

eviction than an item which is accessed 20 times.  

 

Do not Evict 
Along with different policies, there is another option to turn off eviction. In this case, when the cache gets full, 

the cache does not evict any data while all incoming data addition requests are rejected. 

 

Eviction Ratio 
You can also specify eviction ratio i.e. by what percentage data should be evicted from cache. Eviction removes 

only the configured percentage of data from cache once eviction is triggered.  

 

Warn user when cache is near full 
When cache is about 80% full and needs eviction, NCache logs events to both event viewer in windows and also 

in cache log files. 

 

Bulk removal of data 
The number of cache items to be removed during eviction can be huge depending on cache size and eviction 

ratio. That is why eviction removes data in bulks. Size of the bulk operation is configurable through 

server.properties file. Similarly, you can also configure the delay between two bulk removal operations with 

the help of server.properties file. 
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Eviction in Cluster Environment 
 

 In Partition and Partition of Replica topologies, data distribution is based on a hashing algorithm. Each node 

has divided data, thus each node is responsible to evict its own data. However, replica node in partition-of-

replica does not evict the data themselves - data is automatically removed from the replica when it is 

removed from the active node.  

 

 In Replicated topology, every node has the same set of data, so only the cluster coordinator is responsible 

for eviction.  

 

 Mirror Cache has only two nodes, one active other passive. Thus, active node is responsible for carrying out 

eviction on the entire cache
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9. Named Tags 

9.1. Conceptual Overview  
You can associate one or more keywords with cache items in NCache. These keywords will act as an identifying 

mark for cache items. You can retrieve that data later on the basis of specified keywords through "Tags". But if 

you require a higher level of tagging where your tags can have types or names, and your requirement is to 

query data related to specific type of tag, then you need “Named Tags”. The “Named Tags" feature set is the 

enhancement of the "Tags" feature set.  

 

Consider a scenario where user needs to store an object in textual form such as "XML", he will not be able to 

search that object using tags. The limitation of tags is that it can only have text values and only one attribute 

i.e. $Tag$. With named tags user will be able to store additional information (of any type) required to query 

the object stored as string.  

 

Here users are required to provide the list of named tags, each having two parameters, "key" (name of a tag) 

as string and "value" (assigned value) as any primitive type. NCache then allows you to search your objects 

through these named tags. 

 

9.2. How To Use Named Tags 
 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

9.2.1. Creating Named Tags 

A NamedTagsDictionary is a class provided by NCache so you can associate these tags with a particular data.  

 
            NamedTagsDictionary productNamedTag = new NamedTagsDictionary(); 
            productNamedTag.Add("UnitsAvailable", 4); 
            productNamedTag.Add("Category", 25); 
            productNamedTag.Add("Supplier", "Alex"); 

9.2.2. Adding item to cache with Named Tags 

In this example, Add Operation overload is used to associate named tags previously created. 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, product, productNamedTag); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
  

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/8374510f-c638-44b8-7b55-7a1424f837cc.htm
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9.2.3. Adding Named Tags through CacheItem 

In the following example named tags are set by assigning them as a property of CacheItem. 

 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            cacheItem.NamedTags = productNamedTag; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, cacheItem); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 

   } 

9.2.4. Querying Cache Items with respect to Named Tags 

In the following code example please specify the fully qualified name of your custom class instead of 

'Product' in the query string.  

 
            string query = "SELECT Product WHERE this.Supplier = ?"; 
            Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
            values.Add("UnitsInStock", 4); 
            values.Add("Supplier", "Alex"); 
 
            try 
            { 
                ICacheReader queryResult = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values, true); 
                //queryResult contains all keys related to both tags. 
 
                if (queryResult.FieldCount > 0) 
                { 
                    while (queryResult.Read()) 
                    { 
                        //perform operations 
                    } 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

 

Note: If you have multiple applications that are sharing the same cache and all of them are supposed to 
add named tags, then make sure that same named tags have homogenous data types. E.g. If one client is 
adding named tag "ProductID" with String data type then all other clients should add values of 
"ProductID" in String format not in Integer or other for same cache. 
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10. Data Expiration Strategies 

10.1. Conceptual Overview 

NCache supports time-based data invalidation where you can specify the time or interval to expire your cache 

data. This type of data invalidation is used if changes to the data occur in a deterministic time fashion or where 

you can determine the frequency of data change. For example, customer information or region information may 

not be frequently updated, so you can use a time based expiration to invalidate such data.  

 

You will specify this time/interval with the items of cache data. NCache maintains an index for items with time 

based expiration. A dedicated thread checks cache data for these expired items periodically after a configurable 

interval of time called Clean Interval. By default its value is 15 seconds, which means that the maximum time an 

item can take to be removed from the cache is (expiration time + clean interval). So you should select this 

interval carefully according to the expiration time of your data. 

10.1.1. Absolute Expiration 

You can add an item to the cache with absolute expiration by specifying the exact date and time at which the 

item should be invalidated. When this time is elapsed, the item will be removed from the cache. Here, NCache 

maintains UTC time for absolute expiration on the caching servers which facilitates the case where clients and 

cache servers are in different time zones. This means that expiration time specified by clients (in any time zone) 

will be converted to UTC on the cache server and the item will be expired on the exact date and time as specified 

by clients. You can specify the expiration time ranging from seconds to days and months. 

 

However, note that the item will be removed when expired on the next cache clean up interval. For example, if 

you specify an expiration of 10 seconds with an item and cache clean up interval is configured to 15 seconds, 

then item will be removed within the time frame of 15-25 seconds. 

10.1.2. Sliding Expiration 

In Sliding expiration, you want the cache to retain the data as long as it is being used by the application and 

throw away any data that has not been used for a specific period of time. For example, JSP session data can be 

stored in the cache as long as the session is active. For this type of data, you can specify sliding expiration 

ranging from seconds to days and months.  

 

Whenever a cache data with sliding expiration is accessed, its time to live in cache is extended by the expiration 

interval specified, e.g. an item with 30 seconds sliding expiration will be removed from the cache if not accessed 

for at least 30 seconds. However, with each get, the item's expiration interval will be reset to 30 seconds, 

extending its life in the cache by 30 seconds. 

 

Similar to absolute expiration, cache items with sliding expiration are removed on cache cleanup interval. 

 

Note: The Client Cache will utilize the same expiration enabled on the clustered cache. It does not have its 
own independent expiration policy. 

If no expiration is provided with cache item, it will reside in the cache till explicit removal. This can lead to cache 

storage overwhelming. Also please refer to Eviction Policies which is another feature of NCache to control cache 

storage usage. 

 

10.2. Default Expirations 
NCache has introduced a new set of default expirations that can aid you in setting your data invalidation 

strategies with more flexibility. All of the default expirations have a minimum value of 5 seconds. 
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· Default  

· Default Longer 

 

It is up to you whether you want to incorporate expiration into your cache or not. By default, expiration is 

disabled.  

 

Note: To enable expiration, it is mandatory that you enable it through Manager. If you pass the API for default 

expiration and it is not configured through Manager, it will not work.  

 

However, there are rules you must remember while setting the expiration either through API or through 

configuration: 

 

If you enable expiration, you must configure one the following default expirations:  

1. Default Absolute 

2. Default Sliding 

3. Default Absolute Longer 

4. Default Sliding Longer  

 

There are multiple scenarios where configuration of expiration policy through the NCache Manager and API will 

overlap, which will trigger the following behaviors: 

 

 If Expiration is enabled, but default expiration is not passed from the API, Absolute Default will be used. 

 

 If a certain default Expiration mode is enabled, the same default must be passed through the API as 

well, otherwise expiration will not work. 

 

For example, when an API call receives Sliding Longer expiration: 

 If Default Sliding Longer is configured, it will be used as default. 

 If Default Sliding Longer is not configured, no expiration will take place. 

 

 If Expiration is enabled and the time value is passed through the API call, the value passed through API 

will be used. If no value is passed, the value configured in NCache Manager is used.  

 

 If Expiration is enabled and both policies (Sliding and Absolute) are passed through the API, an 

exception will be thrown.  

 

 If Expiration is disabled, an API call with any of the defaults will be ignored and items will be inserted 

without expiration. However, if you pass the expiration with time value from API (non-default expiration), 

then it will take place regardless of the configuration. 

 

Make sure to apply configuration after enabling expiration using NCache Manager as guided in Configuring 

Expirations in Admin Guide. 
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10.3. Using Absolute Expiration 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

10.3.1. Adding new item with Absolute Expiration 

In the following example, the Add Operation is used to specify an absolute expiration time period for a cache 

item.  
        try 
        { 
 

//adding absolute expiration of 5 min through Add API. 
cache.Add(key, product, null, System.DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(5), 
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

 
// adding Default Absolute expiration with configured value 
cache.Add(key, product, null, Cache.DefaultAbsolute, Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, 
CacheItemPriority.Default); 

 
// adding AbsoluteLonger expiration with configured value 
cache.Add(key, product, null, Cache.DefaultAbsoluteLonger, 
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

       } 
       catch (Exception ex) 
       { 
            // handle exception 
       } 

10.3.2. Updating Data with Absolute Expiration 

In the following example, the Insert Operation is used to add/update the absolute expiration time period for 

an item added to the cache.  

 
       try 
        { 
           // updating absolute expiration of 5 min through Add API. 

cache.Insert(key, product, null, System.DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(5), 
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

 
             //updating Default Absolute expiration with configured value 

cache.Insert(key, product, null, Cache.DefaultAbsolute, 
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

 
             //updating AbsoluteLonger expiration with configured value 

cache.Insert(key, product, null, Cache.DefaultAbsoluteLonger, 
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

        } 
        catch (Exception ex) 
        { 
             // handle exception 
        } 
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10.3.3. Setting Absolute Expiration with CacheItem  

In the following example Absolute Expiration time period is set by assigning it to a property of a CacheItem 

object. 
            // Setting Absolute expiration of 5 minutes. 
            cacheItem.AbsoluteExpiration = System.DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(5); 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

10.4. Using Sliding Expiration 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

10.4.1. Adding a New Item with Sliding Expiration 

In the following example, the Add Operation is used to add a new item with the Sliding Expiration time period 

defined. The expiration time period is set by using the TimeSpan class. Also if the Sliding Expiration method is 

being used, NoAbsoluteExpiration needs to be explicitly declared in the parameters. 

 
            try 
            { 
                // adding sliding expiration of 5 min through Add API. 

cache.Add(key, product, null, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, new 
TimeSpan(0, 5, 0), CacheItemPriority.Default); 

 
                // adding Default Sliding expiration with configured value 

cache.Add(key, product, null, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, 
Cache.DefaultSliding, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

 
                // adding SlidingLonger expiration with configured value 

cache.Add(key, product, null, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, 
Cache.DefaultSlidingLonger, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

10.4.2. Updating Item with Sliding Expiration 

In the following example the insert Operation is used to add/update a Sliding Expiration time period to an 

item already added to the cache. The expiration time period is set by using the TimeSpan class.  

 
            try 
            { 
                //updating sliding expiration of 5 min through Insert API. 

 cache.Insert(key, product, null, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, new TimeSpan(0, 
5, 0), CacheItemPriority.Default); 
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                //updating Default Sliding expiration with configured value 

cache.Add(key, product, null, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, 
Cache.DefaultSliding, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

 
                //updating SlidingLonger expiration with configured value 

cache.Add(key, product, null, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, 
Cache.DefaultSlidingLonger, CacheItemPriority.Default); 

            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

10.4.3. Setting Sliding Expiration with CacheItem 

In the following example, Sliding Expiration time period is set by assigning it as a property of a CacheItem 

object. 

 
            // Setting sliding expiration of 10 seconds. 
            cacheItem.SlidingExpiration = new TimeSpan(0, 0, 10); 
 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.None, null); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
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11. Cache Dependencies 

Data in the cache can have dependency relations with items like a file on some location, a record in a database, 

results of a particular query or another cached item, such that any change in the item can invalidate the data in 

the cache. In that case, all dependent data must be reloaded or removed from cache otherwise data will become 

stale.  

11.1. Conceptual Overview 

11.1.1. Expiration in Clustered Environment 

In a clustered cache environment where multiple caching servers are involved, expiration is handled differently 

in various NCache topologies. In replicated cache, expiration is performed by coordinator node and the 

operation will then be synchronized to other clustered nodes. In partitioned topology, as data is distributed on 

separate nodes, each node is responsible for its own item expiration. For partitioned-replicated topology, 

expiration will be performed on active nodes and propagate to their respective replicas. Similarly in mirrored 

topology, active node will perform expiration and synchronize it on passive node. 

11.1.2. Key Dependency  

There are situations when you want to keep a relationship among related cache data e.g. item B depends on 

item A. In such a situation, you would like to remove item B if item A no longer exists in cache. Here you can use 

key dependency to maintain this relationship. 

 

Key dependency creates a dependency relationship between cached items. For example, you can specify a key 

dependency on customer's data while putting their order's data. In this way, if a customer is removed by the 

application or expiration then NCache will remove the order data too. 

 

In NCache, dependent cache items and the ones on which others depend are aware of this relationship. So when 

an item on which other items depend is removed, all dependent items will be removed. However vice versa is 

not possible, i.e. on removal of an item, say Y, which has dependency on any other item, say item X, X will not 

be removed.  

 

A cache item can have a dependency on any number of other items in the cache. For example, item A may 

depend on item X, Y and Z.  Similarly an item on which others depend can also depend on another cache item 

i.e. item X may depend on Y while items A and B depend on X. In short, cascaded dependencies are allowed to 

the nth level e.g. an item A depends on item B and B depends on item C then removal of C will result in removal 

of B and then A.  

 

 Note: Cyclic key dependency is not supported i.e. Item A depends on Item B and B depends on A. Or A 

depends on B and B depends on C and in turn C depends on A. 

 

11.1.3. Cache Sync Dependency  

Cache sync dependency is provided by NCache to synchronize two separate caches so that an item updated or 

removed from one cache can have the same effect on the synchronized cache. For example, you can have a local 

cache that keeps items that are frequently used by your application and a clustered cache that keeps a larger 

number of items from being shared with other applications. Moreover in your local cache, items are kept 

synchronized with the clustered cache so you never have any data integrity problems while improving your 

application’s performance even further. 
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Cache sync dependency synchronizes two caches using Item Level notifications provided by NCache. Whenever 

an item is updated or removed from one cache, a key based notification is fired to the other to synchronize data 

in both caches.  

11.1.4. Notification Based Database Dependencies 

Nowadays, most of the applications that heavily use database calls are incorporating distributed caching to the 

cache-expensive query result set, which helps to boost application performance and scalability. For this purpose, 

you would like that whenever any data changes occur in the database, cache data should be invalidated and 

removed from the cache. NCache provides a mechanism where data can be invalidated when changes occur in 

the database in real time. To cater to this problem, notification based database dependencies are provided in 

NCache.  

 

How it Works: In this type of database dependency, NCache uses data change notifications provided by 

databases servers to invalidate cache data. Oracle (10g or later) provides an event notification mechanism where 

the distributed cache like NCache can register itself for change notification through OracleDependency. 

NCache receives notifications from database whenever underlying data changes occurs in the database. This 

allows NCache to immediately invalidate or reload the corresponding cached item and this keeps the cache 

always synchronized with the database. 

 

11.1.5. Database Dependency Using SQL Server 
 

NCache provides SqlCacheDependency for notification based dependency with SQL Server database. 

Internally NCache use SqlDependency provided by .NET framework to register data change notifications with 

SQL Server. Hence the limitations and working mechanism of SqlDependency while using this dependency 

needs to be understood. For example, a limited set of queries can be registered with SqlDependency. See 

Special Considerations Using Query Notifications and SqlDependency class for more detail. 

 

11.1.6. Database Dependency Using Oracle 
 

Similarly NCache provides OracleCacheDependency for notification based dependencies with Oracle. Internally 

NCache uses OracleDependency to register data change notifications with the Oracle database server. Hence 

you need to understand the limitations and working mechanisms of OracleDependency while using this 

dependency. For example, limited sets of queries can be registered with OracleDependency. See Special 

Considerations Using Query Notifications and OracleDependency class for more detail. 

 

Notification based dependency is the best option while using queries with comparatively less data changes or 

when large amount of data dependencies are not involved. Notification based dependencies involve 

notifications to invalidate data so it can be very intensive in terms of resource usage at the database end. It 

should be carefully selected in the case of creating large amounts of data dependencies as database servers 

need to monitor each dependency separately to track any data changes related to it. This may consume a lot of 

resources and hence put burden on the database servers in terms of memory and processing.  

 

Also, database servers mostly fire separate events for each data change and NCache responds to these events 

accordingly. A Large amount of these events can easily overwhelm the network traffic and the overall 

performance of client application and NCache servers. 

 

To avoid this, you can use other options like polling based database dependency provided by NCache or writing 

a java procedure that communicates with NCache to invalidate cache items. For this, you need to create a java 

stored procedure that connects with NCache and updates or invalidates the cached item. This procedure can be 

invoked on the update or delete trigger of your table. In this way, you can monitor your data changes and 

directly replicate it to the cache. This approach is more efficient as database servers do not need to monitor 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aewzkxxh(v=vs.80).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.data.sqlclient.sqldependency.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aewzkxxh(v=vs.80).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aewzkxxh(v=vs.80).aspx
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/win.111/b28375/OracleDependencyClass.htm
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data changes by creating data structures related to OracleDependency. Instead, it opens up a NCache client 

connection and directly tells NCache whether to invalidate a cached item or reload it. And, this connection with 

NCache is highly optimized and much faster. 

11.1.7. Polling based Database Dependencies 

NCache supports another database dependency called Polling Based Dependency which is basically designed 

to work on large scale. Notification Based Dependency only works with the database server which provides 

support for data change notifications i.e. either with SQL Server(2005 or above) or Oracle (10g or later). Whereas 

Polling Based Dependency also works with other databases which do not provide data change notifications 

support. Also, Notification Based Dependency is not as much resource efficient as Polling Based Dependency 

for using it on large scale. 

 

In Polling Based Dependency, a table named ncache_db_sync needs to be created in database which is used 

by NCache to synchronize the database with cache store. Also, UPDATE and DELETE triggers need to be created 

for every table on which notification is required. These triggers will be scripted to invalidate corresponding cache 

keys in this table in case of data change.  

 

When an item is added to the cache with dependency, a row will be created in this table for this cache key as 

shown: 

 

 
 

In case of data change in the table, corresponding triggers will set modified flag to true. On cache clean up 

interval, NCache polls ncache_db_sync table for modified keys, collects them, sets their work_in_progress 

flag to true and finally removes all corresponding keys from the cache. After successfully removing keys from 

the cache, all those rows where the work_in_progress flag is true are removed from the ncache_db_sync 

table. 

 

Note: In a clustered cache, if a node crashes while it was removing items from the cache, the next node in the 

cluster will again start the process. 

 

11.1.8. File Dependency  

File dependency provides a mechanism to invalidate the cache data in case of non-relational data sources. Here 

you can associate a file/folder dependency with a cache item. Whenever that file/folder is removed or modified, 

NCache will remove its dependent item from cache. Cache clean up (expiration) thread monitors the dependent 

file/folder for any change at every Clean Interval. 

 

On cache clean up interval, NCache triggers dependency in the following scenarios: 

 Dependency file/folder is removed/modified. 

 Dependency file is replaced with directory and vice versa. 

 Dependency is created in the non-existed file/folder, but on the cleanup interval it is created. 

 

Similarly, multiple items can depend on a single file. Any change in file, either by updating the file or deletion, 

causes the cache to remove the dependent items from the cache. Likewise, an item can create dependency on 

multiple files in file dependency. 

 

You can also mention a delay called "start after" in file dependency which indicates when to start monitoring 

the dependent file for any change. In this way NCache will start checking the dependent file after the "start after" 

time has elapsed. 
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11.1.9. Custom Dependency  

NCache provides flexible ways to determine data invalidation using various dependencies. However you can 

implement your custom logic for dependency if none of the built in invalidation strategies suit your environment. 

For example, you can implement a custom dependency which makes a call to a web service for the validation of 

data. 

 

In custom dependency, you can implement your custom logic which defines when a certain data becomes 

invalid. For this purpose, NCache provides an abstract class ExtensibleDependency. All you need to do is to 

inherit your dependency class from this class and override its HasChanged property. Like expiration, cache clean 

up thread periodically calls HasChanged property of custom dependency and if it returns, the true item is 

removed from the cache. 

11.1.10. Combining Different Invalidation Strategies 

NCache also allows you to use different strategies in combination with the same cache data in the form of 

Aggregate Cache Dependency. Aggregate Cache Dependency allows you to associate multiple dependencies of 

different types with a single cached item. For example, you can associate key dependency and file dependency 

with an item using aggregate dependency and data will be invalidated based on whichever dependency triggers 

first.  

 

Aggregate Cache Dependency associates one cached item with a collection of dependency objects which can 

be any other dependency provided by NCache e.g. CacheDependency, DBCacheDependency or any 

combination of these. The AggregateCacheDependency monitors a collection of dependency objects so that 

when any of them changes, the cached object becomes obsolete and is removed from the cache. 

 

Combining different invalidation strategies provides you with more flexible ways to meet your application needs 

in different environments. 

11.2. Using Cache Dependencies 

11.2.1. Adding Data with Key Dependency 

Data in cache can depend on items like a file on some location, a record in database, results of a particular query 

or another cached item, such that any change in the item which has dependent data in cache invalidates the 

data. In that case all dependent data must be reloaded or removed from cache otherwise data will become stale. 

 

An object can be specified as being dependent on another key at the time of addition. Note that the only keys 

present in cache can be specified as key dependency. Nonexistent key specified as key dependency will result 

OperationFailedException. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key1, "Product:1001"); 
 
                //add key2 with dependency on key1 

 cache.Add(key2, "Product:1002", new KeyDependency(key1), 
Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, 
CacheItemPriority.Normal); 

 
                //removing/inserting/deleting key1 will remove key2 because of its dependency 
                cache.Insert(key1, "Product:1001_updated"); 
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                object value = cache.Get(key2); 
                if (value == null) 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Dependent item successfully removed from cache."); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Error while removing dependent items from cache."); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

Note: In KeyDependency, an item can only depend on an existing item, thus all dependency keys must 

exist in cache before an item can depend on them. 

 

11.2.2. Adding Data with File Dependency 

The following code shows how to add data with a FileDependency. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 
             Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
            string filepath = "C:\\tempProductList.txt"; 
 
            try 
            { 

//Adding cache item "Product:1001" with FileDependency on file 
"tempProductList.txt" 

cache.Insert(key, product, new FileDependency(filepath), 
Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, 
CacheItemPriority.Normal); 

 
                //Change file C:\\tempProductList.txt while program waits... 
                Thread.Sleep(5000); 
                //... and then check for its existence 
                Object item = cache.Get(key); 
                if (item == null) 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Item has been removed due to file dependency."); 
                } 
                else 
                { 

Console.WriteLine("File based dependency did not work. Dependency file 
located at " + filepath + " might be missing or file did not change 
within the given interval."); 

                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException e) 
            {  // handle exception 
            } 
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11.2.3. Using Oracle Dependency 

Following is the step-by-step guide for using OracleCacheDependency. 

 Configuring Notification on Oracle Server  

NCache tracks changes in a database using notifications received from Oracle server about changes in the 

database. For this purpose NCache registers CHANGE NOTIFICATION with the Oracle server. NCache server 

should have the CHANGE NOTIFICATION privileges to create a notification registration. If NCache server machine 

does not have these privileges, the following statement can be used to grant the CHANGE NOTIFICATION 

privilege to the user. 

 

  

 

 

 Adding Data with Oracle Dependency 

The following code shows how to add data with OracleCacheDependency. Altering data after addition with 

Oracle Dependency will remove it from cache. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 
            //Create object to be added with dependency 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            {   //Creating OracleCacheDependency 
                String connectionString = "User Id=scott;Password=tiger;Data Source=oracle"; 
                string query = "SELECT rowID, productID FROM dbo.Products WHERE productID = 
1001"; 
 
                OracleCacheDependency oracleDependency = new 
OracleCacheDependency(connectionString, query); 
 
                //Adding cache item "Product:1001" with SqlDependency 
                cache.Insert(key, product, oracleDependency, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, 
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, CacheItemPriority.Normal); 
 
                //Modify Product record in database while program waits... 
                Thread.Sleep(5000); 
 
                //... and then check for its existence 
                Object item = cache.Get(key); 
                if (item == null) 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Item has been removed due to Oracle dependency."); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Oracle based dependency did not work."); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException e) 
            { } 

[SQL] 
"grant change notification to scott" 
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In Oracle 10g, database change notifications are only object based. This means that change notifications will be 

fired if any row is modified in an object. Therefore, it is recommended to check rowID to confirm if the altered 

row is the one for which the event was registered. RowIDs cannot be retrieved unless explicitly included in query. 

So the user has to specifically include rowID in the query that is being registered with OracleDependecy, 

otherwise the change notification will be fired if any row is modified in table. 

 

When rowID is included in a query such as – “Select rowID, productID, productname, unitprice from 

Products where ProductID = 220” - NCache will save the rowIDs of rows for which the change notification 

is registered. When it receives any change notification, NCache will compare the rowIDs to determine whether 

the row changed is the one for which the rowID is registered. Otherwise NCache will have no way to check 

against this and items for which change notification is registered may be removed if any row in the table 

changes.  

 

In Oracle 11g, both object based and query based (default) notifications are provided. In query based 

notifications, change of the modified row will be notified only if the change notification is registered for it. 

 

11.2.4. Using SQL Dependency 

NCache provides feature of SQL dependency for the purpose of synchronizing cache with Microsoft SQL 

Server 2005/2008. An item is added with SQL dependency, specifying SQL statement representing one or 

more rows (query result set) in database. Then NCache establishes a link with the database against these rows. 

If data is updated in the database by any application, SQL Server fires a .NET event notification which NCache 

catches and removes the corresponding item from the distributed cache. 

 

1. Configuring Notification on SQL Server 

 

NCache tracks changes in database using notifications received from SQL server about changes in database. 

Internally NCache registers for these data change notification and receives notification from database in case 

of any change in the registered query result set. On the basis of these received notification, cache invalidates 

the corresponding data and removes it from cache. 

 

Notifications must be enabled in SQL server database for NCache. Unlike time based expirations where data is 

invalidated by cache clean up thread on a configurable interval, NCache removes the corresponding data as 

soon it receives notification from the database. 

 

For this purpose, enable the service broker in SQL Server 2005 or above before NCache can use 

SqlCacheDependency. This allows SQL Server 2005 to send event notifications to NCache to let it know that 

data has changed in the database. 

 
[SQL] 
ALTER DATABASE Northwind SET ENABLE_BROKER; 
GO 

 

To verify that the broker is running, properties in the database server can be checked using SQL Management 

studio or run the following query: 

 
Select is_broker_enabled from sys.databases where name = '<dbname>' 

 

If the result is “1” it means broker has been enabled. 

 

For further details, refer to MSDN article on Enabling Event Notifications for SQL Server. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms172133(v=vs.110).aspx
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2. Database Permissions 

 

The following permissions need to be enabled in order to use NCache SQL cache dependency if the user does 

not have database permissions. Database permissions are defined for two different modes: Default mode and 

Custom mode.  

 

Default Mode 

 
GRANT SUBSCRIBE QUERY NOTIFICATIONS TO <database_principal> 
GRANT CREATE QUEUE TO <database_principal> 
GRANT CREATE SERVICE TO <database_principal> 
GRANT CREATE PROCEDURE TO <database_principal> 

 

Custom Mode 

 
CREATE QUEUE "NCacheSQLQueue-[IP-Address]"; 
CREATE SERVICE "NCacheSQLService-[IP-Address]" 
ON QUEUE."NCacheSQLQueue-[IP-
Address]"([http://schemas.microsoft.com/SQL/Notifications/PostQueryNotification]); 
GRANT SUBSCRIBE QUERY NOTIFICATIONS TO[User Name]; 
GRANT RECEIVE ON :: "NCacheSQLQueue-[IP-Address]"TO[User Name]; 
GRANT RECEIVE ON :: QueryNotificationErrorsQueue TO[User Name]; 
GRANT SEND ON SERVICE :: "NCacheSQLService-[IP-Address]"to[User Name]; 

 

 

Note: Replace [IP-Address] with node IP address and [User Name] with database user name. 

 

In a clustered environment, users are supposed to create SQL Service and Queue per NCache process. 

You can also create required SQL Service and Queue using script "NCacheServiceQueue.sql" located at: 

 "%Install Directory%/NCache/bin/resources". 

 

3. Adding Data with SQL Dependency 

 

To add data with SQL dependency, create SqlCacheDependency object, and use Add/Insert API to add item 

with SqlCacheDependency. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
            try 
            { 
                //Creating SqlCacheDependency 

  string connectionString = "Data Source=localhost;Initial  
Catalog=Northwind;Integrated Security=SSPI;"; 

                string query = "SELECT ProductID FROM dbo.Products WHERE ProductID = 1001"; 
 

SqlCacheDependency sqlDependency = new SqlCacheDependency(connectionString, 
query); 

 
                //Adding cache item "Product:1001" with SqlCacheDependency 
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 cache.Insert(key, product, sqlDependency, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, 
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, CacheItemPriority.Normal); 

 
                //Modify Product record in database while program waits... 
                Thread.Sleep(5000); 
 
                //... and then check for its existence 
                Object item = cache.Get(key); 
                if (item == null) 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Item has been removed due to SQL dependency."); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Error: SQL dependency did not work."); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException e) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

 

11.2.5. Using CLR Procedures to Call NCache 

Database dependencies using SQL server notifications may reduce application's performance as SQL server 

throws a separate notification for each data update which is then handled by NCache. If there are too many 

changes being made in database, notifications may overwhelm network traffic, reducing performance of both 

NCache and user application. 

 

NCache allows you to write CLR stored procedures for database to synchronize cache with the database. CLR 

procedures does not involve creating dependency data structures like SqlCacheDependency, also no database 

monitoring or notification mechanism is required. To use CLR store procedures for NCache, follow steps 

specified below. All example SQL scripts specified are for SQL Server 2008 and .NET framework 2.0. 

 

1. Enable CLR Integration on Database 

 

The user should allow CLR procedures to be executed in database by executing the following query on his/her 

database: 

 
-- Enable CLR Integration on Database 
sp_configure'clr enabled', 1 
GO 
RECONFIGURE 
GO 

 

2. Register Assemblies with Database 

 

To  use NCache in CLR stored procedure, NCache assemblies need to be registered with database. This will 

enable database to use NCache API in stored procedure. 

 

SQL server does not resolve referred assemblies from GAC, therefore  assemblies required by NCache need to 

be copied in NCache assemblies directory before deploying them on database. Copy these assemblies from 

GAC to "NCache/bin/assembly/2.0" folder (choose 4.0 if the target platform is .NET 4.0). 

 log4net.dll 

 protobuf-net.dll 
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 Oracle.DataAccess.dll 

 

Copy following assemblies from "NCache\bin\IDE\NCache Manager" to 
"NCache/bin/assembly/2.0" 

 

 Renci.SshNet.dll 

 SharpSnmpLib.dll 

 

Execute the following query to register assemblies (If NCache install directory is different from used in this 

query, change path accordingly). 

 
use Northwind 
 
alter database Northwind 
set trustworthyon; 
go 
 
-- REGISTER SYSTEM ASSEMBLIES ... 
drop assembly [System.ServiceModel] 
drop assembly SMdiagnostics 
drop assembly [System.Web] 
drop assembly [System.Messaging] 
drop assembly [System.Management] 
 
CREATE ASSEMBLY [SMdiagnostics] AUTHORIZATION dbo FROM 
N'C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v3.0\Windows Communication 
Foundation\SMdiagnostics.dll' WITH permission_set=unsafe 
 
CREATE ASSEMBLY [System.Web] AUTHORIZATION dbo FROM 
N'C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727\System.Web.dll' WITH permission_set=unsafe 
 
CREATE ASSEMBLY [System.Management] AUTHORIZATION dbo FROM 
N'C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework64\v2.0.50727\System.management.dll' WITH 
permission_set=unsafe 
 
CREATE ASSEMBLY [System.Messaging] AUTHORIZATION dbo 
FROM N'C:\Windows\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\System.Messaging.dll' 
WITH permission_set=unsafe 
 
CREATE ASSEMBLY [System.ServiceModel] AUTHORIZATION dbo 
FROM N'C:\Program Files (x86)\Reference 
Assemblies\Microsoft\Framework\v3.0\System.ServiceModel.dll' 
WITH permission_set=unsafe 
 
--REGISTER NCACHE ASSEMBLIES ... 
CREATE ASSEMBLY [Alachisoft.NCache.Web] FROM N'C:\Program 
Files\NCache\bin\assembly\2.0\Alachisoft.NCache.Web.dll' WITH permission_set=unsafe 

 

3. Create and Deploy CLR Stored Procedure 

 

Create  a SQL CLR database project for your database in Visual Studio as shown below. 
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Add reference to NCache assembly named Alachisoft.NCache.Web in project. 

 

Add a stored procedure in your project. Write synchronization logic in database. Following is a sample CLR 

stored procedure which will remove an item if it is updated in cache. 

 
    public partial class StoredProcedures 
        { 
            [Microsoft.SqlServer.Server.SqlProcedure] 
            public static void RemoveOnUpdate(string cacheName, string key) 
            { 
                try 
                { 
 
                    if (string.IsNullOrEmpty(cacheName)) 
                        cacheName = "mycache"; 
                    if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(key)) 
                    { 
                        Cache cache = NCache.InitializeCache(cacheName); 
                        cache.Delete(key); 
                        cache.Dispose(); 
                    } 
                } 
                catch (OperationFailedException exp) 
                { 
                    //handle exception 
                } 
            } 
        } 

 

Deploy stored procedure on database. After deployment stored procedure will appear in database stored 

procedures, as shown below. 
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4. Write Trigger to Call Stored Procedure 

 

Finally a database trigger needs to be written that will call stored procedure created in the previous steps 

whenever an update or delete is performed on database table. Following is a sample script to create trigger on 

Product table in Northwind database: 

 
Create TRIGGER [dbo].[myTrigger] 
ON [dbo].[Products] 
FOR DELETE,UPDATE 
AS 
Declare @cacheName asnvarchar(4000) 
declare @key asvarchar(4000) 
select @key=Cast((Deleted.ProductID)asnVarChar)+':dbo.Products', @cacheName='mycache' from 
Deleted 
EXEC dbo.RemoveOnUpdate@cacheName, @key 

 

5. Adding Data in Cache 

 

Following is a sample code that adds an item in cache and updates it in database to verify that item has been 

removed from cache: 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 
            //Create object to be added with dependency 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "1:dbo.Products"; 
 
            try 
            { 
                //Cache key should be same as used in trigger 
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                cache.Insert(key, product); 
 
                //Modify Product record in database while program waits... 
                Thread.Sleep(5000); 
 
                //... and then check for its existence 
                Object item = cache.Get(key); 
                if (item == null) 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Item has been removed"); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Item not removed"); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException e) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

11.2.6. Using Polling Based Dependency 

Note: In notification based dependencies like Oracle dependency, it is the responsibility of the database to 

notify changes to the cache, where as in polling based dependency, NCache polls the database for any 

changes. 

 How to Prepare Database for Polling Dependency 

Since polling based dependency works on the concept of NCache polling the database for changes, the database 

has to be configured to keep a record of those changes in a table. This includes creating a table named 

ncache_db_sync and creating a trigger to update this table according to changes in database. 

Follow these steps to configure database: 
 

 Create a table ncache_db_sync having four fields (cache_key VARCHAR, cache_id VARCHAR, is_modified 

BIT DEFAULT and work_in_progress BIT DEFAULT). The script to create the table is as follows: 

 
CREATE TABLE ncache_db_sync( 
cache_key VARCHAR(256), 
cache_id VARCHAR(256), 
is_modified BIT DEFAULT(0), 
work_in_progress BIT DEFAULT(0), 
PRIMARY KEY(cache_key, cache_id) ); 

 

 Create UPDATE and DELETE triggers for every table on which notification is required. They set the 'modified' 

field of corresponding row in the ncache_db_sync table to 1. To carry out the task, see the following sample 

script that creates a trigger on the 'Products' table: 

 
CREATE TRIGGER myTrigger 
ON dbo.Products 
FOR DELETE, UPDATE 
AS 
UPDATE ncache_db_sync 
SET is_modified = 1 
From ncache_db_sync 
inner join Deleted old on cache_key = (Cast((old.ProductID) as VarChar)+ ':dbo.Products' ); 

 

Note: The syntax of SQL scripts specified here are for the Oracle database. Please change the syntax according 

to the database being used in your application. 
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Now, as soon as an item is added to the cache with a dependency, a row will be created in table 

'ncache_db_sync' for this cache key. We'll have to make sure that the format of the cache key while adding 

into the cache is exactly the same as defined in the corresponding trigger. For example in the trigger 

explained above, the cache key for product id 10 should be "10:dbo.Products". 

 

On clean interval, NCache DBCacheDependency does the following: 

1. Sets the work_in_progress flag for those rows where modified flag is set, and fetches all those rows. 

2. Removes all keys from the cache as they are all expired now. 

3. After successfully removing all the keys from the cache, all those rows where work_in_progress flag is 

set are removed from the 'NCache_db_sync' table. 

 Adding Data with Polling Based Dependency 

The following code shows how to use polling based dependency with the Oracle database. In this case the 

database has been already configured to use polling based dependency. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 
            //Create object to be added with dependency 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            {    //Creating Polling based dependency 

string connectionString = "Provider=SQLOLEDB;Data 
Source=localhost;Database=northwind;User Id=sa;Password=;"; 
DBCacheDependency oledbDependency = 
DBDependencyFactory.CreateOleDbCacheDependency(connectionString, 
product.ProductID + ":dbo.Products"); 

 
                 //cache key for product id 1 will be "1:dbo.Products" 

cache.Insert(product.ProductID + ":dbo.Products", product, 
oledbDependency, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, 
CacheItemPriority.Default); 

 
                 //Modify Product record in database while program waits... 
                 Thread.Sleep(5000); 
 
                 //... and then check for its existence 
                 Object item = cache.Get(key); 
                 if (item == null) 
                 { 

Console.WriteLine("Item has been removed due to Polling Based 
dependency."); 

                 } 
                 else 
                 { 
                      Console.WriteLine("Polling Based dependency did not work."); 
                 } 
             } 
             catch (OperationFailedException e) 
             { 
                 //handle exception 
             } 

 

javascript:OpnNxtPage(%22http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/db-dependency.html%22);
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11.2.7. Synchronizing Cache with Custom Data Sources 

In custom dependency, the user can have his own dependencies scenarios. In this way, items can be be 

expired from cache in a number of flexible ways where expiration logic meets the user’s business 

requirements. NCache provides an abstract class ExtensibleDependency that is base for all dependencies. 

For defining custom dependency, the user's dependency class needs to inherit ExtensibleDependency class 

and change the definition of abstract function HasChanged(). Once implemented, place the assembly or 

executable file of class overriding ExtensibleDependency in NCache service folder and restart the NCache 

service. 

 

For more details, please read Custom Cache Dependency. 

11.2.8. Using Cache Sync Dependency 

NCache cache sync dependency provides a way to synchronize two caches, so that an item updated or removed 

from one cache have the same effect on the synchronized cache. 

 

The following code explains the use of cache synch dependency. In this example an item in the clustered cache 

'myreplicatedcache' is replicated in the local cache 'mycache' with cache sync dependency. Any change in 

the clustered cache will automatically be updated in the dependent item in the local cache. 

 

Note: For cache sync dependency, an item must exist in cache before another item can be added with a 

dependency on it. 

  

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 
             try 
            { 
                Cache cache1 = NCache.InitializeCache("mycache"); 
                Cache cache2 = NCache.InitializeCache("myreplicatedcache"); 
 
                Product product = new Product(); 
                product.ProductID = 1001; 
                product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
                string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
                cache1.Insert(key, product); 
 
                CacheSyncDependency dependency = new CacheSyncDependency("mycache", key); 
                CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(cache1.Get(key)); 
                cacheItem.SyncDependency = dependency; 
 
                cache2.Insert(key, cacheItem); 
 
                //Remove/Delete item from cache1 
                cache1.Remove(key); 
 
                //... and then check for its existence in cache2 
                object item = cache2.Get(key); 
                if (item == null) 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Item has been removed in cache2"); 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("Item not removed from cache2"); 
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                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException e) 
            { 
                // handle exception if any cache operation fails  
            } 
 

11.2.9. Add Dependency to an Existing Cached Item 

If data has been added to a cache without a dependency defined, NCache allows you to add any of the 

dependency types to this existing data without any need of anupdate function. This can be done using the 

AddDependency function provided by the NCache API. 

 

The following code shows how to add a dependency with existing data. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 
            string key1 = "Product:1001"; 
            string key2 = "Product:1002"; 

//precondition: items with keys "Product:1001" and Product:1002" are already in 
cache 

            try 
            { 
                cache.AddDependency(key2, new KeyDependency(key1), false); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 

                       } 

11.2.10. Using Aggregate Cache Dependency 

NCache provides feature of Aggregate dependency to support multiple dependencies with a single cache 

item. The following code explains how to add AggregateCacheDependency with an item. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Dependencies. 

 
            Product product1 = new Product(); 
            product1.ProductID = 1002; 
            product1.ProductName = "Chang"; 
            string key1 = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
            try 
            { 
              //Initializing Aggregate Dependency; Item dependant on File and Key 

AggregateCacheDependency aggregateDependency = new AggregateCacheDependency(); 
 
aggregateDependency.Dependencies.Add(new 
FileDependency("C:\\tempProductList.txt")); 
 

              aggregateDependency.Dependencies.Add(new KeyDependency("Product:1001")); 
 
              //Inserting item with AggregateCacheDependency 

cache.Insert(key, product, aggregateDependency, Cache.NoAbsoluteExpiration, 
Cache.NoSlidingExpiration, CacheItemPriority.Normal); 

            } catch (OperationFailedException e) { /* handle exception */ }              
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12. Cache Startup Loader 

12.1. Conceptual Overview 
 

NCache  provides Cache Startup Loader through which cache can be preloaded with data as it starts up. This is 

useful for applications which depend on certain data and that data should be available to the application 

immediately after it begins executing. For example, a video streaming site could have hundreds or thousands of 

videos at the beginning, and later new videos could be added on the server. For such an application, cache can 

be preloaded with existing videos on cache startup instead of manually adding the data in it. 

 

To configure Cache Startup Loader, CacheLoader interface provided by NCache needs to be implemented and 

then deployed using manager. NCache will use that custom provider to load data from the configured data 

source. Cache can be preloaded  by loading data in it either at once or in chunks. On cache startup, NCache 

framework will iteratively call LoadNext method of this custom provider until it returns false. In this method, 

logic to return data at once or in multiple chunks can be implemented. The size of the added chunk in cache 

from data source can also be controlled. In short, NCache provides flexible ways to load data into cache. 

 

Cache Loader may fail to load data due to an unsuccessful connection with the data source or if an incorrect 

index is specified while extracting data from the data source. To identify this, server side cache logs for Cache 

Loader must be checked for errors/exceptions. 

 

NCache loads data from data source on cache startup and populate it in cache in a separate thread. In case of 

clustered cache, only the coordinator node will be responsible for loading items in cache. If a node crashes or 

gets gracefully down while Cache Loader is in progress, then the next node will be responsible for initiating the 

Cache Loader from start. 

 

Note: You can delay the cache loader process for a certain interval through the cache loader start up delay 

configuration. By default its value is 20 seconds and you can change it by providing 

"CacheServer.CacheLoaderStartupDelay" key along with its value in service.xml file. 

 

12.2. How to Use Cache Loader 
 

For enabling Cache Startup Loader, your program needs a reference of the assembly 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.dll that contains interface ICacheLoader provided by NCache. The class 

implementing this interface allows framework to load data from the master data source in the cache. Thus, the 

class needs to include the logic for loading the data from the data source. 

 

ICacheLoader Interface 

 

Your class implementing this interface allows NCache to load data from the master data source to the cache. 

Therefore, this class needs to implement the logic for loading the data from your data source. The following 

methods are required to be defined by the classes implementing this loader: 
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Member Description 

Init 

 

This method is called by NCache framework on startup. This method takes as input a 

dictionary of parameters which can be passed while configuring cache loader through 

NCache Manager. Please refer to How To Configure Cache Loader section in Admin 

Guide for further details. Through the input param you can specify runtime parameters 

to your deployed provider like connection strings etc. In this method you can perform 

tasks like allocating resources, acquiring connections etc. The main concept of this 

method is to provide the user with a starting point from where you can initialize your 

data source setting before loading the data from it. 

Dispose This method is called by NCache framework when the cache stops. The purpose of this 

method is to release resources that may be in use during the loading of data from the 

data source to the cache. For example, when the cache is stopped or loadNext returns 

false, then you can implement this method to close its connection with the data source 

and dispose of all resources in use. 

LoadNext This method is called by NCache framework on cache startup after the init method. 

This method should contain the logic to load object(s) from the master data source. 

This method accepts a LinkedHashMap which is to be populated by the data being 

collected from the data source and an object which indicates the state. The data loaded 

in the map would be loaded in the cache and the state can be used to track the state if 

data is added in chunks. 

 

Please note that this method can contain the logic for returning one item at a time or 

multiple items in a chunk as it is called iteratively by NCache until it keeps returning 

false. The state can be used to control the size of the chunks being extracted from the 

data source. The user needs to make sure that the method returns true when all the 

data has been added into the map or else an infinite loop will be formed. 

 

Sample Implementation of ICacheLoader Interface 

 

      Make sure to deploy the Cache Loader after implementation using NCache Manager. 

 

    To utilize the ICacheLoader, include the following namespaces in your application:  

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.CacheLoader 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Caching 

 

 
  public class CacheLoader : ICacheLoader 
        { 
            private SqlConnection connection; 
 
            //initialize your data source setting here 
            public void Init(System.Collections.IDictionary parameters) 
            { 
                string connString = parameters["connectionString"].ToString(); 
                connection = new SqlConnection(connString); 
                connection.Open(); 
            } 
 
            //Load data from source 
            public bool LoadNext(ref OrderedDictionary data, ref object index) 
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            { 
                int nextIndex = 0; 
                if (index != null) 
                { 
                    nextIndex = (int)index; 
                } 
 

SqlCommand command = new SqlCommand("SELECT * FROM Products WHERE ProductID > 
" + nextIndex.ToString() + " AND ProductID< " + (nextIndex + 10).ToString()); 

                SqlDataReader reader = command.ExecuteReader(); 
 
                if (!reader.HasRows) 
                    return true; 
 
                while (reader.Read()) 
                { 
                    Product product = new Product(); 
                    product.ProductID = Convert.ToInt32(reader["ProductID"].ToString()); 
                    product.ProductName = reader["ProductName"].ToString(); 
 
                    ProviderCacheItem provideritem = new ProviderCacheItem(product); 
 
                    data.Add("Product:" + product.ProductID, provideritem); 
                } 
 
                index = nextIndex + 10; 
                reader.Close(); 
                return false; 
            } 
 
            //Dispose your data source resources here 
            public void Dispose() 
            { 
                if (connection != null) 
                    connection.Close(); 
            } 
        } 
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13. Data Source Providers (Backing Source)  

13.1. Conceptual Overview 

The main purpose of a caching solution is to cache the data source as temporary storage. While working with 

cache, client applications may need to perform operations on master data source. For this purpose, NCache 

supports transparent read/write operations to any type of back-end data source through Read-Through and 

Write-Through caching. Using this feature, client application can fetch or write data to master data source if 

needed. Read-Through and Write-Through caching facilitates user in the following cases: 

 

 User needs to fetch data from data source in case it is not present in cache store (Read-Through). 

 User needs to update data source (any write operation) after updating cache store (Write-Through). 

 

Using this feature in NCache has the following advantages: 

 

 NCache provides pluggable architecture for Read-Through and Write-Through caching so the client 

application code does not need to contain data source logic. 

 The data source may be changed at any time so this pluggable architecture can configure different 

data source while keeping the application code intact. 

 Your application only needs to communicate with NCache and NCache will take care of backend 

communication with data source. 

 

To use read- through or Write-Through caching, IReadThruProvider or IWriteThruProvider interfaces need to 

be implemented respectively and deploy it through NCache Manager.  

 

Runtime parameters can also be provided to provider while configuring it through NCache Manager. These 

parameters will be passed to provider on its initialization. These initialization parameters can be used in many 

ways, e.g., connection string of a data source can be specified as a parameter and there is no need to put it in 

provider code. Thus, it provides a flexible way to change the data source settings while configuring it without 

code changes in provider. 

 

In NCache, providers are configured by name and provider specific APIs can be employed by using provider 

name. NCache also supports multiple Read-Through/Write-Through providers with applications. In case of 

multiple providers, one of provider will be configured as default one. Default provider will be called if provider 

name is not mentioned explicitly through API. Providers other than default can also be used by utilizing 

provider specific overloads of the given APIs. 

13.2. Read-Through Caching 

13.2.1. Conceptual Overview 
 

NCache framework will use your custom read-through provider to communicate with the back-end data source. 

Here, you have to implement your custom logic to load data from the configured data source. NCache will call 

your provider to load data from the data source behind the get call, in case of a cache miss. 

Note:  NCache provides a performance counter for read-thru operations per sec. 

 

In clustered caches, where multiple servers are involved, read-through provider will be active (initialized) on all 

cache server nodes but read through operations will be performed by the node which receives get operation 

according to the topology.  
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Note:  Do not make cache calls to the same cache for which Read-Through is configured. This can cause 

recursion and halt the normal working of cache. 

 

13.2.2. How to Use Read-Through Caching 
 

IReadThruProvider Interface 

 
     void Dispose(); 
 
     void Init(IDictionary parameters, string cacheId); 
 
     Dictionary<string, ProviderCacheItem> LoadFromSource(string[] keys); 
 
     void LoadFromSource(string key, out ProviderCacheItem cacheItem); 
 

Method Description 

Init 

 

This method will be called by NCache on cache startup. User can use this method 

for performing tasks like allocating resources, acquiring connections of data 

source etc. Thismethod takes as input theHashMap instance of arguments passed 

to the provider through the NCache Manager (configuration settings). It allows 

you to pass a list of parameters to the provider. These parameters can be utilized 

in many ways. For example, the connection string of a data source can be specified 

as a parameter. Thus, it provides a flexible way to change the data source settings 

while configuring it without code changes. 

The other argument CacheId specifies the cache name for which read-through is 

configured.  

LoadFromSource This method will be called by NCache if the required item is not found in cache 

store and NCachehas to load it through configured data source. This method 

should contain logic to load an object from the configured data source. 

Firstargument "key" refers to the key of the required item. The second argument is 

an out parameter of type ProviderCacheItem which needs to be instantiated along 

with the required properties. Here you can associate various properties to loaded 

item before returning it back to NCache framework. Make sure thatProvider 

CacheItemValue assigned in this method is "Serializable" because NCache willlater 

save that item to cache store to fulfill future requests. 

While implementing this method, you should take care of code thread safety as 

multiple Get requests can access this method for read-through.  Also do care to 

avoid scenarios that cause recursive infinite loops e.g. in this method a Get request 

with read-through on the same cache handle will cause infinite recursion. 

Note: In case of get, loadFromSource(string key, out 

ProviderCacheItemcacheItem) will be called from provider while for getBulk, 

loadFromSource(string[] keys) will be called to load items from data source. 

 

Dispose This method will be called by the NCache framework when the cache stops. You 

can use this method for performing tasks like releasing resources, disposing 

connections etc. Here you can free the resources related to the data source for 

effective resource utilization. 
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Note: In NCache, read-through providers are configured on cache level i.e. for clustered caches all nodes will 

contain provider configurations and their deployed assemblies. 

 

Sample Implemntation of IReadThruProvider 

 

 To utilize the IReadThruProvider, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.DatasourceProviders. 

 
// Contains methods used to read an object by its key from the master data source.  

        public class SampleReadThruProvider : IReadThruProvider 
        { 
            private SqlConnection _connection; 
            //Perform tasks like allocating resources or acquiring connections 
 
            public void Init(IDictionary parameters, string cacheId) 
            { 
                object connStringObject = parameters["connstring"]; 

string connString = connStringObject == null ? "" : 
connStringObject.ToString(); 

                if (connString != "") 
                    _connection = new SqlConnection(connString); 
                try 
                { 
                    _connection.Open(); 
                } 
                catch (Exception ex) 
                { 
                    //handle exception 
                } 
            } 
 
            //Responsible for loading an item from the external data source.  
            public void LoadFromSource(string key, out ProviderCacheItem cacheItem) 
            { 
                //where LoadFromDataSource is the dummy method to load data from data source. 
                object value = LoadFromDataSource(key); 
 
                cacheItem = new ProviderCacheItem(value); 
                cacheItem.ResyncItemOnExpiration = true; 
            } 
 
            //Perform tasks associated with freeing, releasing, or resetting resources. 
            public void Dispose() 
            { 
                if (_connection != null) 
                    _connection.Close(); 
            } 
 
            //Responsible for loading bulk of items from the external data source. 
            public Dictionary<string, ProviderCacheItem> LoadFromSource(string[] keys) 
            { 
 

Dictionary<string, ProviderCacheItem> dictionary = new Dictionary<string, 
ProviderCacheItem>(); 

                try 
                { 
                    string key = null; 
                    for (int index = 0; index < keys.Length; index++) 
                    { 
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                        key = keys[index]; 
 

//where LoadFromDataSource is the dummy method to load data from data 
source. 

                        dictionary.Add(key, new ProviderCacheItem(LoadFromDataSource(key))); 
                    } 
                    return dictionary; 
                } 
                catch (Exception exp) 
                { 
                    //handle exception 
                } 
 
                return dictionary; 
            } 
            private object LoadFromDataSource(string key) 
            { 
                object retrievedObject = null; 
                // load item from your data source and populate retrieved Object 
                return retrievedObject; 
            } 
        } 

 

Sample Usage of Read-Through With Basic Provider 

 

This section will explain the use of read-through provider after configuring and deploying it. NCache supports 

multiple read-through providers with a single application. 
 

NCache provides Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching.DSReadOption enum to specify Readthru option in APIs, 

where in NCache’s JCache provider there is no need to specify an enum, the default read-through provider will 

be invoked if configured as per JCache’s specifications. 

 

In NCache, providers are configured by name and you can use provider specific APIs by using provider name. 

NCache also supports multiple read-through providers with an application. In case of multiple providers, one of 

the providers will be configured as the default one. Default provider will be called if a provider name is not 

explicitly mentioned. You can also use providers other than default by using provider specific overloads of the 

given APIs. 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

 Get Method  

Member Description 
Get(string key, DSReadOption dsReadOption) Gets item from cache and 

uses default provider 
Get(string  key, string providerName, DSReadOption 
dsReadOption) 

Gets item from cache and 

uses specified provider 

  
Product product=null; 

try 

{ 

string key = "Product:1001"; 

object data = cache.Get(key, DSReadOption.ReadThru); 

if (data != null) 
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    { 

        product = (Product)data; 

    } 

} 

catch (OperationFailedException exp) {//handle exception } 

 

 Bulk Operations 

For better understanding of the these operations review  Bulk Operations. In this scenario, use the 

following API: 

Member Description 
IDictionary GetBulk(string[] keys, DSReadOption 
dsReadOption) 

Gets bulk items from cache 

and uses default provider 
IDictionary GetBulk(string[] keys, string 
providerName, DSReadOption dsReadOption) 

Gets bulk items from cache 

and uses specified provider 
 
try 
{ 

String[] keys = { "Product:1001", "Product:1002", 
"Product:1003","Product:1004"}; 
IDictionary resultSet = cache.GetBulk(keys, DSReadOption.ReadThru); 
//IDictionary contains cached keys and values 

} 
catch (OperationFailedException exp) 
{ 

//handle exception  
} 
 

 Using Read-Through Provider with CacheItem 

For this scenario, use the following API. 

Member Description 
CacheItem GetCacheItem(string key DSReadOption 
dsReadOption) 

Gets CacheItem from cache 

and uses default provider 
GetCacheItem(string key, string providerName, 
DSReadOption dsReadOption) 

Gets CacheItem from cache 

and uses specified provider 

 
string key = "Product:1001"; 
Product product=null; 

 
try 
{  

CacheItem data = cache.GetCacheItem(key, DSReadOption.ReadThru); 
if (data!= null) 
    { 
        product = (Product)data.Value; 
    } 

} 
catch (Exception exp) 
{ 

//handle exception 
} 
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Note: You can specify the default provider through NCache Manager or through client.conf file placed in 

the config folder of the NCache installation directory. If the provider name is not provided in both the API 

and client.conf, the default provider will automatically be used. 

 
<cacheid="mycache"default-readthru-provider="defaultProviderName"client-cache-
id=""client-cache-syncmode="optimistic"default-writethru-provider=""load-balance="True"> 
  ... 
</cache> 
 

CacheInitParam can also be used to specify providers. NCache logs errors/exceptions in cache logs in case of 

an exception during loading the provided jars. 

 

13.3. Write-Through Caching 

13.3.1. Conceptual Overview 
 

NCache supports write through caching in a similar fashion to JCache, which allows write operations to the back-

end data source. In this way you can synchronize your cache and the master data source. In write-through 

caching, NCache updates cache store first and then applies that operation to the configured data source. For 

example, if a client application updates an entry in cache, than NCache will also update the configured data 

source (if write through is enabled).  

 

Similarly, for write-through you need to implement WriteThruProvider Interface. NCache framework will 

internally use this custom provider to perform write operationsonthe back-end data source. Here you have to 

implement your custom logic for write operations on the back-end data source. NCache will call your provider 

behind write operations (Add, Insert, Remove/Delete) API calls with write-thru. Currently NCache provides two 

modes for write-through caching. 

 Write-through (Updates data source synchronously) 

 Write-Behind (Updates data source asynchronously)  

Note: NCache provides a performance counter for write-through operations performed per sec. 

Write-Through 

In Write-throughcaching, an operation is first applied on cache store and then synchronously updated to the 

configured data source. In write through mode, operations will be completed after NCache applies that 

operation on the back-end data source. You can use write-through caching if immediate database updates are 

critical and you need to the update data source as soon as cache is updated. 

Write-Behind 

In Write-through, due to synchronous operations on data source, rate of operations on data source will be same 

as the rate of user operations on the cache. For applications with high user traffic, rate of user operation on 

cache can be very high which can resultantly overwhelm your data source. Also synchronous data source 

operations may affect response time of a user operation. 

To overcome these problems, Write-behind can be used instead of write through. In write-behind, data source 

operations are performed asynchronously after NCache performs operations on cache store. After updating 

cache store, these operations are queued up and later applied to configured data sources asynchronously. Thus 

write-behind mode will enhance the response time of cache operations. NCache provides different 

configurations settings in write-behind to control operations flow on data source.  For instance, you can specify 

the rate at which NCache will apply write behind operations on data source through Throttling. 
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Throttling 

It indicates the number of operations applied on data source in a second. Default value for throttling is 500 

ops/sec .You can change this value through Manager Backing Source settings. 

Note: NCache provides a performance counter for write-behind operations performed per second. 

Write-Behind Modes 

NCache allows you to apply write behind operations individually or in batch. A write behind queue is maintained 

for write-behind operations. All write-behind operations will be en queued in this queue and later applied to 

the data source according to the configured batched or non-batched mode. These two modes are explained 

below: 

Non-Batch Mode 

By default, non-batch mode will be configured for write-behind operations. In this mode, operations in write 

behind queue will be applied one by one on data source according to the configured throttling rate. For example, 

if the throttling rate is 500 operations per second, NCache will apply write behind operations one at a time to 

data source and their applying rate will not exceed from 500 operations per second.  

Batch Mode 

In Batch-mode, you can configure operation delay for write behind operations, which indicates the time in 

milliseconds that each operation must wait in the write-behind queue before applying it on the data source. By 

default, its value is zero. In this mode, a batch/bulk of operations is selected according to their operation delay. 

A dedicated thread periodically collects allthose operations which completed their delay interval after a 

configurable interval called "batch-interval". Thus Batch-interval is the configurable interval according to which 

NCache periodically checks for operation delay timed out operations in write-behind queue. In short, a bulk of 

ready operations (that completed their delay interval) are selected at every batch interval. 

For example, if operation delay is configured as 1000ms and batch interval as 5 sec  then NCache checks the 

operations in write-behind queue after every 5 sec (batch-interval) and selects all operations which have expired 

operation delays (all operations which are in queue for last 1000 milliseconds).  

After a selection of operation bulk, these operations are then applied to the data source according to the 

configured throttling rate. Let's say a bulk of 1000 operations are selected from a write-behind queue, these 

operations are then applied to the data source in a batch of 500 operations (if throttling rate is 500 ops/sec) as 

the maximum operation applied to data source per second can't exceed to given throttling value. 

Note: You can specify an operation delay time ranging from seconds to days and months.In this way you can 

pause your operations on the data source by configurable amount of time.  NCache also provides performance 

counters for write-behind queue, operations count and current batch operation count. Current batch 

operation count displays the number of operations selected in current batch interval for execution. For write-

behind, if batching is enabled, operations which are ready to be executed on datasource are dequeued from 

write behind queue. The number of operations dequeued in the current batch interval will be displayed by the 

current batch operation count counter. 

 

Write-Through Caching Operation Result 

 

NCache provides you with the flexibility to synchronize write-through operations in cache on the basis of its 

operation result. After applying an operation (Add/Insert) on data source, you can specify operation status on 

the basis of which NCache will synchronize the cache store. For example, in case of data source operation failure, 

you can decide to remove that item from cache or to keep it. You can also retry that operation on the data 
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source. For this, you have to specify Success/Failure/FailureRetry/FailureDontRemove as 

DSOperationStatus of OperationResult. This is provided in both modes of write-through caching i.e. write-

thru/write-behind. Data source operation status and their corresponding actions by NCache are described 

below: 

 Success: This means that the data source operation is successful and the item was added to the data 

source so NCache will keep it in the cache as well. 

 Failure: This means that data source operation failed and the item could not be added to database, 

so NCache will remove it from the cache as well. 

 FailureDontRemove: This means that the data source operation failed and the item could not be added 

to the database, but NCache will keep it in the cache. 

 FailureRetry: This means that data source operation failed and the item could not be added to the 

database, so NCache will keep the item in cache and retry. Retries will be done as write behind 

operations. 

 

Retrying Failed Operations 

NCache allows you to retry operations in write-through/write-behind in case they are failed on data source. For 

this purpose, if you enable operation retrying and specify to retry a certain operation through provider, then 

NCache will retry that operation on data source. In case of write-through or write–behind, all retry operations 

will be re-queued to write behind queue, which means a write thru retry operation will be retried asynchronously 

as a write behind operation.  

Note: NCache also provides a performance counter for Datasource failed operations/sec. Write operations 

performed on datasource returning Failure/FailureRetry/FailureDontRemove as DSOperationtatus 

of OperationResult are counted per second by this counter. 

 

NCache allows you to limit the number of failed operations to be retried. In such a situation, you will mention 

the "Failed operation queue limit" through NCache Manager, and if that limit exceeds you can evict failed 

operations through a configurable eviction ratio. Here NCache will evict most retried operations when retried 

queue is full. Each operation has associated the RetryCount property which is incremented on each operation 

retried on the data source. 

 

For this, NCache provides a performance counter for the write-behind failure retry count and write-behind 

eviction/sec.TheWrite-behind failure retry counter will show the number of operations re-queued for retry. 

Datasource write operations returning FailureRetry as Status in OperationResult will be requeued for retry. 

Whereas write-behind eviction/sec counter will display the number of retry operations evicted per second. 

Updating Cache after Data Source Operation 

As stated earlier, in write-through caching, the operation is first performed on cache store and then to data 

source. There may exist scenarios in which after performing operation on data source, an item’s value becomes 

modified e.g. in case of identity columns, its value will be modified by data source operation. In such situation, 

data may become inconsistent in cache and data source. To handle this, NCache allows you to specify whether 

to update data in cache after data source operations or not. You can set flag "UpdateInNCache" to perform 

operation (Add/Insert) again on cache store to make it synchronized with the data source. 

NCache updates operations in cache store, if specified, synchronously or asynchronously depending on the 

write-through caching mode. In write thru, synchronous updates will be applied and asynchronous in case of 

write-behind. 

Note: NCache also provides a performance counter for datasource updates/sec. It displays the number of 

update operations per second in cache after datasource write operations. Datasource write operations with 
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UpdateINCache flag set to true in OperationResult are then performed on cache. This counter displays the 

number of these update operations performed on the cache per second. 

 

Hot Apply Support for Write-Behind Configuration 

NCache supports hot apply for write-behind settings which allows you to change write behind configurations 

at runtime without stopping the cache. You can change almost all write behind configurable attribute through 

NCache Manager and NCache will incorporate those changes dynamically. 

In this hot apply support, you can change the write-behind mode from batch to non-batch and vice versa. For 

instance, if you have changed the batch mode to non-batch, then NCache will ignore operation delay value and 

start executing operations individually. Also you can change the throttling rate at runtime according to your 

need. Similarly operation delay, batch-interval, failed operation queue limit and eviction ratio can also change 

at runtime. 

Note: You can only change the "failed operation queue limit" in increasing fashion; otherwise NCache will use 

its default value for further operations. 

Write Behind in Clustered Environment 

As a write-behind queue is maintained for write-behind operations, a separate dedicated thread monitor 

executes its operation. The Topology level details for write-behind are mentioned below: 

 In the replicated cache topology, write behind queue will be maintained on all nodes, but write-behind 

async processor will be present on coordinator node only. It means that all write-behind operations will be 

performed through this node and replicated to other node queues cluster wide. In this way, if a node is 

down, than the next coordinator will perform all of the remaining write behind operations. 

 In the partitioned-replicated topology, write-behind queue is maintained on each active node and also 

replicated to its corresponding replicas. Each node will be responsible for its write-behind operation on 

data source. 

 In mirrored topology,write behind queue will be maintained on both active and passive nodes, but only 

the active node will be responsible to perform write-behind operations. Similarly, if the active node is down, 

than the passive will become active and perform the entire remaining write behind operations. 

 In partitioned topology, write-behind queue is maintained on each partition and every node will be 

responsible for its write-behind operations on data source. 
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13.2.2. How to Use Write -Through Caching 
 

To use Write-through caching you need to implement the IWriteThruProvider interface provided by NCache. 

NCache framework will use this custom implementation to write data on the back-end data source. Please refer 

to the Configuring Write-through section in Admin Guide for more details. 

 

IWriteThruProvider Interface 

 

Member Description 

Init This method will be called by NCache on cache startup. User can use this method 

for performing tasks like allocating resources, acquiring connections of data 

source etc. This method takes as input the HashMap instance of arguments 

passed to the provider through NCache Manager (configuration settings). It 

allows you to pass a list of parameters to the provider. These parameters can be 

utilized in many ways. For example, connection string of a data source can be 

specified as a parameter. Thus, it provides a flexible way to change the data 

source settings while configuring it without any code changes. 

 

The other argument CacheId specifies the cache name for which read-through is 

configured.  

WriteToDataSource This method will be called by NCache to perform an actual write operation on a 

configured data source. 

-For write-through, an atomic operation with write-thru will correspond to an 

atomic writeToDataSource method in provider while in the case of a bulk 

operation NCache will call bulk writeToDataSource method from the provider.  

-For write-behind, NCache will call the atomic writeToDataSource method if 

non-batch mode is enabled while the bulk writeToDataSource method will be 

called in case of batch mode. 

 

This method should contain logic to perform operation on configured data 

source. The argument WriteOperation contain the  key, operation type (Add, 

Insert, Remove/Delete), retry count and provider cache item.  

You will implement this method to perform write operations on data source 

according to operation type and return it to NCache as OperationResult. 

OperationResult holds information about:  

 

WriteOperation: Operation performed on data source. 

UpdateInCache flag : This flag specifies whether to update the returned write 

operation in cache or not. This is only applicable for Add and Insert operation 

types. In NCache an operation is first applied on cache store and then to data 

source (if write through caching is enabled). So if user wants to synchronize the 

cache store after updating  data source then this flag will be used. 

Data source operation status : Write through caching basically synchronize 

your data source with cache store. Previously in case of operation failure on data 

source, item is also removed from cache, now NCache provides more flexible 

ways to allow user to decide whether to keep the item in cache based on these 

operation statuses. 
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Success: This means item was successfully added to the data source so keep it in 

the cache as well. 

Failure: This means item could not be added to data source, so in case of 

Add/Insert operations, item will be removed from cache. Operation failure 

exception will be thrown to user in case of Write-Through and logged in case of 

write behind. 

FailureDontRemove: This means item could not be added to the data source, 

but keep it in the cache. Operation failure exception will be thrown to user in 

case of write thru and logged in case of write behind. 

FailureRetry: This means item could not be added to the data source, keep the 

item in cache and retry. In case of write thru retry will be performed as write 

behind operation. 

While implementing this method, you should take care of code thread safety as 

multiple requests can access 

Dispose This method will be called by NCache when the cache stops. You can use this 

method for performing tasks like releasing resources, disposing connections etc. 

Here you can free the resources related to data sources for effective resource 

utilization. 

Note: In NCache, write-through providers are configured on cache level i.e. for clustered caches all nodes will 

contain provider configurations and their deployed jars.  

 

Sample Implementation of IWriteThruProvider Interface 

 

 To utilize the IWriteThruProvider, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.DatasourceProviders. 

 

After implementing and deploying this provider, you can make direct calls to NCache for write operations on 

the data source. NCache will use the "writeToDataSource" method in the specified data access class to write 

operations on data source. 

 
            // Contains methods used to save/update an object to the master data source.  
        public class SampleWriteThruProvider : IWriteThruProvider 
        { 
            // Object used to communicate with the Data source. 
            private SqlConnection _connection; 
 
            //Perform tasks like allocating resources or acquiring connections 
            public void Init(IDictionary parameters, string cacheId) 
            { 
                object connStringObject = parameters["connstring"]; 

string connString = connStringObject == null ? "" : 
connStringObject.ToString(); 

                if (connString != "") 
                    _connection = new SqlConnection(connString); 
                try 
                { 
                    _connection.Open(); 
                } 
                catch (Exception ex) 
                { 
                    //handle exception 
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                } 
            } 
 
            //Perform tasks associated with freeing, releasing, or resetting resources. 
            public void Dispose() 
            { 
                if (_connection != null) 
                    _connection.Close(); 
            } 
 
            //Responsible for write operations on data source 
            public OperationResult WriteToDataSource(WriteOperation operation) 
            { 
                Product product = (Product)operation.ProviderCacheItem.Value; 
                SqlCommand command = new SqlCommand(); 
                command.Connection = _connection; 
 
                if (operation.OperationType == WriteOperationType.Add) 

command.CommandText = "INSERT INTO Products(ID,Name)VALUES( '" + 
operation.Key + "','" + product.ProductName + "')"; 

 
 
                if (operation.OperationType == WriteOperationType.Delete) 

command.CommandText = "DELETE FROM Products WHERE ID ='" + operation.Key 
+ "'"; 

 
                if (operation.OperationType == WriteOperationType.Update) 

command.CommandText = "UPDATE Products SET Name = '" + 
product.ProductName + "' WHERE ID='" + operation.Key + "'"; 

 
                int result = command.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
 

OperationResult operationResult = new OperationResult(operation,  
OperationResult.Status.Success); 

 
                if (result < 1) 
                { 
                    operationResult.DSOperationStatus = OperationResult.Status.Failure; 
                } 
 
                return operationResult; 
            } 
 
            public OperationResult[] WriteToDataSource(WriteOperation[] operations) 
            { 
                OperationResult[] operationResult = new OperationResult[operations.Length]; 
                SqlCommand command = new SqlCommand(); 
                command.Connection = _connection; 
                int counter = 0; 
                foreach (WriteOperation operation in operations) 
                { 
                    Product product = (Product)operation.ProviderCacheItem.Value; 
                    if (operation.OperationType == WriteOperationType.Add) 

command.CommandText = "INSERT INTO Products(ID,Name)VALUES( '" + 
operation.Key + "','" + product.ProductName + "')"; 
 

                    if (operation.OperationType == WriteOperationType.Delete) 
command.CommandText = "DELETE FROM Products WHERE ID ='" + operation.Key 
+ "'"; 
 

                    if (operation.OperationType == WriteOperationType.Update) 
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command.CommandText = "UPDATE Products SET Name = '" + 
product.ProductName + "' WHERE ID='" + operation.Key + "'"; 

 
                    int result = command.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
 

operationResult[counter] = new OperationResult(operation, 
OperationResult.Status.Success); 

 
                    if (result < 1) 
                    { 

                        
operationResult[counter].DSOperationStatus = 
OperationResult.Status.Failure; 

                    } 
                    counter++; 
                } 
                return operationResult; 
            } 

        } 

 

Using Write-through with Basic Operations 

 

This section will explain the use of Write-Through Provider after configuring and deploying it. NCache 

supports multiple Write-Through Providers with applications. 

 

 To utilize the IWriteThruProvider, include the following namespace in your application:  

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching; 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.DatasourceProviders; 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime; 

 

NCache provides  Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching.DSWriteOption enum to specify Write thru/Write 

behind options in APIs. 

 

Multiple Write-Through Providers can be configured through NCache. Default provider will be called if a 

specific provider name is not mentioned through API. You can also use providers other than default by using 

provider specific overloads of APIs. 

 Adding with Write-Through 

Member Description 
CacheItemVersion Add(string key, CacheItem item, DSW
riteOption dsWriteOption, DataSourceItemsAddedCallba
ck onDataSourceItemAdded) 

Adds item in cache using 

the default provider 

CacheItemVersion Add(string key, CacheItem item, DSW
riteOption dsWriteOption, string providerName, DataS
ourceItemsAddedCallback onDataSourceItemAdded) 

Adds item in cache using 

the specified provider 

 
Product product = new Product(); 
product.ProductID = 1001; 
product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
 
CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID ; 
 
try 
{ 
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CacheItemVersion itemVersion = cache.Add(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.WriteThru, 
null); 
} 
catch (OperationFailedException exp) 
{ 

// handle exception 
} 

 

 Updating with Write-Through 

Member Description 
CacheItemVersion Insert(string key, CacheItem item, DS
WriteOption dsWriteOption, DataSourceItemsAddedCallbac
k onDataSourceItemAdded) 

Inserts item in cache 

using the default 

provider 
CacheItemVersion Insert(string key, CacheItem item, DS
WriteOption dsWriteOption, string providerName, DataSo
urceItemsUpdatedCallback onDataSourceItemUpdatedCallba
ck) 

Inserts item in cache 

using the specified 

provider 

 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            CacheItemVersion updatedItemVersion; 
            try 
            { 

  updatedItemVersion = cache.Insert(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.WriteThru, 
"XmlWriteThruProvider", null); 

                if (updatedItemVersion.Version > 1) 
                { 
                    //Item updated in cache. Perform further tasks. 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 

        } 

 Deleting an Existing Item with Write-Through 

Member Description 
Delete(string key, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, 
DataSourceItemsRemovedCallback 
onDataSourceItemRemovedCallback) 

Deletes item from cache 

using the default 

provider 
Delete(string key, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, string 
providerName, DataSourceItemsRemovedCallback 
onDataSourceItemRemovedCallback); 

Deletes item from cache 

using the specified 

provider 
 
string key = "Product:1001"; 
try 
{ 

cache.Delete(key, DSWriteOption.WriteThru, null); 
} 
catch (OperationFailedException exp) 
{ 
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// handle exception 
} 
 
 
 

 Removing an Existing Item with Write-Through 

Member Description 
object Remove(string key, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption,
 DataSourceItemsRemovedCallback onDataSourceItemRemove
dCallback) 

Removes item from 

cache using the default 

provider 
object Remove(string key, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, 
string providerName, DataSourceItemsRemovedCallback 
onDataSourceItemRemovedCallback); 
 

Removes item from 

cache using the 

specified provider 
 

            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            Product product = null; 
            try 
            { 
                Object returnObject = cache.Remove(key, DSWriteOption.WriteThru, null); 
 
                //Verify the removed item from both cache and data source 
                if (returnObject != null) 
                { 
                    product = (Product)returnObject; 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException exp) 
            {  
                // handle exception  

            } 

 Adding New Item Asynchronously 

Member Description 
AddAsync(string key, CacheItem item, DSWriteOption ds
WriteOption, DataSourceItemsAddedCallback onDataSourc
eItemAdded); 

 

Adds item in cache 

asynchronously using the 

default provider. 

 

Product product = new Product(); 

product.ProductID = 1001; 

product.ProductName = "Chai"; 

 

CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 

string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID ; 

 

try 

{ 

    cache.AddAsync(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.WriteThru, null); 

} 

catch (OperationFailedException exp) 

{ 

//handle exception 

} 

 Adding with Write-Behind 
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Member Description 

CacheItemVersion Add(string key, CacheItem item, DSW

riteOption dsWriteOption, string providerName, DataS

ourceItemsAddedCallback onDataSourceItemAdded) 

Adds item in cache using the 

specified provider and Write-

Behind option 

o Add without Callback Method 

 

string key = "Customer:David:1001"; 

CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(new Product()); 

  

try 

{ 

    cache.Add(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, null); 

} 

catch (Exception exp) 

{ 

    //Operation fails if the item already exists 

    // Request is not sent to the backing source in  

} 

 

o Add with Callback Method 

        protected void OnDataSourceItemsAdded(IDictionary iDict) 
        { 
            //Perform appropriate actions upon response 
        } 
 
        private void AddTest() 
        { 
            string key = "Customer:David:1001"; 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(new Product()); 
 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Add(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, OnDataSourceItemsAdded); 
                //Verify item added in cache and in main source 
            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //Operation fails if the item already exists 
            } 

        } 

 

 Updating Existing Data with Write-Behind 

Member Description 

CacheItemVersion Insert(string key, CacheItem item, 

DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, string providerName, Da

taSourceItemsUpdatedCallback onDataSourceItemUpdated

Callback); 

Adds item in cache using the 

default provider and Write-

Behind option 

CacheItemVersion Insert(string key, CacheItem item, 

DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, string providerName, Da

taSourceItemsUpdatedCallback onDataSourceItemUpdated

Callback); 

Adds item in cache using the 

specified provider and Write-

Behind option 
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        protected void OnDataSourceItemsUpdated(IDictionary iDict) 
        { 
            //Perform appropriate actions upon response 
        } 
        private void UpdateTest() 
        { 
            string key = "Customer:David:1001"; 
            cacheItem.SubGroup = "WriteThru-Test"; 
 
            try 
            { 

 cache.Insert(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, 
OnDataSourceItemsUpdated); 

            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

        } 

 Deleting Existing Data with Write-Behind 

Member Description 

Delete(string key, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, Data

SourceItemsRemovedCallback onDataSourceItemRemovedCa

llback); 

Deletes item in cache using 

the default provider and 

Write-Behind option 

Delete(string key, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, stri

ng providerName,DataSourceItemsRemovedCallback onDat

aSourceItemRemovedCallback); 

Deletes item in cache using 

the specified provider and 

Write-Behind option 

 
        protected void OnDataSourceItemsRemoved(IDictionary iDict) 
        { 
            //Perform appropriate actions upon response 
        } 
 
        private void DeleteTest() 
        { 
            string key = "Customer:David:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                cache.Delete(key, DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, OnDataSourceItemsRemoved); 
                //Verify the removed item from both cache and data source 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException exp) 
            { 
                //Operation fails if key does not exist in the cache 
            } 
        } 

 Asynchronous Operations with Write-Behind 

o Add New Item Asynchronously 

Member Description 

AddAsync(string key, CacheItem item, DSWriteOption d

sWriteOption, DataSourceItemsAddedCallback onDataSou

rceItemAdded); 

 

Adds item asynchronously in 

cache using the default 
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provider and Write-Behind 

option 

void AddAsync(string key, CacheItem item, DSWriteOpt

ion dsWriteOption, string providerName, DataSourceIt

emsAddedCallback onDataSourceItemAdded) 

Adds item asynchronously in 

cache using Custom Provider 

and Write-Behind option 

 

        protected void OnDataSourceItemsAdded(IDictionary iDict) 
        { 
            //Perform appropriate actions upon response 
        } 
 
        private void AsyncAddTest() 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                string key = "Customer:David:1001"; 
                CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(new Product()); 
                cache.AddAsync(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, 
OnDataSourceItemsAdded); 
                //verify that the key is added in Cache and master source 
 
            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

} 

o Update Existing Item Asynchronously 

Member Description 

void InsertAsync(string key, CacheItem item, DSWrite

Option dsWriteOption, DataSourceItemsUpdatedCallback

 onDataSourceItemUpdatedCallback) 

 

Updates existing item 

asynchronously in cache  

using the default provider  

void InsertAsync(string key, CacheItem item, string 

providerName, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, DataSourc

eItemsUpdatedCallback onDataSourceItemUpdatedCallbac

k) 

Updates existing item 

asynchronously in cache 

using the specified provider  

 

        protected void OnDataSourceItemsUpdated(IDictionary iDict) 
        { 
            //Perform appropriate actions upon response 
        } 
 
        private void AsyncUpdateTest() 
        { 
 
            Cache mycache = NCache.InitializeCache("myreplicatedcache"); 
            try 
            { 
                string key = "Customer:David:1001"; 
                CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(new Product()); 
                cacheItem.SubGroup = "Async-WriteThru-Test"; 

  cache.InsertAsync(key, cacheItem, DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, 
OnDataSourceItemsUpdated); 

 
                //verify that the key is updated in Cache and master source 
            } 
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            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

} 
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 Bulk Operations with Write-Behind 

o Add New Items Using AddBulk Call 

Member Description 

IDictionary AddBulk(string[] keys, CacheItem[] items

, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, DataSourceItemsAddedC

allback onDataSourceItemsAdded) 

Adds items in cache using the 

default provider 

IDictionary AddBulk(string[] keys, CacheItem[] items

, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, string providerName, 

DataSourceItemsAddedCallback onDataSourceItemsAdded) 

Adds item in cache using the 

specified provider 

 
        protected void OnDataSourceItemsAdded(IDictionary iDict) 
        { 
            //Perform appropriate actions upon response 
        } 
 
        private void BulkAddTest() 
        { 
            try 
            { 

 String[] key = { "Customer:David:1001", "Customer:Paul:1002", 
"Customer:Dave:1003", "Customer:Mathew:1004" }; 

 
               //create custom objects of Product type 
              CacheItem[] data = GetCacheItems(keys.Length); 

IDictionary failedItems = cache.AddBulk(keys, data, DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, 
OnDataSourceItemsAdded); 

              //verify updated items in the main source 
            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

 } 

o Update Existing Items Using InsertBulk API 

Member Description 

IDictionary InsertBulk(string[] keys, CacheItem[] it

ems, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, DataSourceItemsUpd

atedCallback onDataSourceItemUpdatedCallback) 

Updates items in cache using 

the default provider and 

specified callback 

IDictionary InsertBulk(string[] keys, CacheItem[] it

ems, DSWriteOption dsWriteOption, string providerNam

e, DataSourceItemsUpdatedCallback onDataSourceItemUp

datedCallback) 

Updates items in cache by 

using the specified provider 

and callback 

 

        protected void OnDataSourceItemsUpdated(IDictionary iDict) 
        { 
            //Perform appropriate actions upon response 
        } 
 
        private void BulkUpdateTest() 
        { 
            try 
            { 

 String[] key = { "Customer:David:1001", "Customer:Paul:1002", 
"Customer:Dave:1003", "Customer:Mathew:1004" }; 

                //create new  custom objects for above mentioned keys of Product type 
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              CacheItem[] data = cache.GetCacheItems(keys.Length); 
 

IDictionary failedItems = cache.InsertBulk(keys, data, 
DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, OnDataSourceItemsUpdated); 

 
                //verify updated items in the main source 
 
            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 
 

} 

o Delete Existing Items with Delete Bulk call 

Member Description 

void DeleteBulk(string[] keys, DSWriteOption dsWrite

Option, DataSourceItemsRemovedCallback onDataSourceI

temsRemovedCallback) 

Deletes items in cache using 

the default provider and 

specified callback 

 

        protected void OnDataSourceItemsRemoved(IDictionary iDict) 
        { 
            //Perform appropriate actions upon response 
        } 
 
        private void BulkDeleteTest() 
        { 
            try 
            { 

 String[] key = { "Customer:David:1001", "Customer:Paul:1002", 
"Customer:Dave:1003", "Customer:Mathew:1004" }; 

IDictionary failedItems = cache.DeleteBulk(keys, DSWriteOption.WriteBehind, 
OnDataSourceItemsRemoved); 

                //verify items deleted from the main source 
            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 

 } 
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14. Pessimistic Locking  

14.1. Conceptual Overview 

NCache provides a clustered environment where multiple clients can access cache data. In such a situation, 

parallel requests may occur for same data changes e.g. multiple parallel threads from within multiple 

applications can issue an update call against the same data. NCache provides you with an efficient locking 

mechanism for data synchronization and integrity within the cache store being updated by different parallel 

clients. NCache internal locking guarantees the consistency of data across the entire cache cluster for every 

update for the same data. Beside this, NCache provides you with API to lock specific cache data, so that only a 

single thread can update or read it. 

 

There are two types of locking available with NCache: 

 Pessimistic locking (Exclusive locking) 

 Optimistic locking (Cache Item versioning) 

See how to use Cache Item Versioning for conceptual overview and usage of Optimistic locking in detail. 

14.1.1. Pessimistic Locking (Exclusive locking) 

NCache provides a locking mechanism that exclusively locks the cached data. In this mechanism, you have 

to use APIs with lock handle. A lock handleis a handle associated with every locked item in the cache, 

which is returned by locking API. A locked item can be fetched/updated or unlocked only when its lock 

handle is provided at API level. However, you should do this with care to avoid data integrity issues. 

  

 Lock Expiration: You can also specify lock timeout while locking a cached item. The lock timeout is 

the time interval after which the lock will be automatically released if no explicit call is made for releasing 

the lock during the time out interval. This will prevent your data from being locked for an infinite amount 

of time.  

 

This locking mechanism is useful in situations where you want to exclusively lock your cache data to 

prevent multiple clients from updating it simultaneously. 

 

 Forceful release of locks: Situations can arise in distributed environments when an application which 

acquired the lock on a cache item terminates abruptly. In such a situation you would like to release all 

locks acquired by such an application. NCache provides an unlock API, which releases the cache item 

lock forcefully. 

14.1.2. Special Consideration while using API Locking 

NCache provides a set of APIs with and without lock handles to fetch/update the cache item. API's without a 

lock handle ignore item locking. So you should use all locking APIs for data manipulation. For example, if an 

item is locked and you make an update API call which does not take the lock handle as input parameter, then 

the item will be updated in the cache irrespective of its locking state. Therefore, when using a locking feature, 

you should only use API calls which take lock handles as parameters. API's which do not take lock handles can 

be used but should be done so with a lot of care so that it does not affect data integrity.  

Note: In case of eviction/expiration, NCache ignores locks which mean that a locked item can be removed as a 

result of expiration or eviction. 
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14.2. How to Lock Cache Data 

A lockHandle is associated with an item to ensure that the particular item remains inaccessible throughout the 

cache. Two primary properties lockId and lockdateare used to ensure the appropriate behavior of locking 

while performing various cache operations. 

 

NCache provides method calls exclusively for locking as well as numerous overloads that manipulate the locking 

mechanism. 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

14.2.1. Locking an Item Explicitly 

You can explicitly acquire lock on an item before performing any operation. Lock method requires a TimeSpan 

to lock an item for a specified time. However if you do not want the acquired lock to expire simply specify a new 

TimeSpan. 

 

The Lock method used in this example associates a lockHandle with a key. Kindly ensure that the single 

LockHandle is associated with a single key. Release the lock before reusing the handle; otherwise it might lead 

to inconsistency of behavior. 

 
            //create a new lock Handle 
            LockHandle lockHandle = new LockHandle(); 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
 
            try 
            { 
                // Specifiying the time span of 10 sec for which the item remains locked  
                bool locked = cache.Lock(key, new TimeSpan(0, 0, 10), out lockHandle); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 

            } 

14.2.2. Locking Item while Performing Fetch Operation 

An item can be locked during the process of its retrieval from the cache. This means that the item will be 

inaccessible for others unless you release it. In case of mismatch of key, null value is returned.  

 

In this example you need to specify a key and a lockHandle for the key to fetch the cached object and lock it. 

You need to specify “true” if you need to acquire the lock. 
 

            LockHandle lockHandle = new LockHandle(); 
 
            //Specify time span of 10 sec for which the item remains locked 
            TimeSpan lockSpan = new TimeSpan(0, 0, 10); 
 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                object result = cache.Get(key, lockSpan, ref lockHandle, true); 
                if (result != null) 
                { 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/418d8a91-20bd-7d8a-9a5d-d6dfb1dc0e55.htm
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                    if (result is Product) 
                    { 
                        Product product = (Product)result; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 

     } 

14.2.3. Locking with Expiration 

If you need to acquire a lock for a certain period of time, specify the time period. NCache would lock the item 

for that specified time.  

 
            LockHandle lockHandle = new LockHandle(); 
 
            //Specify time span of 10 sec for which the item remains locked 
            TimeSpan lockSpan = new TimeSpan(0, 0, 10); 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
 
            try 
            { 
                bool lockAcquired = cache.Lock(key, lockSpan, out lockHandle); 
                //Verify that the lock is released automatically after this time period. 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
 

14.2.4. Releasing Lock with Update Operation 

While updating an item, you can release the lock allowing others to use the cached data. In order to 

successfully release the locked item, you will need to specify the lockHandle initially used to lock the item.  

 
            Product updatedProduct = new Product(); 
            updatedProduct.ProductID = 1001; 
            updatedProduct.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            updatedProduct.Category = 4; 
            string key = "Product" + updatedProduct.ProductID; 
 
            LockHandle lockHandle = new LockHandle(); 
            try 
            { 
                // lock exisiting item for the time span of 30 seconds 
                bool locked = cache.Lock(key, TimeSpan.FromSeconds(30), out lockHandle); 
 
                if (locked) 
                { 
                    cache.Insert(key, new CacheItem(updatedProduct), lockHandle, true); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 

            } 
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14.2.5. Releasing Lock Explicitly 

In order to release lock explicitly on a previously locked cached item; you will need to specify the lockHandle 

used to lock the key. 
 

            LockHandle lockHandle = new LockHandle(); 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                // lock an existing item and save the lockHandle for 10 seconds 
                bool locked = cache.Lock(key, new TimeSpan(0, 0, 10), out lockHandle); 
                if (locked) 
                { 
                    // unlock locked item using saved LockHandle 
                    cache.Unlock(key, lockHandle); 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

Note: NCache will ignore the locks if other overloads of Get, Insert and Remove methods are called. 
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15. Optimistic locking 

15.1. Conceptual Overview 

There are two types of locking available with NCache. For Pessimistic locking, kindly review How to lock Cache 

Data section. 

 In optimistic locking, NCache uses cache item versioning. CacheItemVersion is a property associated 

with every cache item. It is basically a numeric value that is used to represent the version of the cached 

item which changes with every update to an item. This property allows you to track whether any change 

occurred in an item or not. When you fetch an item from cache, you also fetch its current version in the 

cache 

 You can specify the cache item version in data update call. This update call succeeds only if the current 

version of the cache item is the same as passed by the client, otherwise it fails. This is used when you 

want to update a cache item which you have previously read from cache. If someone else has updated 

the cache item, the update should fail. In this way each client will update only the latest copy of the data 

and hence maintain data integrity throughout the cache. 

15.2. How to Utilize CacheItemVersion 

You can also retrieve the latest version of item from cache through GetIfNewer API. Through this method you 

will provide the existing version and ask for the latest version if any. In this way you can track whether an item 

is updated in the cache or not. 

 

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

15.2.1. Saving Item Version for the First Time 

An add operation returns CacheItemVersion. If the item is added for the first time, ‘1’ is returned. This version 

will be updated in future operations on this key.  

In the following example, you will add a custom data in cache with key “Product:1001” and save its item 

version. Kindly ensure that the object is either serialized or registered with NCache Compact serialization 

framework. 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
 
            try 
            { 
                CacheItemVersion itemVersion = cache.Add(key, product); 
                //Save this item Version for future utilization   
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
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15.2.2. Updating Item with Specific Version 

Item versioning can be used to ensure consistency of data in an environment in which the cache is being 

accessed by multiple applications. The item version can be used to ensure that the data being updated is the 

same as in the cache and has not been updated prior to the update operation by any other cache client. 

In the following example, an update is performed on a previously cached item. If the specified version is equal 

in the cache item, then it will be updated else an Exception will be thrown by NCache. 
 

            //precondition: itemVersion is saved when item was added in cache 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product.Category = 5; // updated category 
 
            CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
            string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
            //saved itemVersion from add item call 
            cacheItem.Version = itemVersion; 
            try 
            { 
                CacheItemVersion newVersion = cache.Insert(key, cacheItem); 
                //save new version for future usage 
                //verify the updated version and value in cache 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

15.2.3. Retrieving Item with Specific Version 

You can retrieve a cached item by specifying the item version. In case of a mismatch of version, “Null” value is 

returned. 

In the following example you need to specify key and previously saved item version of that key to fetch the 

cached object. 

 
            //precondition: itemVersion is saved when item was added or inserted in cache 
            try 
            { 
                string key = "Product:1001"; 
                //saved itemVersion from add or insert item call 
                CacheItem result = cache.GetCacheItem(key, ref itemVersion); 
                if (result.Value != null) 
                { 
                    if (result.Value is Product) 
                    { 
                        Product product = (Product)result.Value; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 

     } 
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15.2.4. Retrieve Item if a Newer Version Exists in Cache 

getIfNewer method can be used to fetch the existing item if a newer version is available in cache. By 

specifying the current version as an argument of the method call, the cache returns appropriate result.  

If the version specified is less than the one in cache, only then the method returns a new Item else null would 

be returned. 

   
            //precondition: itemVersion is saved when item was added or inserted in cache 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                //saved itemVersion from add or insert item call 
                object result = cache.GetIfNewer(key, ref itemVersion); 
                if (result != null) 
                { 
                    if (result is Product) 
                    { 
                        Product product = (Product)result; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

15.2.5. Removing an Item with Specified Item Version 

The remove method is a basic method which removes the key from cache and returns the removed object to 

the cache. If a custom object is added to the cache, the remove method will return Object. 

If the item version is different from the one in the cache or if the key does not exist, an 

OperationFailedException will be thrown by NCache. 

 
            //precondition: itemVersion is saved when item was added or inserted in cache 
            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                //saved itemVersion from add or insert item call 
                object result = cache.Remove(key, itemVersion); 
                if (result != null) 
                { 
                    if (result is Product) 
                    { 
                        Product product = (Product)result; 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

15.2.6. Delete an Item with Item Version 

A delete method is a basic method which deletes the key from cache. If the item version is different from the 

one in the cache or if the key does not exist, an Exception will be thrown by NCache. 

 
            //precondition: itemVersion is saved when item was added or inserted in cache 
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            string key = "Product:1001"; 
            try 
            { 
                //saved itemVersion from add or insert item call 
                cache.Delete(key, itemVersion); 
            } 
            catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
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16. Indexing 

16.1. Conceptual Overview 

The purpose of using an index is to optimize speed and performance in finding relevant data for a search. For 

searching purposes, all searchable attributes should be indexed. Without an index, the search would scan 

every data, which would require considerable time and computing power. The additional computer storage 

required to store the index, as well as the considerable increase in the time required for an update to take 

place, are traded off for the time saved during information retrieval. 

NCache internally uses indexing in different modules to boost searching on cache performance and keeps 

track of it for different purposes. 

16.1.1. Cache Searching Index 

NCache provides Cache Searching Index  in order to boost the execution of queries on cache. For searching 

purpose, all that is needed to be done is to just index all the searchable attributes. NCache will not search the 

non indexed attribute from the cache because it has to traverse through the whole cache to find related data 

which will affect the cache performance. 

Also indexes are defined against the actual data types of the cached items. Through indexing NCache knows 

what kind of data will be stored and it will store it in searchable way. 

NCache provides two ways to define indexes. 

 Pre-Defined Index (Static Index) 

 Runtime Index (Dynamic Index) 

 Pre-Defined Index (Static Index) 

To search custom class objects like Product in a cluster cache, these indexes need to be defined in advance. In 

this way, cache will save that type of data in the form where it can be easily fetched through queries. Indexes 

can be configured for public, private and protected primitive data members (including string). 

 These kind of indexes are defined before cache start. To define new indexes, the cache needs to be stopped 

first and restarted after modifications for deploying changes. On  insertion of the indexed type of data in 

cache, NCache automatically detects its type and it can be used  in searching queries afterwards. 

 Runtime Index (Dynamic Index) 

If there are attributes in an application that are defined and used at runtime, then  runtime indexing should be 

used. For example there may be some calculated values assigned to a  product  related to its sales. When any 

product is purchased by any customer, the sale details are saved in cache for generating daily report of sales 

trend through cached values later. This value is defined at runtime so it’s the runtime attribute of the product.      

NCache will automatically create indexes for data that are added by the cache client. It means that indexes 

don’t need to be configured before using them for runtime attributes. 

Runtime index can be further categorized into following types: 

 Tag Index 

 Named Tag Index 
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 Tag Index 

One or more identification marks can be associated with cache items. These identification marks are called 

tags. Through tags, the user can associate keywords(s) with cache items. Collection of cached items can be 

found and removed from the cache by specifying tags too. Tags are only allowed in string format. For every 

new tag, a new tag entry will be created in the tag index and all related cached items will be associated with 

that index.  

 Named Tag Index 

If there is a need to use a high level of tagging where tags can have different data types or names and the 

requirement is to query data related to specific type of tag, then  Named Tags should be used.  

“Named Tags" is the enhancement of "Tags". Named tags allows the user to store additional information (of 

any type) required to query the object stored as string. For example, "Highest-Sale-Time" named tag with 

value of time can be stored when any product sale is the highest in whole day. Named tags allow  indexing the 

data according to required attributes at runtime. Later on, a query can be constructed using named tags to 

fetch the desired result set.  Multiple named tags can be associated with one cached item and vice versa.  

When a data is added with a named tag that does not exist in cache, a new index is created for this new 

named tag. All the related data will be assigned to that index for searching. 

 

Unlike Tag, named tag index can be defined for all primitive types, string and date time. So there is more 

flexibility to add wide range of searchable data with different data types.   

 

If there are multiple applications that are sharing the same cache and all of them are supposed to add named 

tags, then make sure that the same named tags have homogenous data types, e.g., if one client is adding 

named tag "ProductID" with String data type, then all other clients should add values of "ProductID" in String 

format not in Integer or other for the same cache. 

 

16.1.2. Eviction Index 

Eviction is a useful feature in NCache, where when cache is full it decides to evict its existing data so as to 

accommodate incoming data. In this scenario, eviction can smooth cache operations while keeping cache 

size limit by removing a configured percentage of data. 

NCache provides different polices for eviction. These policies decide which data would be evicted when 

cache is full. NCache provides the following policies for eviction. 

 Priority Based Eviction 

 Least Recently Used (LRU) 

 Least Frequently Used (LFU) 

In order to perform Eviction, NCache keeps the index of eviction for cache data for eviction. 

For Priority Based Eviction, index is kept for priority from high to low and when cache is full, eviction 

thread selects keys from index with low priority and evicts them from cache. 

For Least Recently Used (LRU), eviction index is kept for time of usage of  keys and when cache is full, 

eviction thread selects keys from index which are least recently used and evicts them cache. 

For Least Frequently Used (LFU), eviction index is kept for the number of usage of keys and when cache 

is full, eviction thread selects keys from index which are least frequently used and evicts them cache. 
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16.1.3. Expiration Index 

Expiration is a property attached with each item which is being cached. This property is attached with each 

object so that each cache object can be evaluated upon its age, this age of object will decide upon its 

expiration time. When that expiration object invalidates, the associated item is removed from the cache. 

NCache Keeps DateTime Expiration index for cache keys in order to remove them efficiently on 

expiration.Expiration manager expires items after Clean Interval. 

Clean interval is the periodic interval after which the expired items are removed from the cache. The clean 

interval for a cache can be changed in configuration settings. 

After clean interval has elapsed, expiration manager get keys from index and expired items are removed 

from cache. After removing expired items from cache, expiration thread sleeps for “clean interval duration” 

specified in cache configuration. NCache provides with two types of expirations 

 Absolute Expiration 

 Sliding Expiration 

16.2. Indexing Object Attributes for Search 

NCache requires all searchable attributes to be indexed. This is because, without indexing, NCache would have 

to traverse the entire cache in order to find items. This could be very costly operation with potential of slowing 

down the entire cache processes. 

NCache provides its own indexing mechanism. The user can select objects in .NET assemblies that he/she 

wants to index. NCache uses .NET Reflection to extract data from the indexed attributes and builds its internal 

index. When data to be indexed is inserted in cache, NCache creates an index tree and adds those associated 

keys in them. These indexes then later on contain all the keys from cache associated to them. When cache is 

queried, NCache uses these indexes to quickly find the desired objects and returns all related keys or items.  

Indexing Attributes of the Cached Item 

NCache Manager provides a user friendly interface for defining indexes. The following example demonstrates 

procedure of defining indexes on attributes. 

Suppose that cache contains Product object where the definition of Product is as below: 

   
[Serializable] 
        public class Product 
        { 
            string productName; 
 
            public string ProductName 
            { 
                get { return productName; } 
                set { productName = value; } 
            } 

            
 } 

  

 

This feature is not available in NCache Express and Professional edition. 
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17. Object Query Language (OQL) In NCache 

Your application typically uses cache as a Hashtable where everything is stored based on a key and you must 

have this key to fetch an item. This is like having a relational database where you can use only the primary key 

to find data. This works fine in many situations but a real life complex application often needs to find data based 

on attributes other than just the primary key. And since you're keeping a lot of your data in the cache, it would 

be very useful if you could search the cache in this manner as well. A basic example of this would be an e-

commerce website that needs to fetch all products based on criteria such as category, price, and weight etc. You 

cannot specify category based keys for all products and hence cannot store the list of those keys for retrieval.  

17.1. Conceptual Overview 

For searching purposes, NCache provides you with its own powerful cache searching mechanism where you can 

fetch the cache keys/data using SQL like query syntax. 

 

NCache allows you to search and delete result sets according to your query criteria. However, it does not support 

insertion/updating on the basis of any query criteria.  

 

To retrieve the data according to your specified non-primary-key criteria, NCache provides you with OQL (Object 

Query Language) which is the subset of SQL. OQL lets you search the cache against a criteria on which the data 

is required. 

For the scenario highlighted above, you just have to select all the products related to the required category and 

it will return all related keys or items.  

 

Sample query: "SELECT Product WHERE this.Category = ?" 

 

You can use a rich set of operators provided by NCache according to your required query criteria to fetch desired 

result sets from your cache.   

 

Note: OQL is not case sensitive. 

 

The following operator categories are supported in NCache queries:  

 

Category Operator 

<Query> = , == , != , <> , < , > , <=, >=, IN, LIKE , NOT LIKE 

Logical Operators AND , OR , NOT 

Aggregate Functions Sum, Count, AVG, Min, Max 

Miscellaneous DateTime.Now , DateTime ("any date time compatible string") 

17.2. Object Query Language (OQL) Syntax 

You have to make API calls and specify a search based on OQL in order to fetch a collection of objects from the 

cache. For the above mentioned scenario, you just have to select all products related to required category and 

it will return all related key or items.  

 

NCache requires all searchable attributes to be indexed before using those indexes. 
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NCache supports a SQL-like language called Object Query Language (OQL). You can use different operators 

according to your required query criteria to fetch the desired result set from your cache. 

 

Note: OQL is not case sensitive. 

Syntax of the language is explained with the help of examples below: 

Basic Query Operators (<Query>) 

Operator Description Use (Example) 

= OR == Equals to "SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductID == ?" 

!= OR <> Not equals to "SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductID <> ?" 

< Less than "SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductID < ?" 

> Greater than "SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductID > ?" 

<= Less than equal to  "SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductID <= ?" 

>= Greater than equal to  "SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductID >= ?" 

IN In a range "SELECT Product this.UnitsAvailable IN (?,?,?,?))" 

LIKE Pattern like. 

Mostly used for wild card 

base searching. 

Use "*" for one or many 

occurrence of character. 

Use "." for single 

occurrence of character. 

"SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductName LIKE ? AND 
this.Category LIKE ?" 

 

NOT LIKE Not like pattern "SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductID NOT LIKE ?" 

Logical Query Operators 

Operator Description Use (Example) 

AND Retrieve merged result set for 

two or more conditions. 
"SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductName LIKE ? AND 
this.Category LIKE ?" 

OR Retrieve result set which 

fulfills any one condition. 
"SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductName NOT LIKE ? OR 
this.Category NOT LIKE ?"; 

NOT 

 

Retrieve result set which 

doesn't match the given 

criteria. 

"SELECT Product WHERE this.ProductID NOT LIKE ?" 
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Aggregate Function 

Operator Description Use (Example) 

Sum Calculate sum of result set of 

specified criteria. 
"SELECT SUM(Product.UnitsAvailable) WHERE 
this.ProductID <= 10" 

Count Calculates count of the result set for 

a specified criteria. 
"SELECT count(Product) WHERE this.ProductID < 
?" 

Avg Calculates average of the result set 

for specified criteria. 
"SELECT AVG(Product.UnitsAvailable) WHERE 
this.ProductID < ?" 

Min Returns minimum of the result set 

for specified criteria. 
"SELECT MIN(Product.UnitsAvailable) WHERE 
this.Category = ?" 

Max Returns maximum of the result set 

for specified criteria. 
"SELECT MAX(Product.UnitsAvailable) WHERE 
this.Category = ? 

Miscellaneous 

Operator Description Use (Example) 

GROUP BY Group data based on 

an aggregate function. 
SELECT this.Category, COUNT(Product) WHERE 
this.ProductID > ? GROUP BY this.Category 

ORDER BY Sort the result set 

based on criteria in 

descending or 

ascending order. 

SELECT Product WHERE this.Category = ? ORDER 
BY this.Category 

DateTime.Now Retrieve result set with 

respect to current date 

time.  

"SELECT Order WHERE this.OrderDate = ?" 

 

DateTime ("any date time 

compatible string") 

Retrieve result set with 

respect to specified 

date time. 

"SELECT Order WHERE this.OrderDate = ?" 
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17.3. NCache Language Integrated Query (LINQ) 

LINQ allows fetching data of any type through a set of pre-defined standard rules. This helps in setting a 

common standard through which data can be accessed. It simply joins the application's object layer to data 

layer. Data can be retrieved in collection of any possible data structure like objects, XML tree, lists etc but there 

will be no change in the retrieval format of  code.  If the model is created through LINQ, then there is no need 

to worry about inner details.   

 

NCache allows  using LINQ with  cache to improve the application’s performance through caching without 

changing the LINQ object model. The cache handle should be given to the NCache LINQ provider after 

creating its instance. NCache LINQ provider converts LINQ related query into NQL format and returns the 

result accordingly after transforming it in LINQ format. Because of using NQL under the wrapper of NCache 

LINQ provider,  indexes should be configured for using LINQ too.  

 

Here is a sample query in LINQ: 

 
var result = from product in products  

where product.ProductID > 10  

select product; 

 

In this query, all those products which have Product ID greater than 10 will be fetched from the cache. The 

query format is the same as when  normal LINQ is used without NCache LINQ provider. Here ProductID and 

other required attributes need to be indexed before using this query with NCache.  

There are some LINQ operators which are not supported by NCache LINQ Provider. Those are: 

 NCache LINQ Provider does not support nested queries. 

 LINQ operator ORDERBY is not supported by NCache LINQ Provider. 

 LINQ operator GROUPBY is not supported by NCache LINQ Provider. 

 Join operations are not supported by NCache LINQ Provider. 

 

To provide LINQ benefits, LINQ is integrated with NCache by implementing a class named NCacheQuery, which 

further implements the interface called IQueryable provided by .NET framework. This integration allows the 

user to run LINQ queries on cached items. For executing LINQ queries on cached items, an object 

implementing IQueryable interface should be defined and passed as an instance of cache which contains the 

object as shown below: 

 
  IQueryable<Product> products = new NCacheQuery<Product>(cache); 
 

17.3.1. Defining Indexes 

NCache requires all searchable attributes to be indexed.  NCache provides its own indexing mechanism 

through which the users can identify objects in .NET assemblies that they want to index. See the section 

Indexing Searchable Attributes in .NET for details.  

  

 

Runtime indexing is not supported in NCache LINQ integration now.       
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17.3.2. Using LINQ 

No code change is required for using NCache with LINQ except that a new assembly reference and namespace 

should be added in application.  Rest of the code will work without any change in application.  

    To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: Alachisoft.NCache.Linq 

found in C:\Program Files\NCache\integrations\LINQToNCache. 

The following code shows how to implement the NCacheQuery class which further implements IQueryable 

interface. The code also shows the LINQ query based on NCache Query Language running on a cached data. 

//create your custom class LINQ object by giving handle of your cache. 
IQueryable<Product> products = new NCacheQuery<Product>(cache); 
try 
{ 
    var result = from product in products 
                 where product.ProductID > 1010 
                 select product; 
    if (result != null) 
    { 
        foreach (Product product in result) 
        { 
            //put your code here for modification of products. 
        } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        //if there is no result in the cache related to your query 
    } 
} 
catch (Exception) 
{ 
    //can be operation failed due to server lost, state transfer or invalid query       
format of LINQ 
} 

17.4. Querying Data in NCache 

NCache provides the ability to query indexed cache data through its own indexing mechanism. Indexing for 

searchable objects and their attributes need to be configured first as explained in Configuring Query Indexes 

in Administrator's Guide. 

 

Using API for Querying  

 

Previously, NCache had the APIs Search and SearchEntries for returning the query result, but they have 

been marked obsolete now. Preferably use ExecuteReader for your application. 

 

The following API is available for using NCache query feature: 

 
public ICacheReader ExecuteReader(string query, IDictionary values); 
public ICacheReader ExecuteReader(string query, IDictionary values, bool getData); 
public ICacheReader ExecuteReader(string query, IDictionary values, bool getData, int 
chunkSize); 
public int ExecuteNonQuery(string query, IDictionary values); 
 
[Deprecated] 
public ICollection Search(string query, IDictionary values) 
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Reason: Returned the list of keys whose data fulfilled the result criteria. For large scale data, the collection 

tends to be large, putting a pressure on network cost.  

 
public IDictionary SearchEntries(string query, IDictionary values) 
 

Reason: Returned the list of keys with data whose data fulfilled the result criteria. Reason is same as above, 

with the size of dictionary tending to be exponentially greater than a keys-only collection. 

 

Methods 

  

Name Return Type Description 

ExecuteReader ICacheReader Returns list of key-value pairs in result set which 

fulfills the query criteria. This key value pair has 

cache key and its respective value. 

You can still get the keys-only result like Search 

through varying overloads.    

ExecuteNonQuery int Used in queries containing Delete operations. 

Returns number of affected rows after query is 

executed. 

Search ICollection Only returns list of keys in result set which fulfill the 

query criteria. 

SearchEntries IDictionary Return list of key-value pairs in result set which 

fulfills the query criteria.  

  

Parameters 

  

Name Type Description 

query string Query string but instead of values '?' will be 

specified by user, e.g., "SELECT Product WHERE 
this.ProductID == ?" 

 

values IDictionary Key-value pairs of attribute-names and their values 

on which your search criteria is based on. 

 

Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
values.Add("ProductID", 1); 

 

getData bool Flag to indicate whether you want to get the 

resulting values of the query or not. 

chunkSize int Size of the chunk which ExecuteReader will send to 

the user after processing on the server. 

  

 To utilize the APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 
   

  

Cache Search Returning Items 

  

Previously, the whole resulting data was returned after query execution using SearchEntries API, which was expensive 

for the network if the size of the result was too large. That is why, ExecuteReader is used as it processes the query on the 
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server side and then sends the result in chunks (as a dictionary containing keys and values) to the client. As soon as the 

chunk is exhausted after being enumerated over, the next chunk is sent over to the client.  

 

ExecuteReader()returns the result set in tabular form to ICacheReader type of instance. Column count and attribute 

values can be fetched through their names or through index number from ICacheReader. Make sure the instance of 

ICacheReader is always closed after execution, as it is necessary to clean the resources. 

 
string query = "SELECT this.Category, MAX(Prod.Product.ProductID) WHERE 
this.Category = ? GROUP BY this.Category"; 

            Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
            values.Add("Category", 4); 
 
            try 
            { 
 
                ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values); 
                //OR 
                ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values, true); 
                //OR 
                ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values, true, 50); 
 
                if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
                { 
                    while (reader.Read()) 
                    { 
                        //you can get value through the field name... 
                        object category = reader.GetOrdinal("Category"); 
 
                        //...or through the index number 
                        object result = reader.GetValue(1); 
 
                        //perform operations 
                    } 
                } 
 
                else 
                { 
                    Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
                } 
 
                reader.Close(); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            }  
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17.4.1. Adding and Updating Indexed Items 

 

Before searching, items need to be indexed and added in cache. For adding indexed items, the basic APIs of 

add and insert as mentioned in NCache Basic Operations should be used. 

  
        Product product = new Product(); 
        product.ProductID = 1001; 
        product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
        product.UnitsInStock = 250; 
        product.Category = 4; 
 
        string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
        try 
        { 
            cache.Add(key, product); 
        } 
        catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
        {  
            //handle exception 
        } 
 
 

17.4.2. Cache Search Returning Keys  

In case you still require to mirror the behavior of Search API, i.e., return only the keys after a query is 

executed, you can do so by setting the getData flag to false in ExecuteQuery: 

  

        Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
        values.Add("ProductName", "Chai"); 
        values.Add("UnitsInStock", 250); 
        try 
        { 
            // Instead of Product, specify fully qualified name of your custom class. 
            string query = "SELECT Product where this.ProductName = ?"; 
            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values, false); 
 
            // OR  

string query = "SELECT Product  WHERE this.ProductName = ? and 
this.UnitsInStock > ?"; 

            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values, false); 
 
            if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
            { 
                while (reader.Read()) 
                { 
                    object category = reader.GetValue(0); 
                    //perform operations 
                } 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
            } 
            reader.Close(); 
        } 
        catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
        { 
            // handle exception 
        }        
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17.4.3. Cache Search Returning Items 

string query = "SELECT this.Category, MAX(Prod.Product.ProductID) WHERE this.Category 
= ? GROUP BY this.Category"; 

        Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
        values.Add("Category", 4); 
 
        try 
        { 
            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values); 
 
            //OR to get data 
            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values, true); 
 
            //OR to get data with a specific chunk size 
            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values, true, 50); 
 
            if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
            { 
                while (reader.Read()) 
                { 
                    //you can get value through the field name... 
                    object category = reader.GetOrdinal("Category"); 
 
                    //...or through the index number 
                    object result = reader.GetValue(1); 
 
                    //perform operations 
                } 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
            } 
            reader.Close(); 
        } 
        catch (Exception ex) 
        { 
            //handle exception 
        }        
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17.4.4. Querying Samples for Operators 

Using Equal Operator 

  

string query = "SELECT Product where this.ProductID = ?"; 

Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
values.Add("ProductID", 1001); 
try 
        { 
 
            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values); 
 
            if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
            { 
                while (reader.Read()) 
                { 
                    Product result = (Product)reader.GetValue(1); 
                    //perform operations 
                } 
            } 
 
            else 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
            } 
 
            reader.Close(); 
        } 
catch(Exception ex) 
{ 

    // handle exception 
} 

  

Using Multiple Operators 

 
        string query = "SELECT Product where this.ProductID < ? AND this.Category = ?"; 
        Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
        values.Add("ProductID", 1002); 
        values.Add("Category", 4); 
        try 
        { 
 
            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values); 
 
            if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
            { 
                while (reader.Read()) 
                { 
                    Product result = (Product)reader.GetValue(1); 
                    //perform operations 
                } 
            } 
 
            else 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
            } 
 
            reader.Close(); 
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        } 
        catch (Exception ex) 
        { 
            //handle exception 

        }  

 

Using IN Operator 

 
 string query = "SELECT Product where this.ProductID IN (?,?,?)"; 

        ArrayList idList = new ArrayList(); 
        idList.Add(1001); 
        idList.Add(100); 
        idList.Add(500); 
 
        Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
        values.Add("ProductID", idList); 
        try 
        { 
            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values); 
            if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
            { 
                while (reader.Read()) 
                { 
 
                    Product result = (Product)reader.GetValue(1); 
                    //perform operations  
                } 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
            } 
 
            reader.Close(); 
 
        } 
        catch (Exception ex) 
        { 
            // handle exception 
        } 

 

Using LIKE Operator 
 

string query = "SELECT Product where this.ProductName LIKE ?"; 
ArrayList list = new ArrayList(); 

list.Add("Ch*"); 

  
Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 

values.Add("ProductName", list); 
try 

        { 
            ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values); 
            if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
            { 
                while (reader.Read()) 
                { 
 
                    Product result = (Product)reader.GetValue(1); 
                    //perform operations 
                } 
            } 
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            else 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
            } 
 
            reader.Close(); 
 
        } 
        catch (Exception ex) 
        { 
            // handle exception 

        }  

 

Using GROUP BY Clause 

 

Note that the GROUP BY clause cannot be used without an aggregate function. 

  

string query = "SELECT this.Category, COUNT(Product) WHERE this.ProductID > ? 
GROUP BY this.Category"; 

Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
values.Add("ProductID", 5); 

try 

{ 
    ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values); 

  

            if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
            { 
                while (reader.Read()) 
                { 
                    object category = reader.GetOrdinal("Category"); 
                    object result = reader.GetValue(1); 
                    //perform operations 
 
                } 
            } 
 
            else 
            { 
                Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
            } 
 
            reader.Close(); 
} 

catch(Exception ex) 
{ 

    // handle exception 

} 

  

Using Order By Clause  

 
string query = "SELECT Product ORDER BY by this.ProductID = ?"; 
//OR 
string query = "SELECT Product WHERE this.Category = ? ORDER BY this.Category"; 
 
Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
values.Add("ProductID", 1001); 
 
try 
{ 
     ICacheReader reader = cache.ExecuteReader(query, values); 
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     if (reader.FieldCount > 0) 
     { 
           while (reader.Read()) 
           { 
 
             Product result = (Product)reader.GetValue(1); 
             //perform operations  
            } 
         } 
         else 
         { 
              Console.WriteLine("No record exists"); 
         } 
         reader.Close(); 
     } 
     catch (OperationFailedException ex) 
     { 
          // handle exception 
     } 

 

Using DELETE Statement 

The Delete statement can only be executed through ExecuteNonQuery: 

  

string query = "DELETE Product WHERE this.ProductID > ?"; 
Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 

values.Add("ProductID", 5); 
try 

{ 
    int result = cache.ExecuteNonQuery(query, values); 

    //return number of affected rows. 

} 
catch(Exception ex) 

{ 
    // handle exception 

} 
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18. Runtime Data Sharing 

Runtime data sharing has become an important use for distributed caches. A wider number of applications today 

need to share data with other applications at runtime in an asynchronous fashion. 

 

Previously, relational databases were used to share data among multiple applications but that required constant 

polling by the applications wanting to consume data. Thus, later, message queues became popular because of 

their asynchronous features and their persistence of events. However, although message queues are beneficial, 

they lack performance and scalability requirements of applications these days. 

 

As a result, more applications are using in-memory distributed caches for event driven runtime data sharing. 

This data sharing should be between multiple Java applications or between .NET and Java applications.  

 

NCache provides feature of runtime data sharing that makes use of notifications to keep cache clients 

updated about cache status.   
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19. Event Notifications 

Many applications need to share data asynchronously with each other at runtime, and relational databases do 

not provide an efficient event notification mechanism. Hence, their performance and scalability is a major 

concern. NCache is an extremely fast and scalable in-memory distributed cache and also provides a simple and 

powerful Data Sharing feature with Notifications.  

 

CacheEntryEvents are also part of the JCache (JSR 107) API specification, and since NCache is 100% JCache 

compliant, it fully provides the capability to handle events. For more detail on how Events are handled in JCache 

(JSR 107) API, please refer to Chapter 8.1 of JCache JSR 107 Specification Document. 

19.1. Conceptual Overview 

Many applications today need to share data asynchronously with each other at runtime, and relational 

databases do not provide an efficient event notification mechanism. Hence, their performance and scalability 

is a major concern. 

 

NCache is an extremely fast and scalable in-memory distributed cache and also provides a simple and 

powerful Data Sharing Feature with Notifications. 

 

NCache features event driven fetching of data every time data in the cache is modified. This allows client 

applications to receive data without any explicit data fetch request to the cache server. Events work on the 

push mechanism: whenever some activity of interest takes place in cache, it publishes events to its subscribed 

clients. This allows runtime data sharing of single cache shared by separate applications or separate modules 

of same application.  

 

Events enable NCache to notify the client application if any change of interest occurs. Events in NCache follow 

the publisher-subscriber model where cache is the publisher and client application is the subscriber.  

 

Events have the following properties: 

The publisher determines when an event is raised; the subscribers determine what action is taken in response 

to the event. 

An event can have multiple subscribers. A subscriber can handle multiple events from multiple publishers. 

Events are typically used to signal common cache operations like Add, Insert, Remove, Delete and Cache 

Cleared. 

 

Events and Event Types 

 

 Add Notification 

Add notification is triggered when a new item is added to the cache. All applications which have registered 

this event will receive a notification when data is added to the cache. 

 

 Update Notification 

Update notification is triggered when an existing item is updated in the cache. All applications which have 

registered this event will receive a notification when data is updated in the cache. 

 

 Remove Notification 

Remove notification is triggered when an item is removed from the cache. All applications which have 

registered this event will receive a notification when data is removed from the cache. 

 

 Cache Clear Notification 

http://download.oracle.com/otndocs/jcp/jcache-2_9-pfd-spec/index.html
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Cache Clear notification is triggered when cache is cleared. All applications which have registered this event 

will receive a notification when the cache is cleared. 

 

 

Event Levels 

 

NCache provides the following level of events: 

 

 Cache Level Events 

NCache can notify clients on addition, insertion, and removal of any item in the cache or if the cache is 

cleared, if the client has registered interest in receiving such events. 

 

 Item Level Events 

 NCache can notify clients on a specific item update and remove if the client has registered interest in it. 

 

 Continuous Query Events 

NCache can monitor a dataset in the cache based on SQL-like criteria and then notify clients for  addition, 

insertion, and removal of items from this data set to clients who have registered interest in it. 

 

 Application Initiated Custom Events 

Applications can fire custom events into NCache so other applications who have registered interest in them 

can be notified. 

 

19.2. Using Cache Level Events  

By default cache level events are disabled (except for Cache Cleared) for any cache configuration and must be 

enabled for events to be published. 

 

Cache Level Notifications are fired when data is added in cache from clients, loader, read-through etc.  

Cache Level Data Notifications can be used to share data across different clients, the purpose of this feature is 

to notify clients about every operation performed on cache [add, insert, remove]. 

 

Clients that want to receive these notifications will have to register Cache Level Notification through API calls. 

 

Note: The application will not be able to receive events unless it registers itself against cache using the specific 

event registration API call. 

 

21.2.1. Registering Cache Level Events 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

Cache Level notifications are generic events which will be triggered upon every execution of the appropriate 

registered event type. To register these events for notification, RegisterCacheNotification method is used.  

 

Appropriate EventType to be registered needs to be specified; single as well as multiple event types can be 

specified in a single method call. Also EventDataFilter needs to be specified to quantify the amount of 

information returned upon an event execution. 

 

Note: EventDataFilter must be carefully set to avoid unnecessary network bandwidth consumption. 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/0790ce37-0ace-a067-726e-ee532164e9b3.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/3ec63141-3617-9601-9f6a-e9d83de5f9df.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/f622c730-924e-46dc-5c3d-7146ad002789.htm
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            // Create a target method 
            public static void OnCacheDataModification(string key, CacheEventArg args) 
            { 
 
        switch (args.EventType) 
        { 
            case EventType.ItemAdded: 
            //perform appropirate operations 
            break; 
            case EventType.ItemRemoved: 
            //perform appropirate operations 
            break; 
            case EventType.ItemUpdated: 
            //perform appropirate operations 
            break; 
        } 
 
    } 
     
// Register target method 
                CacheDataNotificationCallback dataNotificationCallback = new 
CacheDataNotificationCallback(OnCacheDataModification); 
            try 
            { 
                // Register cache notification with appropriate event type 
                CacheEventDescriptor EventDescriptor = 
cache.RegisterCacheNotification(dataNotificationCallback, 
                EventType.ItemAdded | EventType.ItemRemoved | EventType.ItemUpdated, 
                EventDataFilter.None); 
                // Save the event descriptor for further usage 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

The events will be notified to their appropriate listeners and handled as implemented by the user. 

21.2.2. Un-registering Cache Level Events 

A previously registered cache level notification can also be unregistered using the 

UnRegisterCacheNotification method. In this example, the EventDescriptor previously returned upon 

registering of event, needs to be specified.  

 
            try 
            { 
                cache.UnRegisterCacheNotification(EventDescriptor); 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

19.3. Using Item Specific Events  

Item Level Data Notifications can be used when you want to be notified about a limited set of data rather than 

every operation performed on cache. 

 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/7a5c41d0-4ae7-c7c0-15c1-fe83f81e527b.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/9d276a96-4d05-f2df-86d6-47f31612b857.htm
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Applications register callback method for a specific key in cache using API calls and get a notification when that 

key gets updated or removed from cache. 

These Notifications are asynchronously sent to the client so there is no overhead on client’s activities. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

21.3.1. Registering Event with a Particular Item 

NCache provides a separate classification of event which can be registered with individual keys. To register 

update or remove event with a particular key(s) RegisterCacheNotification method should be used. 

 

Note: The key must exist in cache for the event to be registered. Only update or removed event types can be 

registered in item level events. 

 

In the following example, the cache will generate a notification when the appropriate operation is performed on 

the key. 

 
            // Create a target method 
        public static void OnCacheDataModification(string key, CacheEventArg args) 
        { 
            switch (args.EventType) 
            { 
                case EventType.ItemAdded: 
                    //perform appropirate operations 
                    break; 
                case EventType.ItemRemoved: 
                    //perform appropirate operations 
                    break; 
                case EventType.ItemUpdated: 
                    //perform appropirate operations 
                    break; 
            } 
        } 
 
        //Register target method 
        CacheDataNotificationCallback dataNotificationCallback = new 
CacheDataNotificationCallback(OnCacheDataModification); 
            try 
            { 
                // Register notification with appropriate event type on existing key 
                CacheEventDescriptor EventDescriptor = cache.RegisterCacheNotification(key, 
dataNotificationCallback, 
                EventType.ItemRemoved | EventType.ItemUpdated, 
                EventDataFilter.DataWithMetadata); 
 
            // Save the event descriptor for further usage 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 

            } 

         

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/ae562b96-86ed-e73f-d7d8-b44e2ce36348.htm
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21.3.2. Registering Events with CacheItem 

An event can also be registered with a particular key by registering as a property of CacheItem. The 

SetCacheDataNotification method in CacheItem can be used to provide all appropriate information for 

registering the notification. 

 

                // Create a target method 
            public static void OnCacheDataModification(string key, CacheEventArg args) 
            { 
 
        switch (args.EventType) 
        { 
            case EventType.ItemAdded: 
            //perform appropirate operations 
            break; 
            case EventType.ItemRemoved: 
            //perform appropirate operations 
            break; 
            case EventType.ItemUpdated: 
            //perform appropirate operations 
            break; 
        } 
    } 
     
            // Register target method 
                CacheDataNotificationCallback dataNotificationCallback = new 
CacheDataNotificationCallback(OnCacheDataModification); 
            try 
            { 
                Product product = new Product(); 
                product.ProductID = 1001; 
                product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
                product.UnitsInStock = 15; 
 
                CacheItem cacheItem = new CacheItem(product); 
 
                // Registering event with cacheItem 
                cacheItem.SetCacheDataNotification(dataNotificationCallback, 
EventType.ItemRemoved | EventType.ItemUpdated, EventDataFilter.DataWithMetadata); 
 
                string key = "Product:" + product.ProductID; 
                // Registering 
                cache.Insert(key, cacheItem); 
 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

21.3.3. Un-registering Item Level Notification 

You can also unregister a previously registered item level notification using the 

UnRegisterCacheNotification method. In this example, the appropriate key, callback as 

CacheDataNotificationCallback and EventType must be specified. 

            try 
            { 
                cache.UnRegisterCacheNotification(key, callback, EventType); 
            } 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/0182db94-50fa-2ce5-6275-1d4d5b013a24.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/c798e012-7b05-21d2-e16a-d2d1d969cf02.htm
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            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

19.4. Using Custom Notifications  
 

In multiple clients connected to cache environment, the best way to communicate among them is important. 

Custom Notifications are special type of notification which follows a publisher and subscriber communication 

model. It is a simple message passing mechanism to control flow among clients connected to a cache.  

 

Custom Notification provides communication directly among the clients. And data or message is shared through 

it involving the cache as medium. As the data shared through custom event is not stored in cache, so there is 

no overhead of memory on cache. 

 

Custom Notification is used in scenarios like when you want to raise the notification from the client application 

or you want to write logic of raising notification on client side rather than cache to decide when to raise 

notification.  

 

One example for custom notification is that if there are multiple applications running and the discount price for 

a specific product is being changed on one application, then you can raise a custom event to notify other client 

applications about the updated discount price so that they can also update the discount price for that product. 

 

19.4.1. Registering Custom Notification 
   

The user can create a custom event according to his/her requirements. This event needs to be registered with 

CustomEvent. NCache does not raise the custom events on its own, therefore in order to trigger it 

RaiseCustomEvent method needs to be called.   

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 
            // Create a target method 
            public static void CacheCustomEvent(object notifId, object data) 
            { 
                // do something 
            } 
     
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductID = 1001; 
            product.ProductName = "Chai"; 
            product.UnitsInStock = 15; 
 
            // Registering custom event 
            cache.CustomEvent += new CustomEventCallback(CacheCustomEvent); 
 
            // perform appropriate tasks 
 
            //Raise Custom event upon according to need.  
            cache.RaiseCustomEvent("mycache", product); 
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20. Continuous Query  

Note: This feature is only available in NCache Enterprise edition. 

20.1. Conceptual Overview 

Distributed caching is the main need in this technological era where large scale multi-tier applications are built 

to cater millions of clients for high performance and scalability. But applications that require rapid changes in 

data demand synchronization of caches and client with the same pace. With synchronization of cache it is also 

essential that all clients are able to share information related to some specific data set whenever any change 

occurs in it. 

 

Continuous Query is provided by NCache for runtime monitoring and tracking of data related to observable 

data set.  

For example, you have a web application regarding stock exchange where stock values will change very 

frequently for any company. Your client will be interested in the companies they have shares in. Here, we have 

criteria for clients having shares in some companies and the data related to only those companies should be 

updated on each client’s view. NCache allows you to specify any query criteria for indexed classes. 

 

Changes in result set of a query can be triggered by: 

Add: Adding an item in cache or updating any existing item can add the item in any query. 

Update: Updating any existing cache item but it remains in query result set. 

Remove: Removing item from cache or updating any existing cached item cause that item removal from query 

result set.  

 

You can also specify filters for notifications that your cache client will receive. Filters are basically for the amount 

of modified cached item related data that you will receive in your query notifications.  

 

NCache provides 3 types of filters mentioned below: 

 None (minimum data that is only key) 

 Metadata (key with metadata related to cached item) 

 Data with metadata (key with complete cached and related data) 

 

If any cached item related to the result set of any registered query is removed due to expiration, eviction or 

dependencies, then its notification will be sent to interested cache clients.  

 

Note: GROUP BY and Tags are not supported in this feature. 

 

You may have an application that has .NET and Java clients. By enabling the data sharing feature on your cluster 

cache, you can index the same objects for both clients even with the same query. Notifications will be sent to 

each client irrespective of Java or .Net for cached items added, updated or removed by both clients in any 

registered query result set. 

 

For this feature, extra processing is included for monitoring and notifying clients which consume resources. So 

for efficiently using this feature you should take care of its usage too. If all your applications don't require 

tracking of any query result set then you should not only unregister notifications but also unregister the query 

from your cache. 
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20.2. How to Use Continuous Query 

Assuming that you have indexed the required searchable attributes, you are now required to implement 

continuous query in your application. Keeping in mind the purpose of continuous queries, the first thing you 

need to do is to define all the callbacks that need to be executed once the result set of your query is in any way 

changed. Then, we need to register the continuous query with the cache server.  

 

Following are the main methods that are provided by NCache and are associated with the implementation of 

continuous queries. 

 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching 
Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Events 

 

Methods Description 

registerCQ The main purpose of this method is to activate your continuous query with 

the cache server. You can use this method multiple times in your application 

depending on its need to receive the notifications for a change in the 

dataset of your query. This method takes as argument an object of 

ContinuousQuery which has the query and the callbacks registered to it. 

unregisterCQ unregisterCQ is used by your application after you have registered a 

continuous query to deactivate it on the cache server. Like RegisterCQ, it 

takes as argument an object of ContinuousQuery to unregister the 

callbacks which are no more fired after this call. This method is used when 

the user is no more interested in receiving notifications for changes in a 

query result set. 

ExecuteReaderCQ ExecuteReaderCQ() opens DataReader on server node(s), executes the 

query and returns the first chunk of data to the client. At the same time, it 

also registers the continuous query for call backs in case of changes in data 

fulfilling the query’s criteria.  

The result set generated is then read at client side, chunk by chunk, using 

Read() of ICacheReader.   

searchCQ [Obsolete] Only returns list of keys in result set which fulfill the query 

criteria. 

searchEntriesCQ [Obsolete] Returns list of key-value pairs in result set which fulfills the query 

criteria. 

 

Sample Usage of Continuous Query 

 
public class CQ 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Cache cache = NCache.InitializeCache("mycache"); 
            string queryString = "Select ClassLibrary.Product WHERE this.supplier=?"; 
            Hashtable values = new Hashtable(); 
 
            values.Add("supplier", "Carlos Diaz"); 
 
            ContinuousQuery continuousQuery = new ContinuousQuery(queryString, values); 

continuousQuery.RegisterNotification(new 
QueryDataNotificationCallback(ItemAddedCallBack), EventType.ItemAdded, 
EventDataFilter.None); // register notification for add operation. 

 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/d1585862-de9f-0b5d-6041-26473cb851da.htm
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/73ad0d49-d25f-441e-2738-19b9656ae581.htm
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continuousQuery.RegisterNotification(new 
QueryDataNotificationCallback(QueryItemCallBack), EventType.ItemUpdated | 
EventType.ItemRemoved, EventDataFilter.None); // register notification for update 
and remove operation. 

 
continuousQuery.RegisterClearNotification(new 
ContinuousQueryClearCallback(CacheClear)); // register cache clear notification 

 
            cache.RegisterCQ(continuousQuery); 
            try 
            { 
                //SearchCQ to get keys from the result set 
                ICollection result = cache.SearchCQ(continuousQuery); 
 
                //SearchEntriesCQ to get keys from the result set 
                IDictionary res = cache.SearchEntriesCQ(continuousQuery); 
 
                //perform operations 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
            Product product = new Product(); 
            product.ProductName = " Chai"; 
            product.Supplier = "Carlos Diaz"; 
            product.Category = 4; 
 

cache.Add("key", new CacheItem(product)); //this operation trigger add 
notification.  

            product.Supplier = "Elio Rossi"; 
 

cache.Insert("key", new CacheItem(product)); //trigger remove notification 
because that key will be removed from the query result set by changing supplier 
name.     

 
            cache.Clear();      //trigger cache clear notification.  
            cache.Dispose(); 
        } 
        // Create target methods 
        static void CacheClear() 
        { 
            Cache cache = null; 
            cache.Clear(); 
        } 
        static void ItemAddedCallBack(string key, CQEventArg arg) 
        { 
            EventCacheItem item = arg.Item; // do something 
        } 
        static void QueryItemCallBack(string key, CQEventArg arg) 
        { 
            switch (arg.EventType) 
            { 
                case EventType.ItemRemoved: 
                    // do someting 
                    break; 
                case EventType.ItemUpdated: 
                    // do someting 
                    break; 
            } 
        } 
    }  
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21. Portable data types (.NET & Java) 

To share data among heterogeneous applications, most messaging solutions require building an application 

based on message text self-descriptive. It becomes the responsibility of the application to use a format for the 

data so that it can be decoded by the receiving application coding. If you use the XML data format, it encounters 

performance problems. 

 

In addition, a highly concurrent application environment with several publishers has a greater chance of race 

conditions causing problems with data integrity. Messaging systems have no inherent relationship between 

process control messages or messages to multiple destinations’ messaging (queues or topics) capabilities. 

Most messaging solutions are actually designed to support multiple protocols, flexibility in terms of message 

reliability and more. But when it comes to opposing applications like .net wishing to share data with Java, you 

can build heavy heads or interpretation of payloads based message encoding / decoding / text message delivery 

settings, message correlation, research data bases related background information before acting. 

 

NCache comes with the feature of data types portability for heterogeneous applications through cache, with 

binary protocol which boosts the performance by reducing traffic and data size with the help of compact 

serialization. To explain this feature we will take examples of product entities having attributes id, name, quantity, 

category etc. 

The Data type portability feature will allow .net client applications to fetch objects of product class from cache 

which is inserted by java client applications and will successfully deserialize to .net product class and vice versa. 

 

You only have to configure both product classes as shared types from administrative tools of NCache and map 

one or more attributes of class to the other which you want to be shared across platform, non-mapped attributes 

will contain default value while being received on the other side. To configure runtime data sharing through 

NCache Manager, see registering classes for portable data sharing section of NCache administrator's guide. 

 

Class Attributes Mapping 

Product Class (C#) Product Class (java) 

Id _id 

name _name 

price _price 

quantity  

 _category 

 

In the above mentioned table, attributes of class have been mapped with each other; quantity and category 

have no mapping attributes in the target class so they are left unmapped. 

Query Indexes are also shared among shared data types if added in query index list. 
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22. Class versioning (Same Platform) 

Multiple Applications are connected with the cache environment and you want to upgrade client applications. 

You can’t upgrade all the applications at the same time. Meanwhile if some classes get upgraded in some 

applications, how can they share data with other old ones? Here comes the concept of Class Versioning. 

If your class is Serializable and you write objects of the class to a data source and then later read them back in, 

you need the same version of the class to read with what you used to write it with. If you want to use one version 

of a class to save something that acts like an object data base, and then change the class (new version), you 

won't be able to read the new version. 

 

With NCache’s feature of Class Versioning Compatibility for same platforms, you can use the class versioning 

feature by configuring them through administrative cache tools and providing mapping for attributes with target 

class. See Registering Classes for portable data sharing section of NCache Administrator's Guide. 

 

Class Attributes Mapping 

ProductV2 Class (C#) ProductV1 Class (C#) 

id id 

name name 

price price 

quantity quantity 

discount  

 

After mapping ProductV2 with ProductV1 you will be able to store ProductV2 and get it in ProductV1 and vice 

versa. 
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23. Streaming  

Note: This feature is only available in NCache Enterprise edition. 

23.1. Conceptual Overview 

Storing large binary data for e.g. media files, large PDF documents, into the cache using cache API is inefficient. 

You will have to first load the entire file into the application memory and then put it into the cache as a single 

object. You need more memory for the client application end. To overcome this, NCache provides Streaming 

API for reading/writing large binary data into the cache. You can open multiple parallel streams into the cache.  

Note: NCache Stream does not support Seek operation, which is the querying and modifying of the current 

position within a stream. 

When is it Useful 

Suppose you have a high traffic application which contains large media files that can be viewed by your users 

and you keep highly viewed media files in your cache for fast access. Adding and fetching large media files even 

in cache can take high processing and time if you add or fetch it at once, even asynchronously. Applications like 

these require high performance and that high loading time can annoy your viewer. For resolving this issue, 

streams are used to write and read high object files in chunks like format. You can add and retrieve them in 

stream chunks because those small chunks will take less time as compared to whole object.  

 

Note: In NCache, serialization/de-serialization, compression/decompression or encryption/decryption is not 

applied to the streams. 

 

25.1.1. Stream Buffers 

Streams are directly fetched/inserted from specified storage (here in cache) in general. You can also add a buffer 

in between storage and stream. Your stream will be added to that buffer and when that buffer will be full, it 

writes your stream in cache or loads it where needed. For using buffer in streaming, you just have to specify size 

of the buffer. This is basically used when you want to load your data without delays of loading like when media 

files are loaded. 

25.1.2. Stream Modes 

NCache allows following streaming modes: 

Stream Read 

In read mode, read operations can be performed simultaneously on a stream by multiple clients but no write 

operation is allowed in this mode. Stream is opened with ReaderLock on it. 

Stream Read without Lock 

In read without lock mode, write operations can be done in parallel to read operations because read operations 

do not acquire any lock to stop writing. 

Stream Write 

In write mode only a single write operation can be performed on a stream. No read operation is allowed in this 

mode. Even threads having write locks cannot read that stream. 

 

Note: If you opened a stream for reading or writing then you should properly close that stream too. Because 

more threads may be waiting for that stream's availability and until you close it properly lock is not released. 

Other threads that want to acquire locks will receive exception. 
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23.1. How to Use Streams 
 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

23.1.1. Opening with Stream Modes 

GetCacheStream API with different overloads is used to open a stream. GetCacheStream API opens the stream 

of specified key with provided streaming mode.  It  returns the handle of the opened stream as an object of 

CacheStream class.  

 

CacheStream is derived from System.IO.Stream. It is designed to read/write BLOB using standard Stream 

interface. However, it does not support 'seeking' which is the querying and modifying the current position 

within a stream. 

 Reading from Stream 

This mode is used for acquiring read-only access to the stream. With the help of the example given below, a 

stream can be opened with read-only property on provided key.   

 
string key = "key:ncache-manual"; 
CacheStream cacheStream = null; 
try 
{ 
    cacheStream = cache.GetCacheStream(key, StreamMode.Read); 
} 
catch (StreamException ex) 
{ 
    // handle exception 
} 

 

Now data can be read from this CacheStream object. GetCacheStream with Read mode throws 

StreamException if no data exists in the cache with the specified key. 

 

 Reading from Stream without Lock 

This mode is useful when write and read operations are to be performed in parallel. The following example 

explains how to get stream object with read-without-lock property.    

     
string key = "key:ncache-manual"; 

CacheStream cacheStream = null; 

try 

{ 

    cacheStream = cache.GetCacheStream(key, StreamMode.ReadWithoutLock); 

} 

catch (StreamException ex) 

{ 

    // handle exception 

} 

 

Data can be read from this CacheStream object. GetCacheStream with ReadWithoutLock mode throws 

StreamException if no data exists in the cache with the specified key. 

 

 Writing to a Stream 

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/aef04d44-6dad-991a-0aa1-b05091109c96.htm
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In write mode only a single write operation can be performed on a stream. It will throw an exception if stream 

is already in use by another application. 

 
string key = "key:ncache-manual"; 

CacheStream cacheStream = null; 

try 

{ 

    cacheStream = cache.GetCacheStream(key, StreamMode.Write); 

} 

catch (OperationFailedException ex) 

{ 

    // handle exception 

} 

 

Now data can be written to this CacheStream object. 

 

23.1.2. Using GetBufferedStream 

Buffered stream is the set of bytes used for storing the data up to the certain limit before reading or writing it 

to the cache. The following code shows how to use GetBufferedStream: 

 
string key = "key:ncache-manual"; 

byte[] writeBuffer = System.IO.File.ReadAllBytes("C:\\ncache-manual.pdf"); 

int length = writeBuffer.Length; 

try 

{ 

    System.IO.Stream wstream = _cache.GetCacheStream(key, 

StreamMode.Write).GetBufferedStream(length); 

    wstream.Write(writeBuffer, 0, length/2);  //...No data is written in cache as 

buffer is not full 

 

    wstream.Write(writeBuffer, length/2, length/2);  //...Data is written in cache 

because buffer is full now 

 

    //...Close the stream 

} 

catch (StreamException ex) 

{    

// handle exception  

} 

 

23.1.3. Adding or Updating Data with Streams 

The same method is used for adding and updating the data within a stream. If the key provided with 

GetCacheStream API does not exist in the cache, the data written on the stream is added to the cache. 

 

If an item already exists in the cache with the provided key, binary data written on the stream is appended 

with the existing data against the specified key. 
 

string key="key:ncache-manual"; 

byte[] dataToWrite = System.IO.File.ReadAllBytes("C:\\ncache-manual.pdf"); 

try 

{ 

    cacheStream = cache.GetCacheStream(key, StreamMode.Write); 
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    cacheStream.Write(dataToWrite, 0, dataToWrite.Length); 

//...Close stream 

} 

catch (StreamException ex) 

{ 

// handle exception 

} 

 

23.1.4. Retrieving Data from Streams 

To read data from streams, open stream in any read mode as explained above, and simply read data from it.  

 
string key = "key:ncache-manual"; 

try 

{ 

CacheStream cacheStream = cache.GetCacheStream(key, StreamMode.Read); 

int dataSize = Convert.ToInt32(cacheStream.Length); 

byte[] dataToRead = newbyte[dataSize]; 

     cacheStream.Read(dataToRead, 0, dataSize); 

//...Close stream 

} 

catch (StreamException e) 

{ 

// handle exception 

} 

Read mode can be acquired either with lock or without lock. In read with lock mode, multiple read operations 

can be performed simultaneously on a stream but no write operation is allowed in this mode. While in read 

without lock, write operations can be done parallel to read operations. 

 

23.1.5. Closing a Stream 

The stream should be closed after being used in any mode in order to release the lock. 

 
string key = "key:ncache-manual"; 

try 

{ 

CacheStream cacheStream = cache.GetCacheStream(key, StreamMode.Read); 

int dataSize = Convert.ToInt32(cacheStream.Length); 

byte[] dataToRead = newbyte[dataSize]; 

cacheStream.Read(dataToRead, 0, dataSize); 

// your logic here 

cacheStream.Close(); 

} 

catch (StreamException e) 

{ 

// handle exception 

} 

Reading or writing a stream that was previously in use throws exception i.e. StreamAlreadyLockedException,  if it 

was not closed properly. 
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24. Security  

NCache provides a customizable security feature for securing distributed cache access. You can prevent any 

unwanted or unauthorized access to your NCache cluster, and to the data that resides in the cluster by simply 

configuring NCache security. Moreover the data being transmitted over the network between cache servers and 

your application can be secured by configuring the NCache data encryption mechanism. No code changes are 

required for NCache security and encryption customizations. 

24.1. Conceptual Overview 

24.1.1. Security 

Distributed cache operates in an environment having access to many different users, where any user can change 

the cache configuration, perform any management operation or can have access to the cache data without any 

restriction. The concern of cache security arises when you are dealing with critical data or you don't want 

everyone to have administrative access rights to your cache server other than the list of authorized users. NCache 

security mechanism works with any LDAP supported Directory Services. All users are authenticated against LDAP 

supported Directory Services. NCache provides you with a security feature with different levels of granularity 

that you can implement as per your requirements. 

 

Security Access Levels 

NCache’s security feature incorporates security at two distinct access levels: 

 Administrative/Management Level 

 Cache API Level  

These levels of security are intended to secure both management and client level access to your cache. By 

default, the security feature is disabled for both the access levels.  

Administrative/Management Level Security 

Management level security in NCache ensures that a remote cluster node is protected from any unauthorized 

user access. It is used to validate authorized users who have access to perform any management and 

configuration related operation on a cluster node. To secure an overall multi-node cache cluster, you must have 

to enable security on each individual node of the cluster. Administrative tools like Manager and command line 

tools are integrated with security framework and provide you with the option to perform operations in a secured 

environment. 

To learn how to configure security on a node, see Configuring security for cache management section of NCache 

administrator guide. 

What is secured by Enabling Management Level Security? 

Once, you configure management level security on your server node allowing few users to have administrative 

permissions, no users other than those specified, will have access to perform any management operations on 

your node such as: 

 Create new cache 

 Remove existing cache 

 Add existing cache 

 Start cache 

 Stop cache  

 Restart cache 

 Refresh cache 
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Privileged System Administrator 

The list of authorized users is marinated in security.conf. Only a local administrator on that machine can 

enable security. Users other than those configured as your node administrators are not permitted to perform 

any management related operation on your node.  But there is one exception: a user is also granted 

administrative permissions if he is local system administrator on that system. 

 

It means that a local window administrator always has administrative rights and permissions whether managerial 

operation is performed locally, or from any other server node, using local windows credentials. So if a node is 

not authorized as an administrator and you are using that node to perform an operation on your personal 

machine, all that you need is to provide your system credentials and you are allowed to do any remote 

management operation on your system. 

Cache API Level Security 

Cache level security in NCache ensures that cache data is protected from any unauthorized user access. Cache 

API level security is used to validate authorized users who try to establish a connection with cache via NCache 

API. By enabling cache level security, you can control whether all or few clients can access the cluster cache data 

for either reading or writing. Only clients verified as valid and authenticated users are allowed to perform cache 

level operations. 

 

To learn how to configure security on a cache, see Configuring Security for Cache section of NCache 

administrator guide. 

 

What Is Secured By Enabling API Level Security? 

Once, you configure cache level security on a cache allowing few users to have cache API authorization, no users 

other than those specified will have access to perform any cache operations on the cache such as: 

 Initialize cache 

 Get data 

 Add data 

 Remove/update data etc. 

If security is enabled on a cache, then credentials must be provided along with the initialize cache call to establish 

a connection. This list of authorized users for each is maintained in the cache configuration section of 

config.conf. 

24.1.2. Data Encryption 

As in distributive environment, caching systems mostly interact with network channels for transferring data 

between clients and remote servers. The data travels and resides in the cache in its serialized form, and anyone 

eavesdropping on your connection can intercept your data easily, if it is not encrypted. The data encryption 

feature provided by NCache is very important to secure your sensitive data by reducing the security risk if data 

travels through the network or is stored in the cache unprotected. 

NCache provides a rich set of encryption algorithms that are nearly impossible to break. This ensures that your 

sensitive data is really well protected. NCache provides the following encryption algorithms that you can choose 

from: 

 3DES:  168-bit encryption 

 AES-128: bit encryption 

 AES-192: bit encryption 

 AES-256: bit encryption 

 

You can enable encryption through NCache management tools without any programming effort on your part. 

To learn how to enable encryption, see Configure Encryption for a cache section of NCache administrator guide. 
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Where does Encryption Occur 

NCache data encryption and decryption mostly occurs inside your application process. Once encryption is 

enabled, NCache client automatically starts encrypting your objects before sending them to the cache. And it 

automatically decrypts objects fetched from the cache before delivering them to your application. When 

encryption is enabled, data being added using cache API, cache startup loader and Read-Through provider is 

encrypted. 

24.2. How to Use Security 

 To utilize the API, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Caching. 

 

For using security after configuring security, security credentials need to be mentioned for initializing cache 

using CacheInitParams: 

 
             try 
            { 
                CacheInitParams ciParam = new CacheInitParams(); 

  ciParam.PrimaryUserCredentials = new SecurityParams("primaryUserId", 
"primaryUserPassword"); 

ciParam.SecondaryUserCredentials = new SecurityParams("secondaryUserId", 
"secondaryUserPassword"); 

 
                Cache cache = NCache.InitializeCache("myreplicatedcache", ciParam); 
            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 
 

Or as an alternative, the security credentials can be provided in the property file of your application: 

 

 
 

        try 
        { 
            string userName = string.Empty; 
            string password = string.Empty; 
            if (System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["Username "] != null) 
            { 

userName = 
System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["Username"].ToString(); 

            } 
            if (System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["Password"] != null) 
            { 

password = 
System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["Password"].ToString(); 

            } 
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            CacheInitParams cacheParam = new CacheInitParams(); 
            cacheParam.PrimaryUserCredentials = new SecurityParams(userName, password); 
 
            // Initializing cache with security credential provided in web/app .config file  
            Cache cache = NCache.InitializeCache("mycache", cacheParam); 
        } 
        catch (Exception ex) 
        { 
            // handle exception 
        }  
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25. NCache Management API 

NCache management API is a set of programmable method calls that enable the user to perform basic 

management operations on out-proc caches without using either NCache Manager or NCache tools. The 

Management API in some cases relies on the client configuration files to perform an operation, whereas in some 

cases it is self-sufficient to execute a request.  

 

 To utilize NCache Management APIs, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Web.Management. 

25.1. Starting Cache Using API calls 

StartCache methods enable the user to start an OutProc cache on the specified server. In case of failure, 

ManagementException is thrown by the cache. In this example, the user need to specify cache and server 

name to start a node. 

 
            //precondition: Cache has been registered but not initialized. 
            string cacheName = "mycache"; 
            string serverName = "...."; // specify the server where cache is registered 
            try 
            { 
                CacheManager.StartCache(cacheName, serverName); 
            } 
            catch (ManagementException ex) 
            { 
                //thrown if no cache exists or server name is invalid 
            } 
 

25.2. Stopping Cache Using API calls 

StopCache method is used to stop a cache on a particular server. If no server is specified the method would 

read information from client configuration file. If the method fails to stop the cache or fails to find information 

regarding the cache, ManagementException is thrown. If called from the client node, the first server listed in 

the client configuration file associated with the cache will be stopped.   

 

This example stops cache on an already started node. Cache and server name to stop cache on given node 

need to be specified. 
        

            try 
            { 
                CacheManager.StopCache(cacheName, serverName); 
            } 
            catch (ManagementException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

 

Note: In case you have security enabled, please refer to the section Security Configuration of Administrator 

Guide to stop and start cache cluster.  
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25.3. Viewing Cache Status Using API calls 

GetCacheHealth method enables the user to view the status of cache server nodes. This method call returns 

a CacheHealth object against every call.  

 
            try 
            { 
                CacheHealth cacheHealth = CacheManager.GetCacheHealth(cacheName); 
            } 
            catch (ManagementException) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            } 

25.4. Viewing List of Clients Connected with a Cache 

GetCacheClient method enables the user to get a list of all connected clients on a server node at a given 

time. This method returns a dictionary containing server names and list of all client nodes connected at that 

given time.  

 

In this example only the cache name needs to be specified, the API uses client configuration file to connect to 

the server nodes and collects information; the initial node can also be specified. In case of failure of 

connection or incorrect cache name, NCache would throw ManagementException. 
            try 
            { 
                //Returns list of all clients connected with cache servers  

Dictionary<ServerNode, List<CacheClient>> clientList =     
CacheManager.GetCacheClients(cacheName); 

            } 
            catch (ManagementException ex) 
            { 
                // handle exception 
            }   

http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/net-api-reference/html/1d06479d-91a2-502d-7876-2b3e0aece004.htm
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26. Dynamic Compact Serialization  

26.1. Conceptual Overview 

NCache stores application data in serialized form - it is serialized on the cache client before being added to the 

cache. Therefore the data you add to the cache must also be marked as serializable. It supports native binary 

serialization for NCache client and it also has its own serialization framework called compact serialization which 

is fast and compact rather than native serialization. In native serialization of Java, all data of an object along with 

the entire type of information is serialized. In this way, the size of the object increases, whereas in compact 

serialization, the entire type of information does not travel on the network, and the object size which travels on 

the network is reduced. As the object size decreases, network trips become faster and eventually cost decreases 

hence increasing the overall application performance. 

 

Compact serialization is also binary serialization which has the following benefits: 

 

Compact Data Size 

In NCache binary data, size of the serialized object is compact. In certain scenarios, data size may be 10 times 

less than that of native serialization. Smaller serialized objects take less time to travel on the network which thus 

results in higher throughput. This also helps in reducing memory consumption on the cache’s server. In this 

manner, NCache achieves better performance - reducing time and cost. The small object size and fast network 

traffic increases the application performance. 

 

Faster than native serialization 

Compact serialization is faster than native serialization as it does not rely as much on reflection as native 

serialization does. Native serialization uses reflection for attribute information.  This reflection is avoided in 

NCache’s compact serialization. Type information for compact types is loaded only once when the cache is 

initialized, which reduces the overhead faced using native serialization. Benchmarks have shown that in certain 

used cases it is 5~10 times faster than native serialization. 

 

No Code Change 

There is no code change required to make a class compact serializable. The only step required is to configure 

your classes through management tools (NCache Manager or command line tools). 

 

 Selective Serialization:  NCache allows selective serialization; you can select data members of a class which 

you want to mark as non-serializable. The excluded attribute of any cached object will either be null or will 

have a default value if assigned. This feature is useful in a scenario where for certain attributes, there is no 

need for caching, for example, connections object for database. By this selective serialization the process 

becomes even more efficient and more compact.  

 

 Granular Control over Compact Serialization:  For this, you can implement CompactSerializable. This 

interface gives you more fine grained control over compact serialization, you can control which data 

member to serialize and which to exclude according to your business needs.  

 

 Support for Native Serialization: NCache supports native binary serialization. Data is stored in serialized 

form in cache, client native serialization is supported for both .NET and Java clients of NCache. 
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26.2. How to Use Compact Serialization 

To use Compact Serialization, object types that are to be compact serialized need to be configured through 

NCache Manager.  NCache internally handles serialization/deserialization of registered classes and the user 

does not need to explicitly code for it.  

 

Note: Care should be taken that class attributes need to be deserialized in the same order in which they have 

been serialized otherwise the serialized stream cannot be deserialized. 

 

However, NCache also allows to explicitly implement ICompactSerializable interface.  

 

 To utilize the ICompactSerializable interface, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.GenericTypesProvider. 

 

To implement this interface, the custom object class needs to implement Serialize/Deserialize methods which 

will be called by NCache while serializing/deserializing this object. Sample code for implement this interface is 

given below: 

 

 
//Sample code for custom ICompactSerializable class 
    public class CustomObject : ICompactSerializable 
    { 
        private string _attribute1; 
        private int _attribute2; 
        private bool _attribute3; 
 
        public CustomObject() 
        { } 
 
        public CustomObject(string attrib1, int attrib2, bool attrib3) 
        { 
            _attribute1 = attrib1; 
            _attribute2 = attrib2; 
            _attribute3 = attrib3; 
        } 
 
        #region ICompactSerializable Members 
 

public void Deserialize(Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Serialization.IO.CompactReader 
reader) 

        { 
            _attribute1 = reader.ReadObject() as string; 
            _attribute2 = reader.ReadInt32(); 
            _attribute3 = reader.ReadBoolean(); 
        } 
 

public void Serialize(Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Serialization.IO.CompactWriter 
writer) 

        { 
            writer.WriteObject(_attribute1); 
            writer.Write(_attribute2); 
            writer.Write(_attribute3); 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
    } 
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Implementing a Generic Type Handler 

 

NCache also allows registering generic types in Compact Serialization. For this,  each type needs to be 

registered through NCache Manager. There is another way for registering generic compact types through 

"Generic Type Handler". With Generic Type Handler, the user can add all the generic types at once by 

implementing the IGenericTypeProvider interface. This saves a lot of time and effort in case the user wants to 

register a large number of types. 

 

 To utilize the IGenericTypeProvider interface, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.GenericTypesProvider. 

 

To implement this, the user needs to implement GetGenericTypes method and return the desired generic 

types in Type array. After this, deploy this class assembly to NCache Manager. NCache Manager will register all 

types populated in Type array. Sample code is given below: 

 

 
    public class CustomGenericType<T, K, V> 
    { 
 
    } 
 
    public class SetGenerics : IGenericTypeProvider 
    { 
        Type[] types = new Type[6]; 
 
        #region IGenericTypeProvider Members 
 
        Type[] IGenericTypeProvider.GetGenericTypes() 
        { 
            types[0] = typeof(Dictionary<string, Customer>); 
            types[1] = typeof(List<int>); 
            types[2] = typeof(CustomGenericType<Employee, Product, Customer>); 
            types[3] = typeof(CustomGenericType<Employee, Product, int>); 
            types[4] = typeof(CustomGenericType<Employee, string, byte>); 
            types[5] = typeof(CustomGenericType<string, Customer, bool>); 
            return types; 
 
        } 
 
        #endregion 
    }
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27. Data Compression 

NCache provides a data compression feature to minimize the data traffic between cluster and client nodes and 

also to make your limited available memory, slightly more useful by storing more data in compressed form. 

Compression is by default disabled in NCache. You can enable/disable data compression using NCache 

Manager.  

 

See how to enable/disable compression in configuring compression section in Administrator's guides. 

27.1. Configuration 

Changing NCache compression settings will change the following configurations accordingly in config.conf 

file: 

 
<compression enabled="true" threshold="500kb"/> 

 

This xml tag specifies whether the items greater than the specified threshold should be 

compressed/decompressed at client side. 

 

enabled: If this attribute is set to "True", it means compression is enabled, otherwise it is disabled. Its default 

value is "False", as compression is disabled by default for all caches. 

 

threshold: Items greater than the value specified in the threshold attribute will only be 

compressed/decompressed at client side (or sometimes at server side) if compression is enabled. 

27.2. What does Compression do? 

Once you enable data compression, and specify the required threshold via NCache Manager, now NCache will 

apply GZip Compression for all objects of size greater than the specified threshold value, providing more 

memory storage and minimizing network traffic. 

 

Compression will not be applied on the objects of the size less than the specified threshold value, and they will 

travel via the network and will be stored in the cache in their original sizes.  

27.3. Where does Compression Occur? 

Compression/decompression mostly occurs at client side, but there are few cases when the NCache server does 

the compression/decompression of the data. 

 

Client side compression/decompression  

 

This takes place if NCache compression is enabled, and if any of the following cases occurs: 

 

 For data with size greater than the threshold being sent by the client to a remote server, data is 

compressed by the client and sent to the cache server in compressed form. Cache servers just store the 

data without applying any compression to it. 

 

 If a client requests for compressed data in cache from the server, the cache server does not apply any 

decompression to the data and sends the data in its compressed form over the internet. The client 

receives the compressed data and decompresses it by itself. 

 

 

http://icsharpcode.net/OpenSource/SharpZipLib/
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Server side compression/decompression  

 

This takes place if NCache compression is enabled, and any following case occurs: 

 

 For the data being loaded via cache startup loader or read-thru provider and of size greater than the 

specified threshold, NCache server compresses the data after receiving it from the data source and 

before storing it in the cache. 

 

 For data received by the cache server in compressed form, which has to be written to a data source via 

configured write-thru or write-behind provider, NCache server decompresses the data first before 

sending it to the data store.   
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28. WAN Replication through Bridge 

28.1. Conceptual Overview 

For large scale applications, distributed caches are used to improve performance, reliability and runtime 

scalability of your applications. So distributed caches can be a very important part of your disaster recovery plan, 

a disaster ranging from natural disasters to internal hardware disasters or software failure. 

 

The best and most used disaster recovery plan is live data replication to other backup sites. So when needed, 

you can redirect your live users to your backup site without any error. However, this requires making sure that 

your active and backup caches are both synchronized at any time.  If they are not synchronized, then that can 

affect your applications’ cache clients.  

 

Data replication also solves the problem for you if you not only have disaster recovery plans but also want to 

deploy your application on geographically separated regions for widely spread customers. Here you can have 

two or more active sites which will deal with users of related regions and also can be used as backup of other 

region sites.  

NCache provides you WAN replication through the Bridge feature. A bridge is created between two cluster 

caches and data is replicated from the source to the other site through that bridge.  

 

Pluggable Caching Architecture: Caches are not aware of each other; they just know about the bridge and 

replicate their data to bridge. Due to this loose coupling, you can configure bridge between any two caches 

irrespective of their cache topology. You can freely remove caches configured with bridge. 

 

Data Integrity: Operations performed at source cache are en-queued by the bridge maintaining the actual 

order in which they were performed at source cache. Bridge performs operations on target cache in the same 

order. Conflicts are resolved on target cache. In this way, caches eventually become consistent. 

 

Dedicated Bridge Service: Bridge is also a stand-alone and dedicated service like cache service so your cache 

operations will not be affected if bridge operations are delayed due to latency in the network.  

 

Configuring Bridge: You can configure your bridge on the same server where your cluster cache resides or you 

can create it on separate server node. Then you can add both of your cluster caches into bridge and data will 

be replicated between them. 

 

Disaster Recovery: You can configure bridge between an active and passive data center for disaster recovery.  

 

Dealing Geographically Spread Customer: You can have two active sites which will deal users of related 

regions and also can be used as backup of other region sites.  

 

Asynchronous Replication: For WAN replication, asynchronous replication is used so that cache operations will 

not suffer in case of delays in bridge operations. 

 

Queue Backup: Bridge is basically a two node clustered queue in which one node is active and other is passive 

having a backup of active queue to avoid data loss on bridge.  

 

Connection Retries: Bridge also tries to replicate all operations by retrying when any connection failure occurs. 

 

Configurable Queue Size: Bridge replicator queue size is configurable. You should configure the size of bridge 

queue by analyzing your cache load because every update will be replicated to the bridge queue and if it has 

less size, then your queue can end up full which can cause data loss. 
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Bridge Caches: You can use any topology for cluster caches that will be part of bridge. You can also use two 

different topology caches on each site in one bridge. However, the same topology on both sides is mostly used. 

Note: It is recommended that bridge caches have the same configurations other than topology to avoid issues. 

For example, if the data source is configured on one cache you should configure it on other cache too. This is 

because the same operation specifications from one site cache will be replicated to the other site. 

 

28.1.1. Bridge Configurations 

NCache Bridge provides you two kinds of configurations: 

 

1. Active-Passive Configuration 

 

Figure 1. Active Passive Bridge Topology 

 This configuration is mostly used for creating backups for disaster recovery. In this configuration we 

have an active site, bridge and a passive site.  

 

 Operations are replicated to the passive site from active site through bridge. No requests are directed 

to the passive site.  

 

 Bridge is created at the active site to reduce bridge replication cost from source to bridge.  

 

 If the active site goes down by any cause, you can redirect your requests to your passive site by 

making it active. Your passive site will behave as active and treat all requests without any failures.  

 

 When your old active site is ready and restarted than you can reform your configurations as it was 

before. Make both sites active and this will transfer all data from old passive to old active site. When 

all data is transferred then you can make configurations to your passive site and redirect all requests 

to the active site. 
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2. Active-Active Configuration 

 

Figure 2. Active Passive Bridge Topology 

 

 This configuration is used when you have active data centers in two regions and you want to 

synchronize caches from those regions. It has all the active sites on both ends of bridge.  

 

 Client requests are treated by all sites so replication is bidirectional.  

 

 You can create bridge at any site because here both sites are active. Mostly bridge resides in the 

region of sites that have high user traffic to reduce bridge replication cost. 

 

 Communication is between two active caches so it is also possible that the same cached data is 

updated on both sites’ caches almost simultaneously which produce a conflict. To resolve this 

conflict, NCache provides configurable Conflict Resolver which resolves operation conflict on bridge 

time. By default, the latest operation "wins" and is applied on cache in case of conflict. 

 

 Your caches in different region can have different time zone. So for resolving conflict of time both 

caches synchronized their time with bridge time. 

 

 If any site goes down than you can redirect all request to other active site. When downed site is up 

again data is transferred from already running site to this site and can redirect that region's request 

to this site. 

 

Runtime Transfer Data: You can transfer data from any site to others forcefully if you think both your caches 

are not synchronized. For example, if you are using 2- node partitioned cluster caches on both sides and from 

one site cache one node of the cluster cache goes down, your data will be lost. Now you can forcefully transfer 

all data from the other cache to this cache through bridge. 

 

Runtime Switching between Configuration Modes: You can switch between your active and passive mode of 

any site at runtime. This means that you can change your active-passive configuration to active-active 

configuration and vice versa.  

 

Connect/Disconnect bridge caches: You can easily connect or disconnect your cache from bridge at runtime 

in terms of replication of data without affecting client requests. When a cache is disconnected from the bridge 

then bridge does not send any operations to that cache for replication. Also, a disconnected cache does not 

send operation to the bridge. When you reconnect a disconnected cache, state transfer occurs to synchronize 

both caches. 
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Runtime Scalability: You can add or remove bridge nodes at runtime for up to 2 nodes without affecting client’s 

requests on your clusters. 

 

28.2. How to Implement Bridge Conflict Resolver 

In bridge topology, there can be more than one active site cache and cache operations can be simultaneous. It 

is possible that the client connected with one active site cache adds some keys and the same key operation is 

performed by the other active node. In such a situation the bridge conflict resolver comes into play. It resolves 

the conflicts and decides which key to apply on the cache depending upon the defined rules.  

If user hasn't configured any conflict resolver rules, then NCache uses the default resolver rule. In the default 

rule, a timespan is added with each operation performed on the cache and it keeps the latest operation. A check 

is performed on the version of the bridge item. If it has a newer time stamp or if the version is the latest or the 

same it replaces that with the new entry and in case of old, it keeps the old entry.    

25.1.3. IBridgeConflictResolver Interface 

 To utilize the IBridgeConflictResolver interface, include the following namespace in your 

application: Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Bridge. 

 

Method Description 

 

Init 

This method performs tasks like allocating resources, acquiring connections etc. When 

cache is initialized and Conflict Resolvers are enabled, init method is called to notify the 

client that cache is initializing and you can initialize your conflict resolver via init. The 

parameters passed as an argument contains all the parameters (if any) that were specified 

using NCache Manager cache/cluster views. These parameters can be utilized in many ways. 

 

Dispose 

This method performs tasks like releasing the resources etc. When the Cache is stopped or 

the task is completed, it calls the dispose() method to notify the client that resources 

related to the task can be freed. 

 

 

Resolve 

This method contains the logic to resolve any conflict that may occur while replicating an 

operation from bridge for a key that already exists in the cache. Whenever any conflict 

occurs, the cache calls BridgeConflictResolution to decide which operation to apply on 

the cache depending upon rules defined in it. It takes two parameters/entries, both are of 

ProviderBridgeItem type. ProviderBridgeItem contains the following parameters: 

 BridgeItemVersion contains version of an item (LATEST, OLD, SAME). 

 Key contains key of an item. 

 Value contains value of an item. 

 BridgeItemOpCodes contains conflicted operation (Add, Remove, Update, 

Clear, RemoveGroup, RegisterKeyNotification, etc.). 

 

25.1.4. Sample Implementation of IBridgeConflictResolver Interface 

public class Resolver : IBridgeConflictResolver 
    { 
        private bool _enableLogging; 
        private TextWriter _textLogger; 
        public void Dispose() 
        { 
            if (_enableLogging) 
            { 
                _textLogger.WriteLine("Closing logger"); 
                _textLogger.Close(); 
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            } 
        } 
        public void Init(System.Collections.IDictionary parameters) 
        { 
            // 
            //Initialize textWriter 
            // 
            if (parameters.Contains("logging")) 
            { 
                _enableLogging = Convert.ToBoolean(parameters["logging"]); 
            } 
 
            if (_enableLogging) 
            { 
                _textLogger = new StreamWriter("bridgeResolverLog.txt"); 
                _textLogger.WriteLine("Initializing bridge Conflict Resolver"); 
            } 
        } 
 

public ConflictResolution Resolve(ProviderBridgeItem oldEntry, ProviderBridgeItem 
newEntry) 

        { 
            ConflictResolution conflictResolution = new ConflictResolution(); 
 
            switch (oldEntry.BridgeItemVersion) 
            { 
                case BridgeItemVersion.OLD: 
                    { 

conflictResolution.ResolutionAction = 
ResolutionAction.ReplaceWithNewEntry; 

                    } 
                    break; 
                case BridgeItemVersion.LATEST: 
                    { 
                        conflictResolution.ResolutionAction = ResolutionAction.KeepOldEntry; 
                    } 
                    break; 
                case BridgeItemVersion.SAME: 
                    { 
                        if (oldEntry.OpCode == BridgeItemOpCodes.Remove) 
                        { 

conflictResolution.ResolutionAction = 
ResolutionAction.ReplaceWithNewEntry; 

                        } 
                        else 
                        { 

conflictResolution.ResolutionAction = 
ResolutionAction.KeepOldEntry; 

                        } 
                    } 
                    break; 
            } 
            if (_enableLogging) 

_textLogger.WriteLine("Resolve Key {0} and decision taken {1}", 
oldEntry.Key, conflictResolution.ResolutionAction.ToString()); 

 
            return conflictResolution; 
        } 
    } 
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26. Entry Processor  

26.1. Conceptual Overview 
 

The Entry Processor has been introduced in NCache to allow users to execute their code (invocable functions) 

against a set of cache entries on the server side. NCache fully supports precise execution of Entry Processor 

regardless of the caching topology being used. 

 

In the usual update scenario, you actually make two network trips to and from the cache. One, to fetch the 

element to be modified, and the second to save the updated value back into the cache. This is where Entry 

Processors come in handy: you can modify cache entries on the server side without involving these entries to 

travel over the network for fetch and update operations. This results in fairly noticeable performance 

improvement because of the avoidance of network trips and unnecessary consumption of resources. 

 

In case of partitioned topologies, entries are processed on the same node where they reside. It is 

recommended to use ‘Object’ data format to avoid deserialization cost every time an entry is processed. 

 

26.2. How does Entry Processor work? 
 

Entry Processor can be executed on a single cache entry or a set of cache entries. It is particularly useful if you 

are to perform bulk processing over your items.  

Once you invoke your EntryProcessor to be executed on the server side, the data is modified accordingly in 

the cache server. Using Entry Processor, you do not have to worry about concurrency as it applies a low-level 

lock on the cache items it is processing. In case the required entry is locked by the client, EntryProcessor can 

ignore the lock and access it. 

This feature has just one component- the EntryProcessor.  

This component contains the actual implementation of the code you want to be executed against the cache 

entries. Make sure that the class you implement is Serializable, along with any parameters the process code 

might be taking in. 

Entry Processors work in parallel across the cluster, on the nodes that contain the entries. This helps in reducing 

a significant amount of network burden as the extra trips of fetching data to execute the code and saving it back 

to the cache is eliminated. 

The values may be changed or removed and it is up to you how you treat the resultant data: 

 Fetch the data without saving the change in the cache and use it in your application locally. 

 Save the modification in the cache. 

 Update the modification in both the cache and data source through ReadThru and WriteThru 

operations. 

Make sure that the EntryProcessor class which you implement and the resultant values are Serializable before 

any operation takes place. 
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26.3. How to use Entry Processor? 
 

26.3.1. Sample Implementation of IEntryProcessor Interface 
 

Implement the interface IEntryProcessor and provide implementation for ProcessEntry() method. 

Member Description 

 
 
 
 
 

ProcessEntry(IMutableEntry, 
params []) 

This method will contain the logic to be executed over the cache item(s) 

on the server side. It takes in an instance of IMutableEntry and an 

array of parameters.  

 

IMutableEntry implements the following methods and flags: 

 

 Key 

 Exists 

 Remove 

 Value 

 UnWrap 

 

The class implementing the IMutableEntry is NCacheMutableEntry, 

which provides the following flags: 

 IsAvailableInCache 

 IsUpdated 

 IsRemoved 
 

 

For example, if the entry is updated in the method, and you wish to 

save the mutated value in the cache, you can initialize Value() with the 

new value. Else, if you only wish to get the result and not update it, you 

should not tamper with the IMutableEntry flags. 

 

 
 

IgnoreLock() 

 

In case an entry is locked by an application and you wish to run the 

EntryProcessor over it, you can use this method to ignore the lock 

and access the entry to execute your method. 

 
 

 

The following example implements the EntryProcessor interface in CustomEntryProcessor class, the keys of 

entries in the cache are assumed to be of integer (int) type in .NET.  

 

 To utilize the IEntryProcessor interface, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Processor.EntryProcessor. 
 

    public class CustomEntryProcessor : IEntryProcessor 
    { 
        public bool IgnoreLock() 
        { 
            return true; 
        } 
 
        public object ProcessEntry(IMutableEntry entry, params object[] arguments) 
        { 
            if (entry.Key.Equals("1")) 
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            { 
                if (entry.Exists()) 
                { 
                    entry.Remove(); 
                    return 0; 
                } 
                else 
                { 
                    entry.Remove(); 
                    return -1; 
                } 
            } 
            else if (entry.Equals("15")) 
            { 
                object v = "Greater Than 10"; 
                entry.Value = v; 
                return v; 
            } 
 
            return 1; 
        } 
    } 
 

26.3.2. Sample Usage of EntryProcessor 
 

To execute your code on the server side of the cache, you need to call the Invoke() method. 

Method Description 

 
Invoke() 

 This method returns an instance of the 

IEntryProcessorResult for a single entry, and a 

ICollection of IEntryProcessorResult for a set of 

cache entries. 

 

It takes in multiple overloaded parameters: 

 Key or key[] of the cache entry 

 IEntryProcessor instance  

 ReadThru Provider name if you want to fetch the 

change 

 Read Option (None, ReadThru) 

 WriteThru Provider name if you want the 

updated change to be saved in the cache and 

data source 

 Write Option (None, WriteThru, WriteBehind) 

 List of arguments to be passed to the process 

 

The IEntryProcessorResult instance implements the following methods which aid you in using the result 

accordingly: 

Member Description 

 
Key 

 

Cache entry on which the EntryProcessor is executed. 

 
Value 

 

Resultant value after execution. 
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IsSuccessful 

 

Flag to indicate operation success. If it returns false, the 

user can create their own logic to handle the 

EntryProcessorException thrown. 

 
Exception 

 
EntryProcessorException 

 

Exception Handling: 

If any exception is thrown by the EntryProcessor, it is wrapped in an EntryProcessorException. If this 

occurs, no mutations will be made to the cache. 

Moreover, users can also specify in their logic the cases where they would want the exception to be thrown. 

try 
            { 
                //Get a new instance of sample Class implementing EntryProcessor interface. 
                CustomEntryProcessor myProcessor = new CustomEntryProcessor(); 
 
                string[] keys = new string[] { "1", "5", "12", "15" }; 
 
                _cache.Insert(keys[0], "Value1"); 
                _cache.Insert(keys[1], "Value1"); 
                _cache.Insert(keys[2], "Value1"); 
                _cache.Insert(keys[3], "Value1"); 
 
                //Inovking the Entry processor on a single item.  
                Object invokerVal = _cache.Invoke("1", myProcessor); 
 
                //Inovking the Entry processor against a single item.  
                invokerVal = _cache.Invoke("15", myProcessor); 
 
                //Inovking the Entry processor against a set of items.  
                ICollection retEntries = _cache.Invoke(keys, myProcessor); 
 
            } 
            catch (Exception ex) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 
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27. MapReduce  

27.1. Conceptual Overview 
 

MapReduce in NCache allows developers to write programs that process huge amounts of unstructured data 

in parallel across an NCache cluster. To distribute input data and analyze it in parallel, MapReduce operates in 

parallel on all nodes in a cluster of any size. The term “MapReduce” refers to two distinct phases. The first 

phase is ‘Map’ phase, which takes a set of data and converts it into another set of data, where individual items 

are broken down into key-value pairs. The second phase is ‘Reduce’ phase, which takes output from ‘Map’ as 

an input and reduces that data set into a smaller and more meaningful data set. 

MapReduce is a programming model for processing and generating large data sets with a parallel, distributed 

algorithm on an NCache cluster. A user defined Map function processes a key-value pair to generate a set of 

intermediate key-value pairs. Reduce function processes all those intermediate key-value pairs (having same 

intermediate key) to aggregate, perform calculations or any other operation on the pairs. Another optional 

component, called Combiner, performs merging of the intermediate key-value pairs generated by Mapper 

before these key-value pairs can be sent over to the Reducer. 
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27.2. How does MapReduce Work? 
 

Generally, MapReduce consists of two (sometimes three) phases: i.e. Mapping, Combining (optional) and 

Reducing. 

1. Mapping phase: filters and prepares the input for the next phase that may be Combining or 

Reducing. 

2. Reduction phase: takes care of the aggregation and compilation of the final result.  

3. Combining phase: responsible for reduction local to the node, before sending the input to the 

Reducers. Combine phase optimizes performance as it minimizes the network traffic between Mapper and 

Reducers by sending the output to the Reducer in chunks. 

Similarly, NCache MapReduce has three phases: Map, Combine, Reduce. Only the Mapper is necessary to 

implement – Reducer implementation is optional.  

NCache MapReduce will execute its default reduction during the task if the Reducer is not implemented by the 

user. 

The Mapper, Combiner and Reducer are executed simultaneously during a NCache MapReduce task on the 

NCache cluster. Mapper output is individually sent to the Combiner. When Combiner’s output reaches the 

specified chunk size, it is then sent to the Reducer, which finalizes and persists the output. 

In order to monitor the submitted task, a trackable object is provided to the user.  

A typical MapReduce task has the following components: 

Mapper: Processes input into key-value pairs to generate a set of intermediate key-value pairs to be sent for 

further refining and extraction of the data. 

Combiner Factory: Assigns a unique Combiner to each key provided to it. User can implement it to provide 

different combiners for different keys. 

Combiner: Works as local reducer to the node where Mapper’s output has been combined to minimize traffic 

between Mapper and Reducer. The tasks are processed and stored in bulk before being sent to the Reducer, 

meaning the data from Mapper is processed in chunks, the size of which is configurable. Once the combined 

results reach the specified chunk size, the elements are forwarded to the Reducer. 

Reducer Factory: Assigns a unique Reducer to each key provided to it. User can implement it to provide 

different reducers for different keys. 

Reducer: Processes all those intermediate key-value pairs generated by Mapper or combined by Combiner to 

aggregate, perform calculations or apply different operations to produce the reduced output. 

Key Filter: Key Filter, as the name indicates, allows the user to filter cache data based on its keys before being 

provided to the Mapper. The KeyFilter is called during Mapper’s execution. If it returns true, the Map will be 

executed on the key. If it returns false, Mapper will skip the key and move to next one from the Cache.  

TrackerTask: This component lets you keep track of the progress of the task and its status as the task is 

executed. And lets you fetch the output of the task and enumerate it. 

Output: The output is stored in-memory, on the server side. It can be enumerated using the TrackableTask 

instance on the client application. 
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27.3. How to Use MapReduce? 
 

27.3.1. Sample Implementation of Interfaces 
 

MapReduce related interfaces are provided in Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Mapreduce namespace. 

Users can implement the following interfaces: 

Mapper 

Implement the interface IMapper and provide implementation for Map() method. 

Member Description 

Map() This method will contain the logic to map the input from cache into more 

meaningful and goal specific key-value pairs which can be sent to the Reducer or 

optional Combiner. Referring to the workflow diagram, the string input is 

transformed by emitting each word with a key-value pair like <word, count> in the 

Mapper. 

 

public class WordCountMapper : IMapper 
    { 
        string[] parsedline; 
        string line; 
 
        public void Map(Object key, Object value, IOutputMap outputMap) 
        { 
            line = value.ToString(); 
            parsedline = line.Split(' '); 
            for (int i = 0; i < parsedline.Length; i++) 
            { 
                outputMap.Emit(parsedline[i], 1); 
            } 
        } 
 
        public void Dispose() 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("Mapper Disposed"); 
        } 
    } 

Combiner Factory 

Implement the interface ICombinerFactory and provide implementation for its Create(key) method. 

Providing Combiner Factory or Combiner is optional. 

Member Description 

Create(key) This method will provide the incoming element with a new instance of the 

Combiner so that it merges the intermediate key-value pairs from the Mapper. 

 

public class WordCountCombinerFactory : ICombinerFactory 
    { 
        public ICombiner Create(object key) 
        { 
            WordCountCombiner wcCombiner = new WordCountCombiner(); 
            return wcCombiner; 
        } 
    } 
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Combiner 

Implement the interface ICombiner and provide implementation for the methods:  

Member Description 

BeginCombine() This method will provide the user with a starting point to initialize any parameters 

you want to be used before the actual combining of elements begins. 

Combine() This method reduces the task result locally in chunks so that the Reducer is not 

burdened with excessive processing. If the workflow diagram is referred, it means 

that the elements with the same keys are grouped together before being sent to the 

Reducer for counting the word occurrence.  

FinishChunk() This method marks the end of the Combiner functionality as when the number of 

combined results reaches the specified chunk size, it sends the tasks in the form of a 

chunk to the Reducer and resets its internal state for the next chunk. 

 

public class WordCountCombiner : ICombiner 
    { 
        int count = 0; 
 
        public void BeginCombine() 
        { 
            //any initialization 
        } 
 
        public void Combine(object value) 
        { 
            count += int.Parse(value.ToString()); 
        } 
 
        public object FinishChunk() 
        { 
            return count; 
        } 
 
        public void Dispose() 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("Combiner Disposed"); 
        } 
    } 

Reducer Factory 

Implement the interface IReducerFactory and provide implementation for its Create(key) method. 

Providing Reducer Factory or Reducer is optional. 

Member Description 

Create(key) This method will provide the incoming element with a new instance of the Reducer 

so that it merges the intermediate key-value pairs from the Combiner. 

 

public class WordCountReducerFactory : IReducerFactory 
    { 
        public IReducer Create(object key) 
        { 
            WordCountReducer wcReducer = new WordCountReducer(key); 
            return wcReducer; 
        }  } 
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Reducer 

Implement the interface IReducer and provide implementation for the methods: 

Member Description 

BeginReduce() This method will provide the user with a starting point to initialize any parameters 

you want to be used before the actual reducing of elements begins. 

Reduce() This method will reduce (process) the intermediate key-value pairs into further 

meaningful pairs. If the workflow diagram is referred, it means that the values of the 

grouped elements from Combiner are summed up to find the actual word count. 

FinishReduce() This method will provide the task with the final result of the map reduce operation 

for specific intermediate key/value pair.  

 

public class WordCountReducer : IReducer 
    { 
        int count = 0; 
        object reducerKey; 
 
        public WordCountReducer(object key) 
        { 
            reducerKey = key; 
        } 
 
        public void BeginReduce() 
        { 
            //perform operations 
        } 
 
        public void Reduce(object value) 
        { 
            count += int.Parse(value.ToString()); 
        } 
 
        public KeyValuePair FinishReduce() 
        { 
            KeyValuePair kvp = null; 
            kvp.Key = reducerKey; 
            kvp.Value = count; 
            return kvp; 
        } 
 
        public void Dispose() 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("Reducer Disposed"); 
        } 
    } 

Key Filter 

Implement the interface IKeyFilter to provide implementation for the FilterKey() method. Providing 

this interface is optional. 

Member Description 

FilterKey(key) This method will allow user to filter the input for Mapper by specifying the keys to 

be processed. If this option is not utilized, the whole cache data will be taken as 

input for the MapReduce tasks. 
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public class WordCountKeyFilter : IKeyFilter 
    { 
        public bool FilterKey(object key) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                if (key.ToString().Contains("hungry")) 
                { 
                    return true; 
                } 
 
            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 
            return false; 
        } 
    } 

Task Tracker 

You do not need to implement this interface. 

The ITrackableTask interface implements the following members, which can be used if you want to track the 

execution of your task: 

Member Description 
event 

MapReduceCallback 
OnMapReduceComplete 

Users can register a callback on the MapReduce task that is called when task 

execution is completed, failed or cancelled with a parameter response that 

encapsulates status of the task and result (if completed). 

GetResult() This is a blocking call that waits for the callback from the server about the 

task’s completion, failure or cancellation in the form of an ITaskResult. The 

ITaskResult lets you get the following: 

 GetEnumerator: obtain the result in the form of a dictionary 

 Status: will return either failure, success, cancelled. 

 TaskFailureReason: the reason behind the failure of the task. 

GetResult(timeout) If no result is obtained within the specified timeout duration, 

OperationFailedException is thrown.  

TaskId This is a GUID identification ID of the task to mark it as unique. 

TaskStatus() Gets the task’s status and contains following values: 

Waiting, InProgress, Completed, Cancelled, Failed 
 

CancelTask() 
 

To cancel the already running task. 

 

Note that TaskCallback() and GetResult() cannot be executed together because GetResult is a blocking 

call and this combination will throw an exception. 

Make sure to deploy the task libraries after implementing the interfaces using NCache Manager as guided in 

Configuring MapReduce in Admin Guide. 
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27.3.2. Sample Usage of MapReduce 
 

I. Initialize MapReduce Task.  

MapReduceTask task = new MapReduceTask(); 

II. Set mapper, combiner factory and reducer factory. 

task.Mapper = new WordCountMapper(); 
task.Combiner = new WordCountCombinerFactory(); 
task.Reducer = new WordCountReducerFactory(); 

III. Add filters, if required. 

IV. Execute task on cache. 

The result of the ExecuteTask() call is returned to an instance of ITrackableTask.  

ITrackableTask wordCount = cache.ExecuteTask(task); 

V. Optional: enumerate over the result generated using enumeration. 

ITaskResult result = wordCount.GetResult(); 
 
IDictionaryEnumerator enumResult = result.GetEnumerator(); 
while (enumResult.MoveNext()) 
{ 
   //perform operations 
   Console.WriteLine(enumResult.Current.ToString()); 
} 
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28. Aggregator  

28.1. Conceptual Overview 
 

The Aggregator has been built upon the MapReduce framework and processes distributed data records to return 

compiled and statistical results. As the name indicates, the Aggregator is used to perform an operation over a 

range of values to produce a small number of results for analytical purposes. In other words, NCache’s built-in 

Aggregator is essentially a MapReduce Task, but with a broader set of Aggregation operations. Note that the 

users can also implement their own Aggregator if required. 

 

The Aggregator basically converts the input data from multiple sources into meaningful key-value pairs and can 

perform a variety of mathematical operations like summing up values, calculating averages, finding 

minimum/maximum values etc. to return a single result. 

 

28.2. How does the Aggregator Work? 
 

The Aggregator has the following components: 

 

ValueExtractor 

This component extracts the meaningful attributes from the given object, similar to the Mapper in the 

MapReduce Framework.  

 

Aggregator 

The actual grouping and analytical operations take place here as in the Combiner and Reducer of MapReduce. 

The following operations are supported in the built-in Aggregator of NCache, the BuiltinAggregator: 

 

Operation Description Supporting Data Types 

Avg Returns the average of the given data present in 

the cache. The data is returned cumulatively from 

all the nodes in the cluster. 

 
Integer, Double, Float, 
BigInteger, Long, Short, 
Decimal 

Sum Returns the sum of the value of the item in the 

data set. 

Min Returns the least value of the item in the data set.  
Integer, Double, Float, 
BigInteger, Long, Short, 
Decimal, String, DateTime 

Max Returns the maximum value of the item in the 

data set. 

Count Returns the total number of occurrences of the 

item in the data set. 

- 

Distinct Returns the unique occurrence of the item in the 

data set. 

- 

 

 If Aggregator’s MapReduce Task fails due to any exception, an Exception will be thrown about the task 

failure. 

 

 If the result returned after Aggregator execution is null, it will return the default value of the built-in 

Aggregator for that data type. 

 

 Apart from these built-in features, users can also provide their own aggregations such as Mean, 

Median or Mode. These are logical statistical functions and the user has the ability to make as many 

variants of aggregation suited to their needs.  
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 The user can provide own data types as well such as custom objects as the Map Reducer takes value 

of type Object. 

 

28.3. How to Use Aggregator? 
 

Even though NCache has provided its own Aggregator methods, users can still give their own implementation 

of the signature methods.  

 

28.3.1. Sample Implementation of IValueExtractor Interface 
 

Implement the interface IValueExtractor and provide the implementation for the Extract() method: 

 

Member Description 

Extract(Object) This method takes in an Object and contains the logic to extract meaningful 

information/ attributes from the object like the Mapper does in MapReduce. 

The returned value may also be null. 

 

 To utilize the IValueExtractor interface, include the following namespace in your application: 
Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Aggregation. 

     
public class BasicTypeExtractor : IValueExtractor 
    { 
        public object Extract(object value) 
        { 
            try 
            { 
                if (value.GetType() == typeof(int)) 
                { 
                    return 0; 
                } 
 
                if (value.GetType() == typeof(float)) 
                { 
                    return 0.0; 
                } 
            } 
            catch (Exception e) 
            { 
                //handle exception 
            } 
            return value; 
        } 
    } 
 

28.3.2. Sample Implementation of IAggregator Interface 
 

Implement the interface IAggregator and provide implementation for the following methods: 

 

Member Description 

Aggregate(Object) This method takes in an Object and contains the logic of applying the 

aggregation operation on the same node (locally) as is with Combiner. If you 

wish to combine the values using a aggregator before being sent for further 

processing in the Reducer, you can use the Aggregate()call. 
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AggregateAll(Object) This method takes in an Object and contains the logic of applying the 

aggregation operation in the Reduce Phase. If you wish to combine the values 

using an aggregator, you can use the AggregateAll() call. 

 
    public class IntAggregator : IAggregator 
    { 
        string function; 
 
        public IntAggregator(string function) 
        { 
            this.function = function; 
        } 
 
        public object Aggregate(object value) 
        { 
            return calculate(value); 
        } 
 
        public object AggregateAll(object value) 
        { 
            return calculate(value); 
        } 
 
        private object calculate(object value) 
        { 
            switch (function) 
            { 
                case "MIN": 
                    value = int.MinValue; 
                    return value; 
                case "MAX": 
                    value = int.MaxValue; 
                    return value; 
                default: 
                    return 0; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
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28.3.3. Sample Usage of Aggregator  
 

After implementing the custom interfaces or if using the built-in Aggregator of NCache, you can invoke the 

Aggregate API to execute the Aggregator task. Aggregate() returns the resulting value of Aggregator 

operation.  

 
     try 

            { 
                int value; 
 
                //Using the built-in aggregator. 

value = (int)cache.Aggregate(new BasicTypeExtractor(), 
BuiltInAggregator.IntegerSum()); 

                 Console.WriteLine(value); 
 
                //Getting a single value by custom implemented aggregator 

value = (int)cache.Aggregate(new BasicTypeExtractor(), new 
IntAggregator("MIN")); 

 
                //Getting a single value by custom implemented aggregator 

value = (int)cache.Aggregate(new BasicTypeExtractor(), new 
IntAggregator("MAX")); 

            } 
            catch (Exception exp) 
            { 
                //handle exception 

     } 
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29. Cache Monitoring 

 

NCache provides powerful tools to let you monitor the performance and health of cache clusters, bridge and 

even cache clients. There are two user friendly GUI based tools, NCache Manager and NCache Monitor, to let 

you achieve these goals. Additionally, NCache gives support for third-party monitors’ tools by providing a rich 

set of performance counters for windows. This allows you to observe cache clusters and remote clients from any 

Windows performance compatible monitoring tools. 

29.1. Performance Counters 

Performance counters provide valuable information about system hardware, services, networks and applications 

that are used to determine their performance.  It helps in diagnosing problems, fine-tuning systems and 

applications, monitoring real-time application performance and resolving the bottleneck cause of system 

components. 

 

NCache is enriched with powerful monitoring facilities, but besides that it also provides different categories of 

counters for Windows performance monitors. These categories include NCache, NCache client, and bridge. A 

detailed description for counters in each category is explained in the following sections: 

29.1.1. NCache 

This category contains counters to monitor server side caches. These counters are published by NCache services 

running on remote server nodes. This category monitors the clustered cache. It contains different level counters 

to monitor clustered cache in detail. Therefore this category further divides into three sub categories described 

below: 

1. NCache Cache Specific: In this category, cache specific counters are provided to monitor the 

performance of cache operations.  

2. NCache Cluster Specific: In this category, clustered specific counters are provided to let you monitor 

clustered operations performed within the cache cluster. These counters are used to observe the 

performance of the cache cluster.  

3. NCache Server Specific: In this category, server specific counters are provided to let you monitor server 

traffic within the cache cluster. 

29.1.2. NCache Bridge 

In this category, bridge specific counters are provided to let you monitor bridge counters to evaluate data states 

that replicate among caches connected to bridge. 

29.2. NCache Monitor 

NCache Monitor is a dashboard-style monitoring tool that lets you monitor system events, view detailed 

information of all nodes in a cluster, examine the performance of a cluster and also to observe cache client 

machines’ statistics. NCache Monitor is a diagnostic tool to analyze performance, health and events of a cache 

cluster running on either a local machine or on a remote machine.   

Just like NCache Manager, you can run NCache Monitor independently from a central location and monitor 

everything remotely.  
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29.2.1. NCache Monitor Dashboards 

 Dashboard Types: 

NCache Monitor provides you with two different types of dashboards to view counters; Graphical and 

Report View dashboard. NCache monitor provides a detailed report view and graph view for each 

individual counter. 

o Graphical dashboard is a tabular dashboard where you can view counters either in the form of graphs 

or in the form of graphical windows. Graphical dashboards can be created with customized numbers 

of rows and columns. Any counter, either server or client counter, can be viewed in a single graphical 

dashboard. 

o Report View dashboard is a plain dashboard displaying counter data in the form of a report. Report 

View dashboard has two different panels for viewing server and client counters. All server counters 

can be viewed in 'Server Report View' panel and all client counters can be viewed in 'Client Report 

View' panel. 

 

Note: Some server counters controls like Perfmon, Cache Size, Cluster Health, Event Logs, and Client Process 

are not supported by Report View dashboard and can only be viewed in Graphical dashboard. 

 

 Default Dashboard: 

NCache also provides three predefined default dashboards with some predefined counters in them.  

o Server dashboard: A graphical dashboard with few server related counters. It is your default 

dashboard when you are using NCache Monitor shipped with NCache server installation. 

o Client dashboard: A graphical dashboard with few client related counters. It is your default dashboard 

when you are using NCache Monitor shipped with NCache remote client installation.  

o Report-View dashboard: A dashboard of Report View type, with all supported server and client 

counters in its both panels. 

Counters in default dashboard can't be modified. If you want to view only some customized group of counters 

in your favorite dashboard, you can create a new dashboard of your required type where you can modify 

counters as per your needs. 

 

 NCache Server Counters 

In NCache Monitor, server counters are used to monitor statistics and the performance of all servers in 

the cache cluster. 

 

 NCache client Counters 

The client counters of NCache Monitor shows the statistics of client nodes connected to the remote 

server. Each client counter represents specific types of client statistics.  
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29.3. Logging 

NCache provides a rich set of modules for logging run-time statistics of different components available in 

NCache. And it also provides different levels of logging that include log-files, report views, statistics and events.  

 

 

29.3.1. NCache Log Viewer 

While log files are one of the essentials in any processing, their readability and organization is always 

overlooked, making the task of finding the problem more tedious than it should be. NCache Log Viewer is an 

interactive GUI tool dedicated completely to logging, as it categorizes your log entries into separate fields and 

lets you customize and search entries in a much more convenient manner. You can also view multiple log files 

for comparison. See NCache Log Viewer in Admin Guide for more details. 

29.3.2. NCache Monitor Logging 

NCache Monitor also provides the logging functionality for different servers and client counters with the help 

of Report View dashboard. You can log server counters of 'Server Report View' and client counters of 'Client 

Report View' independently.  

NCache Monitor Report view also provides you with the functionality to schedule logging, where you can 

specify the start and stop timings of logging counters. 

Runtime statistics of all counters specified in the specific report view panel, are logged in files of .csv format. 

Default path of these files is different for server and client counters, as: 

 

 'Server Report View' panel counters are logged in %InstalledDirectory%\log-
files\NCacheMonitor\Server\ 

 

 'Client Report View' panel counters are logged in : %InstalledDirectory%\log-
files\NCacheMonitor\Client\ 

You can use this logged data for later evaluation of cache clusters and clients’ performance and health.  

29.3.3. Windows Event Logging 

NCache provides support to view events in Windows Event Log. NCache logs its important events in Window 

Event Logs. This allows you to monitor all such events through Windows Event Viewer or with any other tool 

that supports Window Event Logger. Some of the events that are logged include: 

 All NCache installation events. These events are combination of successful or aborted installation. 

 All errors encountered by NCache, Bridge and Memcached services. 

 Service start and stop events  

 Cache start and stop 

 Cache server joining or leaving a cache cluster 

 Cache size going above a configurable 80% threshold  

29.3.4. Email Notifications on NCache Events 

NCache provides a built-in facility to notify you with events' information via email notifications. To enable email 

notifications, you have to follow the steps provided in section Configuring Email Notifications of the NCache 

Administrator's Guide. This allows you to get notified via email and also get updates about events which are 

raised by NCache, from anywhere around the world. NCache will send email notifications whenever any of the 

following happens: 

 Cache started or stopped 

 Cache server joining or leaving the cluster 

 Cache state transfer started and completed 

 Cache size going above configurable 80% threshold 
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29.3.5. Cache Server Logging 

Another feature provided by NCache is logging different state of clustered, client, bridge caches into different 

log files. Log files encapsulate different levels of information based on logging status.  

NCache writes log file with default format that give user readable format. It also logs thread name whenever 

operation performed by any running thread. NCache presents different stages of logging. These logging level 

are configurable and described as follows: 

 Info Level: Info level describes some useful information about any operation performed on cache, 

such as log starting and stopping state of state transfer operations. Info level is disabled by default.     

 Error Level: This log flag gives reasons about errors that are raised during operation execution. This 

status log is useful in most troubleshooting scenarios such as during the start of cache exception 

occurring for joining with its own replica.   

 Critical Level: This flag logs critical status of any action/operation on the cache, such as when the 

cache exceeds its memory limits. This log information is useful to optimized cache performance and is 

the highest priority logs among all log-file information.         

 Detail Debug Level: This log option prints detailed information about any operation in cache, such as 

information of each operation like key, cache items during state transfer. This log information is useful 

to analyze cache issues in detail whenever normal debugging is not possible and you want to drill any 

hidden issues. 

NCache also provides logging for client applications and socket level by configurations options. These options 

are disabled by default, but you can enable them by changing the settings of your app/web files. These logs are 

created into the defaults location where NCache logs are saved. These logs contain information of client 

operations and also the usage data of operations propagate thought socket servers to communicate with 

remote servers.            

This flag is disabled by default but the user can configure it by applying the following changes to the file.  

 

 For client-side logging   

Enable the following flag by specifying in system.properties file 

EnableDetailedNCWebLogs=false 

 For socket-server-side logging  

Enable the following flag by specifying in system.properties file: 

EnableDetailedLogs=false 

 

29.3.6. Client Side API Logging 
 

NCache Client Side API Logging is a diagnostic feature which logs all NCache API calls made by an application. 

This is a configurable logging mechanism that creates several log files.  

 

The purpose of API logging is to identify which API and the sequences causing the problem, so that the problem 

can be reproduced easily at your end. Client API logging saves an appropriate overload of the method called 

along with key, data size, cache status, encryption and compression information.  

 

Note: Since logging has a performance impact, it is recommended to enable the logging only for diagnostic 

purposes. 
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30. ASP.NET Support 

30.1. Conceptual Overview 

30.1.1. ASP.NET Sessions 

ASP.NET Session-State allows for storing session data into custom data source by implementing 

SessionStateStoreProviderBase class. A session-state store provider has been implemented using NCache 

to store data into distributed cache.  

  

NCache based Session-State store provider has the following benefits: 

 

 No Code Change:  NCache Session State provider can be used in an  application without any code 

change.  

 Better Performance:  Session data being stored in in-memory cache yields maximum performance.  

 

 Reliability:  By default session is stored in memory of ASP.NET process. If process recycles or 

application server goes down, session data is lost. With NCache, session data is stored, outside of 

ASP.NET process, in cache cluster. Any cache topology can be opted to meet the needs of reliability. 

So in case the application server goes down, session data remains available when ASP.NET process 

recycles back or application server comes back.  

 

 No Need of Sticky Sessions: Using NCache session state provider will eliminate the use sticky 

sessions in load balancer. 

 

 NCache Cache Storage- Scalability:  NCache session state provider uses NCache cache as storage. 

Here cluster cache can be used to gain better scalability. Working with it allows adding more servers 

to session cluster at runtime; it results in more scalability and reliability for the application. ASP.NET 

session clustering for web farms is faster and more scalable than storing them in a database. 

 

 Availability, Load Balancing, Fault Tolerance: In a web farm environment, it provides better fault 

tolerance by keeping session data available at all server nodes in cluster cache to better handle a 

larger load. This is because sessions can be distributed to multiple servers in the farm. Thus it is safe to 

say that it results in a high performance. It is suitable for session clustering from small to large web 

farms.  

 

 Cluster Topologies: For session cache, different clustering topologies can be used. Replicated 

topology offers load balancing of client so that the web application does not suffer during intensive 

traffic. If partitioned-replica cache is used, it gives high scalability, high reliability to the application 

and is extremely fast. Sessions can be replicated or distribute/partitioned either locally on multiple 

web servers or on multiple dedicated session caching servers. For cache topology details, see section 

Cache Topologies. 

 

 Serialized Data:  Session data needs to be in seralizable form. 

 

 Session Lookup in Cache Made Easy: All session  data in cache can be retrieved in a single call. 

NCache provides tag with session. In one single operation all session data with tag can be easily 

fetched.  

 

 Exclusive Locking:  To avoid deadlock and data integrity issue, exclusive locks are provided in 

NCache session state provider. Locking is configurable and in default is off. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/system.web.sessionstate.sessionstatestoreproviderbase.ASPX
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 Locking Release Retry: If exclusive lock is used, locking retries are also configured. In case of 

concurrent requests, lock release is tried a configured number of times. 

 

 Location Affinity: NCache’s session state provider's Location Affinity manages ASP.NET session state 

across multiple web farms which are geographically separated. For Location Affinity, one 'primary' and 

one or more 'secondary' caches have to be specified for each web farm. The primary cache will be 

used for all local traffic, in local region and secondary cache(s) are of distant geographical regions. 

These are configured in web.config. This optimization is possible only in .NET 2.0 and later versions. 

 

 

30.1.2. View State Caching 

ASP.NET today is widely used for high traffic web applications that need to handle millions of users and are 

deployed in load balanced web farms. ASP.NET View State is a very powerful mechanism that stores pages, 

controls and custom values between multiple HTTP requests across client and the web server. View State is 

ASP.NET method for persisting page and control states during post-backs. All ASP.NET applications have to 

deal with View State which is becoming a performance overhead. View State caching helps caching View State 

on web servers and sends a much smaller payload to the user's browser containing only a unique ID for this 

viewstate. As a result, the page uses lesser bandwidth which improves performance and the ASP.NET 

application also scales much better. 

 

Why Cache View State?  

There are multiple downsides to View State.  As it is known View State is an encrypted text string containing 

the state of web form controls and widgets and is sent to the user's browser to preserve the state across post-

backs. For forms with lot of controls, DataGrid control, or some other complex controls, the View State can 

become quite large. 

 

Another reason can be of heavy ASP.NET View State where the increased bandwidth usage increases the 

bandwidth cost considerably. For example, if for each HTTP requests, about 60-100k of additional ASP.NET 

View State data is appended, this multiplied by the total number of transactions and it is clear that bandwidth 

consumption becomes very high. 

 

Also, in some situations, there is a security risk with sending confidential data as part of ASP.NET View State. 

And, encrypting it before sending is also costly. 

Here are some reasons why it should be considered to cache the View State. 

1. View State is large (tens of kb) on large forms and DataGrid. 

2. Large View State slows down page download time. 

3. Large View State slows down post-back request time. 

4. Cache View State on web servers & send only a token to user. 

5. View State cache is distributed to all web servers in the farm; there is no single point of failure. 

NCache's View State Caching resolves these issues, following are some of its features: 

 

 Increased Performance: NCache reduces the request/response payload which improves the overall 

request time.  

 

 Availability and Reliability: NCache is in-memory cache, it is distributed and synchronized across all 

web servers, even if the post-back request goes to a different web server in the farm than the original 

server where the viewstate was created, NCache is able to find the viewstate value in the cache. 

 

 View State with its Session: NCache allows View State to be categorized with respect to its 

respective session.  
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 Limit View State Caching: For longer sessions with abundant amount of viewstates it is now possible 

to limit viewstate per session to a configurable number. Metadata is used for limiting. Meta data is 

also cached. It is also possible to lock metadata. Locking can be configured via web.config. 

 

 Page level Grouping for View State: NCache allows grouping on page level, multiple pages can be 

coupled to define a group. For each group, different configurations can be set. 

 

 ViewState.xml is required for view state grouping feature.  This xml can have multiple web app 

configurations. In each web app configuration, there can be one or more group configurations. And 

different caches can be configured for different groups.  

 

  

30.1.3. ASP.NET Output Cache   

ASP.NET’s output caching system caches the different versions of pages’ content depending on the various 

parameters e.g query string parameters, browser type etc. In ASP.NET 4.0, an extensibility point has been 

added that helps developers use any other caching system of their choice other than ASP.NET’s cache. 

NCache’s output cache provider is derived from System.Web.Caching.Output CacheProvider to get 

benefited from ASP.NET 4.0 output caching extensibility. 

 

Since the enterprise level applications are typically hosted in multi-sever web farms, InProc output caching 

does not provide much benefit as compared to have a distributed OutProc cache. Using this extensibility 

feature of ASP.NET 4.0, NCache now has its own ASP.NET output caching provider. 

 

 Distributed in Nature: NCache Output Cache provider is OutProc as well as distributed in nature.  

 

 Availability: Using NCache’s Output Cache provider, content of different ASP.NET pages can be 

cached on multiple servers instead of caching them in each of the ASP.NET worker process separately. 

This allows each server in a web farm to share a single distributed cache.  

 

 Reliability and Fault Tolerance: Unlike ASP.NET’s output cache, content cached in NCache’s output 

cache provider is not lost when a worker process crashes or when IIS application pool is recycled.  

 

 Scalability:, NCache Output Cache provider is not restricted to the memory available on each server 

as the cache cluster can grow dynamically. 

 
 Output Cache with Custom Hooks: NCache output cache provider gives  extra control by allowing the 

users to hook their custom code to modify the cache item’s attributes before it is cached. Since the 

ASP.NET output caching system does not give any out of the box mechanism to specify cache 

dependencies, these hooks can be used to add cached items with the dependencies information. These 

dependencies can be key, file, or database dependencies. As in most of the enterprise applications, a 

page or control’s output usually depends on some data in the database. In such applications, the user 

would want to keep an output of a page or control cached until the data gets changed in the database 

on which this page’s content depends. Similarly, the user may want to change the expiration time for 

certain pages at runtime overriding the default expiration given in configuration settings. All this can be 

achieved by writing a custom hook by implementing IOutPutCacheHook interface. These hooks can be 

implemented, configured and deployed without making any changes to the applications code. All that 

is required to configure and deploy is to modify the application’s web.config file. 
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 No Application Code Change: These hooks can be implemented, configured and deployed without 

making any changes to the application’s code. All that is required to configure and deploy is to modify 

the application’s web.config file. 

 

30.2.  Using NCache Session State Store Provider 

NCache Session State Provider is a custom SessionStateStoreProviderBase implementation for an ASP.NET 

application.  

30.2.1. How to Configure NCache Session State Provider 

 Modify Assemblies Tag 

Modify <assemblies> section in the application's web.config and add following assembly. 
 

For Enterprise and Professional Editions: 
<assemblies> 

<add assembly ="Alachisoft.NCache.SessionStoreProvider, Version=x.x.x.x, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=CFF5926ED6A53769"/> 

</assemblies> 

 

For Open Source Edition: 
<assemblies> 

<add assembly ="Alachisoft.NCache.SessionStoreProvider, Version=x.x.x.x, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=1448e8d1123e9096"/> 

</assemblies> 
 

 

 Modify sessionState Tag  

Edit your application's web.config file and modify the <sessionState> section as given below. Place the 

following code under <system.web> tag. 
<sessionState cookieless ="false" regenerateExpiredSessionId ="true" mode ="Custom" 
customProvider ="NCacheSessionProvider" timeout ="10"> 
<providers> 
<add name ="NCacheSessionProvider" type 
="Alachisoft.NCache.Web.SessionState.NSessionStoreProvider" sessionAppId ="1234" 
cacheName ="myCache" enableSessionLocking ="false" sessionLockingRetry ="-1" 
writeExceptionsToEventLog ="false" enableLogs ="false" enableDetailLogs ="false" 
exceptionsEnabled ="false" operationRetry ="0" operationRetryInterval ="0"/> 
</providers> 
</sessionState> 

 

Following is the description of different key-value pairs specified above:  

 

Member Description 

sessionAppId Optional String attribute. Specifies an identifier to make 

sure that session id remains unique in case multiple 

applications are using the same cache. Application id 

should be the same for an application in a web farm. If 

 

 Replace version “x.x.x.x” with the actual NCache version that you 
have. 

 Refer Alachisoft.NCache.SessionStoreProvider in your project from 
“$NCache-install/bin/assembly/[2.0 or 4.0] folder.” 
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no app id is specified, nothing will be concatenated with 

session id. 

 

cacheName Required String attribute. Specifies the name of the 

cache to be used for caching session. If no cache name 

is specified, a configuration exception will be thrown. 

 

enableSessionLocking Optional Boolean attribute. If this flag is set, NCache 

Session Store Provider exclusively locks the session-

store item for which multiple concurrent requests are 

made. The default is false. Read Session Locking in 

NCache Session Store Provider 

sessionLockingRetry Optional Integer attribute. If enableSessionLocking is 

true and this integer is not less than 0, NCache Session 

Store Provider will return empty session after 

sessionLockingRetry, which specify the number of retries 

to acquire a lock. The default is -1. Read Session Locking 

in NCache Session Store Provider 

writeExceptionsToEventLog Optional Boolean attribute. If this flag is set, all the 

exceptions from cache API are written to event logs. The 

default is false. 

enableLogs Optional Boolean attribute. When this flag is set, store 

provider logs all error information. The log files are 

created in "$NCache-install/log-

files/SessionStoreProvider/". The default is false. 

enableDetailLogs Optional Boolean attribute. When this flag is set, store 

provider logs all debugging information. The log files 

are created in "$NCache-install/log-

files/SessionStoreProvider/". The default is false. 

exceptionsEnabled Optional Boolean attribute. Specifies whether 

exceptions from cache API are propagated to the page 

output. Setting this flag is especially helpful during 

development phase of application since exceptions 

provide more information about the specific causes of 

failure. The default is false. 

operationRetry It specifies the number of times server will retry the 

operation, in case connection is lost with a server while 

an operation is executing. Its default is zero. 

operationRetryInterval It specifies the time interval between each operation 

retry, in case connection is lost with the server. Its 

default value is zero. 

javascript:OpnNxtPage(%22http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/lock-session-store-provider.html%22);
javascript:OpnNxtPage(%22http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/lock-session-store-provider.html%22);
javascript:OpnNxtPage(%22http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/lock-session-store-provider.html%22);
javascript:OpnNxtPage(%22http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/lock-session-store-provider.html%22);
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 Modify MachineKey Tag  

Add <machineKey> entry under <system.web> section. It is required to generate ASP.NET session IDs in 

the same manner on all nodes. You can use the genmackeys utility available with NCache installation to 

generate the keys. 

 
<machineKey validationKey ="A01D6E0D1A5D2A22E0854CA612FE5C5EC4AECF24" decryptionKey 
="ACD8EBF87C4C8937" validation ="SHA1"/> 
 

30.2.2. How to Fetch Session Data 

NCache version 4.3 and later allow viewing all session data stored in clustered cache via NCache Session 

State Module. All session data is added in the specified cache as a tagged cache item with 

tag:"NC_ASP.net_session_data". 

In order to retrieve previously stored session data, data can be fetched by GetByTag API, which returns 

Hashtable populated with session ids and associated session data stored in the cache. 

 
Hashtable allSessionData = cache.GetByTag( 
new Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Caching.Tag("NC_ASP.net_session_data")); 
 

30.2.3. Enabling Location Affinity for SessionStoreProvider 

  Add New Section for Session State Management 

Modify <configSections> section in the application's web.config and add following section. 
 

For Enterprise and Professional Editions: 
<configSections> 

<section name="ncache" type="Alachisoft.NCache.Web.SessionStateManagement. 
NCacheSection, 

Alachisoft.NCache.SessionStateManagement, Version=x.x.x.x, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=CFF5926ED6A53769"/> 

</configSections> 

  

For Open Source Edition: 
<configSections> 

<section name="ncache" type="Alachisoft.NCache.Web.SessionStateManagement. 
NCacheSection, 
Alachisoft.NCache.SessionStateManagement, Version=x.x.x.x, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=1448e8d1123e9096"/> 

</configSections> 
 

Add a section with the section name specified above (<ncache> in this case), under <configuration> tag in 

your application's web.config. 

 
<ncache> 
<sessionLocation> 
<primaryCache id="London_Cache" sid-prefix="LDC"/> 
<secondaryCache id="NewYork_Cache" sid-prefix="NYC"/> 

 

 Replace version “x.x.x.x” with the actual NCache version that you 
have. 

 Refer Alachisoft.NCache.SessionStoreProvider in your project from 
“$NCache-install/bin/assembly/[2.0 or 4.0] folder.” 

javascript:OpnNxtPage(%22http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/genmackeys.html%22);
http://www.alachisoft.com/resources/docs/ncache/help-4-3/dotnet-api-reference/html/e04f2335-ad2b-2cc3-c5da-f83dfd6a4487.htm
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<secondaryCache id="Tokyo_Cache" sid-prefix="TKC"/> 
</sessionLocation> 
</ncache> 

 

 Modify sessionState Tag  

Enable custom sessionID manager using the sessionIDManagerType attribute of 

the sessionState element in web.config and add custom provider. 

 

<sessionState cookieless ="false" regenerateExpiredSessionId="true" mode="Custom" 
customProvider="NCacheSessionProvider" timeout="60" 
sessionIDManagerType="Alachisoft.NCache.Web.SessionStateManagement.CustomSessionId
Manager,Alachisoft.NCache.SessionStateManagement"> 
<providers> 
<add name ="NCacheSessionProvider" 
type="Alachisoft.NCache.Web.SessionState.NSessionStoreProvider" 
sessionAppId="1234" cacheName="myCache" writeExceptionsToEventLog="false" 
asyncSession="false" enableLogs="false"/> 
</providers> 
</sessionState> 
 

Member Description 

sessionIDManagerType Optional String attribute. Specifies an identifier to make sure 

that session id remains unique in case multiple applications 

are using the same cache. Application id should be the same 

for an application in a web farm. If no app id is specified, 

nothing will be concatenated with session id. 

 

 

  

 

The sid-prefix is a unique identifier that is appended by custom session-
ID manager in the beginning of session-ID. sid-prefix length must be 
equal to 4. 

 

 When Location Affinity is enabled, cacheName specified in <providers> section of 

web.config will be ignored. 

 Cookieless sessions are not supported. 
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30.3. How to Use NCache View State Caching 

30.3.1. Content Optimization Feature of NCache 

Following are the two steps that need to be performed  in order to use content optimization feature of 

NCache: 

 

 Step 1: Update/Configure App Browser File: 

1. Create an App browser file in the ASP.NET application. It will be created under the directory of 

App_browsers. 

 

2. Now plug page adapters in the app browser file as following: 

<browsers> 
<!-- NCache Plug page adapters in the app browser file as following:. --> 
<browser refID="Default"> 
<controlAdapters> 
<adapter controlType="System.Web.UI.Page" 
adapterType="Alachisoft.NCache.Adapters.PageAdapter" /> 
</controlAdapters> 
</browser> 
</browsers> 

 

 Step 2: Update/Configure Web.config File: 

 

1. Add the following assembly reference in compilation section of web.config file. 

 

For Enterprise and Professional Editions: 
<compilation defaultLanguage="c#" debug="true" targetFramework= "4.0"> 

    <assemblies> 

<add assembly="Alachisoft.NCache.Adapters, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=CFF5926ED6A53769"/> 

    </assemblies> 

</compilation> 

  

For Open Source Edition: 
<compilation defaultLanguage="c#" debug="true" targetFramework= "4.0"> 

    <assemblies> 

<add assembly="Alachisoft.NCache.Adapters, Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=1448e8d1123e9096"/> 

    </assemblies> 

</compilation> 

 

2. A web config section needs to be registered which contains the following settings/properties in 

web.config file. 

 
<configSections> 
<!--NCache Register config section first. -->  
 <sectionGroup name="ncContentOptimization"> 

 

This is an example of page adapter plugged at page level. You can also 
plug it at any control level for which you want to cache the view state. 
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<section name= "settings" type= 
"Alachisoft.NCache.ContentOptimization.Configurations.ContentSettings" 
allowLocation="true" allowDefinition= "Everywhere"/> 

 </sectionGroup> 
</configSections>  

 

3. Add the actual setting/configuration section as follows: 

<!--NCache actual setting/ configuration for view state  

<ncContentOptimization> 
<settings enableViewstateCaching="true" viewstateThreshold="1" cacheUriMapping="true" 
enableTrace="false" > 

<cacheSettings cacheName="mycache” connectionRetryInterval="300"> 
  <expiration type="Absolute" duration="1" /> 
  </cacheSettings> 
 </settings> 

</ncContentOptimization> 

 Configuration Members 

Member Description 

enableViewstateCaching Boolean value to enable /disable the ViewState 

caching. 

 

viewstateThreshold Sets the minimum threshold size of viewstate in bytes. 

Viewstates which are smaller than threshold value will 

not be cached. 

cacheUriMapping Cache URL mapping, Default is true. 

 

enableTrace Enable/disable traces. 

 

cacheName Name of the Cache. 

connectionRetyInterval Retry Connection to Cache interval. Default is 300 

seconds. 

 

Expiration Sets the expiration type which can either be Sliding, 

Absolute or None. And also expiration interval in 

minutes. 

 

Duration Sets expiration interval in minutes. 

4. In the end, register the HTTP handler in the HttpHandlers section of web.config as following:  

For Enterprise and Professional Editions:- 
<add verb="GET,HEAD" path="NCResource.axd" validate="false" type="Alachisoft.NCache.A
dapters.ContentOptimization.ResourceHandler, Alachisoft.NCache.Adapters, 
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=cff5926ed6a53769"/> 

  

For Open Source Edition: 
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<add verb="GET,HEAD" path="NCResource.axd" validate="false" type="Alachisoft.NCache.A
dapters.ContentOptimization.ResourceHandler, Alachisoft.NCache.Adapters, 
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=1448e8d1123e9096"/> 

 

If the same cache is being used for View State caching and other data, viewstate data can be retrieved by 

NC_ASP.net_viewstate_data  tag. With this tag it is easy to find the data specific to viewstate. 

 
Hashtable allViewStateData = cache.GetByTag(new 
Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Caching.Tag("NC_ASP.net_viewstate_data")); 

 

 The viewstate of a particular session can easily be retrieved from cache based on sessionId. 

 

33.3.2. How to Group View State with Session 

NCache provides a feature that allows to group view state with a particular session. Due to this dependency, as 

the session is expired, the view state associated with it expires too. The view state and session can reside either 

on two different caches or on a single cache.  To enable this feature, expireViewstateWithSession should be 

set as true in ncContentOptimization tag. 

<ncContentOptimization> 

    <settings enableMinification="false" enableViewstateCaching="true" 
groupedViewStateWithSessions="true" viewstateThreshold="1" cacheUriMapping="true" 
enableTrace="true" expireViewstateWithSession="true" sessionCacheName="vscache" 
sessionAppId="SSP"> 
      <cacheSettings cacheName="vscache2"> 
        <expiration type="None" duration="0" /> 
      </cacheSettings> 
    </settings> 
  </ncContentOptimization> 
 

 

 Configuration Members 

Member Description 

groupedViewStateWithSessions Through this property session can be grouped with 

view state. All the viewstate for a session is grouped 

with sessionId. This allows to retrieve all viewstate 

grouped with a sessionId from the cache with group 

information. Set this property to "true" in order to 

enable viewstate grouping with sessions. By default, 

its value is false. 

 

expireViewstateWithSession By setting this property as true, it is made sure that 

when a session expires, its associated view state 

expires too. 

sessionAppId Specifies an identifier to make sure that session id 

remains unique in case multiple applications are 

using the same cache. Its value should be the same 

as the sessionAppId in sessionState tag.  

sessionCacheName The name of the cache on which the session data is 

residing. Its value should be the same as the 

cacheName property in sessionState tag. 
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33.3.3. How to Limit View State Caching 

Following are the configuration changes: 
<ncContentOptimization> 

<settings enableViewstateCaching="true" viewstateThreshold="0" 
cacheUriMapping="true" enableTrace="true" groupedViewStateWithSessions="true" 
maxViewStatesPerSession="5" enableMetadataLocking="false" 
releaseLockInterval="5000"> 

<cacheSettings cacheName="mycache"> 
<expiration type="None"duration="0" /> 
</cacheSettings> 
</settings> 
</ncContentOptimization> 

 Configuration Members 

Members Description 

MaxViewStatesPerSession To enable this feature specify any value greater than zero, if 

zero or lesser value is configured all view state will be 

cached.   

If a tag is skipped, all view state will be cached. 

EnableMetadataLocking Defines whether internal metadata manipulation is a locking 

operation or not. Its default value is true. 

It comes into play if MaxViewStatesPerSession is enabled. 

ReleaseLockInterval Defines interval after which lock is released. Its value is in 

milliseconds. Its default value is 5000ms. 

It comes into play if MaxViewStatesPerSession is enabled. 

 

33.3.4. How to Perform Page level Grouping for View State 

 The following configurations should be made in web.config file: 

 Add the property "webAppId" in settings as follows: 

 <ncContentOptimization> 
<settings webAppId="WebApp_1" enableViewstateCaching="true" 
groupedViewStateWithSessions="true" viewstateThreshold="12" 
enableTrace="true" maxViewStatesPerSession="10"> 

<cacheSettings cacheName = "mycache"> 
<expiration type="Sliding" duration = "300"/> 
</cacheSettings> 
</settings> 

</ncContentOptimization>  

 Configuration Members 

Members Description 

webAppId Specifies the web application Id where the application is currently running. 

When webappId is specified, NCache looks up for ViewState.xml file to read 

configurations. If webAppId is not specified, view states will not be grouped 

and the default settings from web.config will be used. 

 ViewState.xml  

ViewState.xml is required for this feature. This view state configuration file (ViewState.xml) can be placed at 

NCache installation config directory C:\Program Files\NCache\config  or at web application bin path,e.g., 

C:\\ASP App\bin. 
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The web application id provided in web.config is matched with web application id in ViewState.xml file. From 

ViewState.xml detailed configurations for each group are then loaded.  

 

The configurations provided in the web.config file are loaded as default settings. The configurations in this xml 

file are loaded per group. Here is a sample ViewState.xml file: 

 
<configuration> 
<viewstateConfig> 
<webApp webAppId="aspViewState_A "> 

<viewstateGroup groupId="Group_A" cacheUriMapping="false" 
enableViewstateCaching="True" viewstateThreshold="12" 
groupedViewStateWithSessions="false" maxViewStatePerSession="20"> 

<cacheSettings cacheName="myCache" connectionRetryInterval="300"> 
  <expiration type="Sliding"duration="5"/> 
  </cacheSettings> 
  <pages> 
  <page url=”…/leftmenu.aspx"/><!—Relative url of a page--> 
  </pages> 
 </viewstateGroup> 

<viewstateGroup groupId="Group_B" cacheUriMapping="false" 
enableViewstateCaching="true" viewstateThreshold="23" 
groupedViewStateWithSessions="false" maxViewStatePerSession="5" 
enableMetadataLocking="True" releaseLockInterval="5"> 
<cacheSettings cacheName="replicatedCache" 
connectionRetryInterval="300"> 

  <expiration type="Sliding" duration="20"/> 
  </cacheSettings> 
  <pages> 
  <page url="…/testcaselist.aspx"/> 
  <page url="…/ViewState/ViewState_SessionGroup.aspx"/> 
  </pages> 
 </viewstateGroup> 
</webApp> 
<webApp webAppId="aspViewState_B"> 

<viewstateGroup groupId="Group_A" enableViewstateCaching="True" 
viewstateThreshold="2" groupedViewStateWithSessions="false" 
maxViewStatePerSession="200”> 

<cacheSettings cacheName="cache"> 
  <expiration type="Sliding" duration="20"/> 
  </cacheSettings> 
  <pages> 
  <page url="…/menu/viewstate.aspx"/> 
  </pages> 
 </viewstateGroup> 
</webApp> 
</viewstateConfig> 
</configuration> 

 Configuration Members 

Members Description 

webAppId Used to distinguish multiple web app 

sections.(compulsory) 

 

GroupId Used to distinguish multiple groups. (compulsory) 

 

page url Relative URL for a page.(compulsory) 
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The following important points should be noted. 

1. The XML file can have multiple web app configurations. In each web app configuration, there can be one or 

more group configurations. 

2. All the web pages for a certain group are provided in <pages> section and page url is the relative url of a 

page.  

3. If a page configuration is not found in view state configuration file, default settings provided in web.config 

will be used.  

4. If any property is missing for any group, default property value provided in web.config will be used.  

5. Different caches can also be configured for different groups.  

 Default and Group Setting Usage: 

If web.config provides a web app id, NCache will look for viewstate.xml file to read configuration. In this case, 

default settings will only be used if configuration for a page is not found in viewstate.xml or if some optional 

property is missing in viewstate.xml 

But if web.config settings does not include web app id, default settings will be used for all view state caching. 

30.4. How to Use ASP.NET Output Cache 

NCache provides an extremely fast and reliable output caching feature for ASP.NET applications running in 

web farm environment. 

Here if the same cache is being used for output caching and for other data, output  cache data can be 

retrieved by "NC_ASP.net_output_data" tag. With this tag it is easy to find data specific to output caching 

data. 

Hashtable allOutputCacheData = cache.GetByTag(new 
Alachisoft.NCache.Runtime.Caching.Tag("NC_ASP.net_output_data")); 

 

30.4.1.  Plug-in NCache Output Cache to Existing Web Applications 

In web.config of your application, under the section of system.web element add NCache provider as a default 

provider i.e.  

For Enterprise and Professional Editions: 

<!-- caching section group --> 

<caching> 
  <outputCache defaultProvider ="NOutputCacheProvider"> 

    <providers> 

<add name="NOutputCacheProvider" type= "Alachisoft.NCache.OutputCacheProvider.NOutputC
acheProvider, Alachisoft.NCache.OutputCacheProvider, Version=x.x.x.x, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=cff5926ed6a53769" cacheName="mypartitionofReplicaCache" exceptionsEnabl
ed="false"enableDetailLogs="false" enableLogs="true" writeExceptionsToEventLog="false"
/>" 

    </providers> 

  </outputCache> 

</caching> 

  

For Open Source Edition: 

<!-- caching section group --> 

<caching> 

Note: This feature is not available in NCache Express and Professional edition. 
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  <outputCache defaultProvider ="NOutputCacheProvider"> 

    <providers> 
<add name="NOutputCacheProvider" type= "Alachisoft.NCache.OutputCacheProvider.NOutputC
acheProvider, Alachisoft.NCache.OutputCacheProvider, Version=x.x.x.x, Culture=neutral, 
PublicKeyToken=1448e8d1123e9096" cacheName="mypartitionofReplicaCache" exceptionsEnabl
ed="false"enableDetailLogs="false" enableLogs="true" writeExceptionsToEventLog="false"
/>" 

    </providers> 

  </outputCache> 
</caching> 

 

 

 Configuration Members 

Members Description 

cacheName Requires string parameter. Specifies the name of the cache that has been 

configured through NCache Manager. The  application will use this cache for 

caching specified pages. If no cache name is specified, a configuration 

exception will be thrown. 

exceptionsEnabled Optional Boolean attribute. Specifies whether exceptions from cache API are 

propagated to the page output. Setting this flag is especially helpful during 

development phase of application since exceptions provide more 

information about the specific causes of failure. The default value is false. 

enableLogs Optional Boolean attribute. When this flag is set, all important events are 

logged including exceptions, cache initialized, disposed, and session not 

found etc. The default value is false. 

enableDetailLogs Optional Boolean attribute. When this flag is set, the information that is 

useful for debugging purposes will be included in logs. The default value is 

false.  

 

30.4.2. Using Output Cache with Custom Hooks 

Using NCache output provider, output of pages and controls is stored in cache.In some scenarios it can be 

very helpful if the page/control output can be grouped according to some x.y.z criteria before insertion into 

cache. Here to provide end user with further more control, NCache provides a concept of “hooks”. Hooks allow 

users to group output of pages/controls before its insertion into cache. 

Following configuration changes are required:  

 
<!-- caching section group --> 
<caching>  
 <outputCache defaultProvider="NOutputCacheProvider"> 
  <providers> 

<add name="NOutputCacheProvider" 
type="Alachisoft.NCache.OutputCacheProvider.NOutputCacheProvider, 
Alachisoft.NCache.OutputCacheProvider, Version=x.x.x.x, 
Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null" exceptionsEnabled="false" 
enableLogs="true" cacheName="mypartitionofReplicaCache" 
writeExceptionsToEventLog="false" hookAssemblyName="OutputCache, 
Version=1.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=null" 

Note: Replace version “x.x.x.x” with the actual NCache version that you have. 
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hookClassName="Sample.OutputCacheProvider.OutputCacheHook.OutputC
acheHookSample"/> 

  </providers> 
 </outputCache> 
</caching> 
 

 
 
 

 

 How to Implement IOutputCacheHook 

Output Cache with custom hooks allows grouping data before storing into cache. To implement 

IOutputCacheHook, create a class which extends IOutputCacheHook. The following tables list the properties 

and methods that  must be implemented. 

 

Methods Description 

Initialize Initializes required elements of Output Cache hook. 

 

OnCachingOutput 
 

Takes as input the HttpContext instance for the current request,string key and 

object value generated by framework for output are passed as is input 

parameter. Input parameter CacheOperation type can be added or set, with 

respect to Output Cache Provider operations of add and set. DateTime 

utcExpiry is passed as a reference parameter which allows end user code to 

reset expiration for particular key value pair. If the value for expiration is not 

set, the default value provided by framework is used. 

This method returns CacheMetadata which can have additional information 

about group, sub group, tag, named tag and dependency settings. 

This method functions as a hook between OutputCache Provider and user 

code. It is called when output is generated by framework but before insertion 

into Cache thus allowing intermediate hook for user, where additional 

information can be added with CacheMetadata.  

 

Dispose 
 

It releases resources which are no longer in use by Output Cache hook. 

 

 

 Sample OutputCacheHook 

public class OutputCacheHookSample : IOutputCacheHook 

    { 

        public void Initialize() 

        { 

            // initialize required elements here, according to business logic. 

        } 

        public CacheMetadata OnCachingOutput(HttpContext context, string key, object value, 
CacheOperation operation, ref DateTime utcExpiry) 

        { 

            CacheMetadata cacheMetaData = null; 

            if (context != null) 

            { 

                cacheMetaData = new CacheMetadata(); 

Note: Replace version “x.x.x.x” with the actual NCache version that you have. 
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//put required business logic to categorize input parameter key in desired group. 

//Groups, sub groups, tags, named tags and dependencies can be assigned to object 
of cacheMetaData  

                //which is returned to be inserted into cache. 

                cacheMetaData.GroupName = "vendorState"; 

                cacheMetaData.Dependency = new KeyDependency(key); 

                utcExpiry = DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(5); 

            } 

            return cacheMetaData; 

        } 

        public void Dispose() 

        { 

            //dispose 

        } 

    }         

} 

 

Add  Alachisoft.NCache.OutputCacheProvider.OutputCacheHook.dll in the project from %NCache 
installed dir% \integration\OutputCacheProvider. 
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31. NHibernate 

31.1. Conceptual Overview 

NHibernate is an open source Object-Relational Mapping solution which provides a framework for mapping 

relational database on object oriented representation of data. This reduces significant developer's efforts for 

retrieving data from database. Furthermore to improve applications performance and reduce load on 

database, NHibernate provides feature of caching to reduce repetitive database calls. 

38.1.1. NHibernate First Level Cache 

NHibernate First level caching module provides session level in process caching. Whenever a session is 

created, a session cache is associated with it. When an object is loaded from the database, a copy of object is 

maintained in the session cache. If the object is to be fetched again in the same session, cached copy of object 

is returned.  In a particular transaction, if the same object is updated multiple times, it is only updated in 

session cache. At committing transaction, only the final state of object is persisted in database, thus avoiding 

repetitive update calls.  

 

 
 

38.1.2. NCache as NHibernate Second Level Cache 

NCache provides NHibernate second level cache provider. NCache provider can be configured as NHibernate 

second level cache without any code change. Using NCache as second level cache for NHibernate enable 

application to use NCache's distributed caching features. 
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NCache provides the following features with second level cache provider: 

 Specify Multiple Regions: 

Multiple NHibernate regions can be specified and configured in NCache configuration file for NHibernate. 

These regions are identified using region names and can be configured with multiple NCache features. 

Each region can be configured with NCache caching features  

 NCache Cache for Region 

NCache allows specifying NCache cache instance for each region separately. Each region can be configured on 

separate NCache cache instance or one instance can also be used for multiple regions. 

 Cache item priority 

Data in each region can be configured to have a priority in cache. This priority is then used for data eviction 

policies. 

 Absolute expiration 

NCache's configurable absolute expiration feature keeps data in cache up to date by expiring old data after 

configured time interval. 

 Sliding expiration 

Cache region can also be configured to have an absolute expiration for items in cache. Using sliding expiration 

data not used  since the configured interval will be removed automatically by NCache. 

 

 Configure Multiple Regions even on a Single NCache Cache Instance 

NCache provider for NHibernate allows using single NCache instance for multiple NHibernate cache instances. 

NCache keeps the record of data and its associated NHibernate region. 

 Database Dependencies 

To ensure data consistency with database, NCache provides database dependency feature for NHibernate 

applications that can be configured on entity bases. Database dependency synchronizes cache data with the 
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database such that any change in database record invalidates respective entity in cache. Thus NHibernate 

retrieves up to date record even if database is updated by an application other than NHibernate application. 

 Query Caching Feature to Cache Large Queries' Results 

Complex and large queries if executed repeatedly with no result changed can put a huge load on database. To 

avoid multiple times execution of such queries NCache allows to cache such queries using NHibernate's query 

cache feature. So that such query and its results executed for one NHibernate application become available to 

all NHibernate applications using that database without querying the database. 

 No Code Change Required 

NCache allows using all features through configuration files with no code change required. 

38.2. How to use NCache as NHibernate Second Level Cache 

NHibernate has a first level or session level cache which is used by default. Each session contains its own 

session level cache which is not shared with other sessions. This cache is disposed whenever the session is 

closed. However NHibernate allows to use second level, across session cache which spans across sessions’ life 

time and can be shared by multiple sessions. 

NCache provides a second level or process level cache for NHibernate by implementing NHibernate's 

ICacheProvider and ICache interfaces. This enables NCache to be used as NHibernate second cache in existing 

NHibernate application without any code change. All that’s needed is to change NHibernate configuration file 

to plug-in NCache as cache provider and distributed caching can be used.  

Second level cache can be configured by  enabling the use of second level cache and configuring second level 

cache provider in NHibernate configurations.  

 

38.2.1. Configuring NHibernate Application to use NCache as Second Level Cache 

1. In NHibernate configuration, configure NCache as NHibernate's second level cache provider by adding the 

following property. 

 <property name="cache.provider_class"> 
 Alachisoft.NCache.Integrations.NHibernate.Cache.NCacheProvider, 
 Alachisoft.NCache.Integrations.NHibernate.Cache</property> 

cache.provider_class: This option lets the user specify NCache as second level cache provider. The user needs 

to mention two classes which implement ICacheProvider and ICache interfaces respectively. This is how 

NHibernate knows how to call this second level cache. 

2. Place NCache’s NHibernate provider dll Alachisoft.NCache.Integrations.NHibernate.Cache.dll located at 

%NCacheInstallDir%/integration/nhibernate/assembly/  in application's base directory. 

 

3. Enable the use of second level cache in application by adding the following property in NHibernate 

configuration section's session-factory tag: 

 <property name="cache.use_second_level_cache">true</property> 

4. NCache provider for NHibernate identifies each application by an application id that is later used to find the 

appropriate configuration for that application from NCache configuration file for NHibernate 

"NCacheNHibernate.xml". This application id must be specified in application's configuration file 

(app.config/web.config). Add following property in application configuration for this purpose: 

  <appSettings> 
      .... 
    <add key="ncache.application_id" value="myapp" /> 
      .... 
  </appSettings> 
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38.2.2. Configuring Cacheable Objects 

Enabling the use of second level cache does not cache each class object by default. Instead classes needed to 

be cached are to be marked cacheable in class mapping (.hbm.xml) file. To mark a class cacheable add the 

following tag in class's configuration: 
 <cache usage="read-write" region ="AbsoluteExpirationRegion"/> 

 

In the above tag, properties usage and region can be changed.  

Region specifies the name of second level cache region to be used for this class objects. If no region is 

specified, fully qualified class name will be used as region name with default region configurations. 

Usage specifies caching concurrency  strategy to be used for this class. NHibernate allows the following three 

concurrency strategies to be used for caching: 

 Read-Write 

 Nonstrict-Read-Write 

 Read-Only 

 

38.2.3. Configuring Cache Regions 

NHibernate uses cache regions to store objects. NCache allows cache regions to be configured with different 

properties. For this purpose NCache has a configuration file named "NCacheNHibernate.xml", which contains 

all regions’ configurations and other related configurations used by NCache. This file can be placed at root 

directory of application or in config folder of NCache Installation directory. 

 

Following is a sample configuration file: 

 
<configuration> 
<application-config application-id="myapp" enable-cache-exception="true"  
default-region-name="default" key-case-sensitivity="false"> 
 <cache-regions> 
  <region name="AbsoluteExpirationRegion" cache-name="mycache" priority="Default" 
expiration-type="sliding" expiration-period="180" /> 
  <region name="default" cache-name="mycache" priority="default" expiration-
type="none" expiration-period="0" /> 
 </cache-regions> 
 <database-dependencies> 
  <dependency entity-name="nhibernator.BLL.Customer" type="oledb" sql-
statement="select ContactName from dbo.Customers where CustomerID =?" cache-key-
format="depdency.customer:[pk]"/> 
 </database-dependencies> 
 
</application-config> 
</configuration> 

 

Multiple application configurations can be specified in NCacheNHibernate.xml. Any NHibernate application 

will use one of the specified configurations based on the application-id specified in applications 

app.config/web.config file. 

Following are the configurable options in application-config section. 

 

Member Description 

 

application-id This option lets the user specify a unique id for current application-config. 

This id is used to select appropriate configuration for a particular application.  
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enable-cache-
exception 

Identifies whether the exceptions if occurred in NCache will be propagated to 

NHibernate provider. 

 

default-region-
name 

Allows to specify a default region for the application. If a particular region's 

configurations are not found, default region configurations will be used. 

Specified default region configuration must exist in cache-regions section. 

 

key-case-
sensitivity 

This option allows to specify whether cache keys will be case sensitive or not. 

This option has to be configured according to database used. If database is 

case-sensitive set this option true, otherwise false. 

 

cache-regions This section lets the user configure multiple cache regions for NHibernate 

application. Each region's configuration is specified in region tag. 

 

region This tag contains the configurations for one particular region. Following 

options can be configured for any particular region. 

name: Each region is identified by its name. Name of the region should be 

unique. 

cache-name: This option allows specifying  NCache's cache name to be used 

for this region. 

priority: The priority the user wants to use for cached items. The possible 

values are : 

 Default 

 Low 

 BelowNormal 

 Normal 

 AboveNormal 

 High 

 NotRemovable 

expiration-type: This options allows to specify type of expiration for any item 

in this region. Possible values are absolute/sliding/none. 

expiraion-period: Allows to specify expiration period if absolute/sliding 

expiration is configured. Its value should be greater than 0. 

 

database-
dependencies 

It lets the user specify database dependencies for current NHibernate 

application. 

dependency: 

Each dependency is configured in a dependency tag. Multiple tags can be 

configured for multiple dependencies. The following options can be 

configured for each dependency. 

entity-name: Dependencies are added based on the fully qualified name of 

classes. This option allows to specify name of class for which current 

dependency is to be added. Any entity can have maximum one dependency. 

type: Allows to specify database dependency type. Possible values are 

sql/oracle/oledb. Since NCache provider uses connection string specified in 

NHibernate's configuration, use dependency type appropriate to connection 

string. 

sql-statement: Allows to specify sql statement to be used for building 

NCache's database dependency. 

cache-key-format: This option is used to configure cache key format for any 

item of current entity type. Cache key format should include "[pk]" in it, which 

will be replaced with the primary key of record. cache-key-format may also 
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include "[en]" which will be replaced with entity name. Default value of cache 

key format is "NHibernateNCache:[en] #[pk]". Same cache key format should 

be used while writing database trigger in case of oledb database dependency. 

See NCache help for writing database trigger for oledb dependency. 

composite-key-separator: If the records of current entity have composite 

key as primary key, cache-key is formed by combining all keys separated by 

composite-key-separator. composite-key-separator must be of one character 

length. Its default value is "$". 

 

38.2.4.     Using Query Caching 

NHibernate also provides a feature of query caching. Enabling query caching caches queries made by 

NHibernate to database, along with query result sets. Query caching makes use of second level cache to store 

queries, so that whenever the same query is needed to be executed again, it can be fetched from cache.  

 

 How to Enable Query Caching 

To enable query caching, add the following property in NHibernate configuration section's session-factory 

tag: 
 <property name="cache.use_query_cache">true</property> 

Enabling query cache does not cache each query by default. Instead queries needed to be cached are to be set 

cacheable in code. To set a query cacheable, call SetCacheable(true) function of query while creating query, 

e.g., 
        IQuery qry = session.CreateQuery("from Customer c").SetCacheable(true); 

 

 

 

 

 

Any object retrieved as a result of query is cached to its respective 
regions, therefore objects must be marked as cacheable for efficient use 
of query caching. However query along with the primary keys of result 
sets is stored in a default query region named 
NHibernate.Cache.StandardQueryCache. 

 

Not every query's results remain the same for a period of time. Therefore 
query caching should only be used with queries whose results are likely 
to be changed less frequently. 
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32. Entity Framework Cache Provider 

32.1. Conceptual Overview  

The ADO.NET Entity Framework is a popular object-relational mapping framework. It provides abstraction from 

the underlying relational data that is stored in a database and presents its conceptual schema to the application.  

In most of the high transaction cases, the database quickly becomes a bottleneck because in a database tier, 

adding more and more servers cannot scale performance. To achieve this scalability, use in-memory cache 

provider module along with Entity Framework application. Entity Framework does not provide a Second Level 

Cache provider model but it is flexible to support second Level Cache Provider. 

32.1.1. Entity Framework Caching Provider 

NCache has implemented a custom ADO.NET provider called an "Entity Framework Caching Provider" which 

acts between Entity Framework and the original provider.  NCache provides the features listed below:  

 No Code Change: NCache Entity Framework Caching Provider can be integrated  in  application without 

any code change.   

 Better Performance: NCache custom provider intercepts all the database queries calls and puts result-

sets of queries in a cache storage. This increases the performance of applications by avoiding expensive 

databases trips.   

 Application Scalability : NCache provides a reliable and shared memory resource for storage. It gives 

the ability for sharing transactional context between different entities in any entity framework 

application.    

The caching provider can perform various functions, such as: 

 Managing connections, commands, transactions and data readers. 

 Monitoring queries and commands before they execute. 

The following figure shows how and where NCache Entity Framework Provider plugs into an Entity Framework 

application. 
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32.1.2. Entity Framework Caching Integration Modes 

There are two execution modes for NCache  Entity Framework Caching Provider: 

 Analysis mode 

 Caching mode 

 

These modes are mutually exclusive, so NCache Entity Framework Caching Provider cannot execute in both 

modes at the same time. It can either be in "Caching" mode or in "Analysis" mode 

Recommendation: First execute the entity framework application within analysis mode of NCache Entity 

Framework Caching Provider.  

 Analysis Mode 

Analysis mode is a pass-through mode, no caching is done at this mode. This mode provides features that are 

listed as follows:   

o Monitoring Query: Monitoring the number of times each query is executed by Entity framework 

Application. This allows the user to determines which queries are most frequent and are the best 

candidates for caching. 

o Generate Reports:  It generates reports for queries with proper syntax  and also arranging them in 

descending order. That allows the user to choose suitable queries and copies them for caching.    

 Caching Mode 

This mode is basically designed for the actual use of NCache in Entity Framework applications. At this point, 

queries and their result sets are cached. Caching mode only entertains those queries which are given in 

configuration file i.e. efcaching.ncconf. 

32.2. Using NCache as Entity Framework Second Level Cache 

32.2.1. Integration without any Code Change  

NCache custom Entity Framework ADO.NET provider can be integrated in the application without any code 

change. Simply modify configuration files and specify NCache Entity Framework Caching Provider as second 

Level Cache provider. 

 Prerequisites: 

Following are the prerequisites to enable NCache in Entity Framework application: 

1. The user should have an Entity Framework application. The sample application for Entity Framework 

Caching from NCache sample applications can also be used from the following path: 
%InstalledDirectory%/samples/clr20/EntityDataModelIntegrationDemo 

 

2. Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 for Entity Framework 3.5 and 4.0 and Microsoft Visual Studio 2012-2013 

for Entity Framework 6.0 and 6.1. 

 

3. Database Tool (e.g. MS SQL SERVER, ORACLE) 

Steps required to enable NCache as Second Level Cache Provider in Entity Framework application are follows: 

 To utilize the Provider, include the following namespace in your application: 

Alachisoft.Integrations.EntityFramework.CachingProvider found in 
%Installeddirectory%/integration/MSEntityFramework  
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 Modifying Application or Web Configurations 

Application or web configuration file which is generated on adding ADO.NET Entity Data Model in Entity 

Framework application, requires following changes: 

1) Provider invariant name is specified in the connection string of application or web configuration file: 

 
 <connectionStrings> 

 <add name="NorthwindEntities"  
 connectionString="metadata=res://*/NorthwindCustomerModel.csdl 
 |res://*/NorthwindCustomerModel.ssdl 
 |res://*/NorthwindCustomerModel.msl; 
 provider=System.Data.EntityClient; 
 provider connection string=&quot; 
 Data Source=20.200.20.54;Initial Catalog=Northwind;user id= sp; 
 password=4Islamabad;MultipleActiveResultSets=True&quot;"  
 providerName="System.Data.EntityClient"/> 

      </connectionStrings> 

 

Change provider name to NCache Entity framework Provider and also add the provider wrapper 

information in connection string as shown below: 

 
<connectionStrings> 

 <add name="NorthwindEntities"  
 connectionString="metadata=res://*/NorthwindCustomerModel.csdl 
 |res://*/NorthwindCustomerModel.ssdl 
 |res://*/NorthwindCustomerModel.msl; 
 provider=Alachisoft.Integrations.EntityFramework.CachingProvider; 
 provider connection string=&quot; 
 wrappedProvider=System.Data.SqlClient;      
 Data Source=20.200.20.54;Initial Catalog=Northwind;user id= sp; 
 password=4Islamabad;MultipleActiveResultSets=True&quot;"  
 providerName="System.Data.EntityClient"/> 
</connectionStrings> 

2) Also add the provider factory for initialization of NCache Entity framework Provider. The invariant 

attribute should be the same as the provider name in connection string. 

 

For Enterprise and Professional Editions: 

       <DbProviderFactories> 

          <add name="EF Caching Data Provider" invariant="Alachisoft.Integrations. 
   EntityFramework.CachingProvider" description="Caching Provider Wrapper"  

          type="Alachisoft.NCache.Integrations.EntityFramework. 
   EFCachingProviderFactory, Alachisoft.Integrations.EntityFramework. 

          CachingProvider, Version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral, 
      PublicKeyToken=cff5926ed6a53769"/> 

     </DbProviderFactories> 

  

For Open Source Edition: 

      <DbProviderFactories> 

         <add name="EF Caching Data Provider" invariant="Alachisoft.Integrations. 
   EntityFramework.CachingProvider" description="Caching Provider Wrapper"  

          type="Alachisoft.NCache.Integrations.EntityFramework. 
   EFCachingProviderFactory, Alachisoft.Integrations.EntityFramework. 

          CachingProvider, Version=1.0.0.0,Culture=neutral, 
          PublicKeyToken=1448e8d1123e9096"/> 

    </DbProviderFactories> 
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3) The following information should be added in appSettings of app.config or web.config  

 
 <appSettings> 

      <add key="app-id" value="EFCachingDemo"/> 
      <add key="logging-level" value="Debug"/> 
     </appSettings> 

 app-id : This will be the identifier for current application. This ID will be used to read configuration 

from efcaching.ncconf. NCache Entity Framework Caching provider reads the required information 

from efcaching.ncconf on the basis of ID given in app/web .config file.   

 logging-level : Determines the logging level for application. The provider will log exceptions and 

errors only when level is set to Error. When the level is set to Debug, both exceptions/errors and 

other detailed information will be logged. Nothing will be logged if the level is set to Off (default). 

Path at which log files will be generated is  
%Installeddirectory%/log-files/efcaching-logs/ 

 

32.2.2. Alternative method through Programming 

Apart from specifying connection string in app.config/web.config, the connection can also be specified while 

creating ObjectContext or EntityConnection. While creating a connection string programmatically, the wrapper 

information must be included in a connection string. Here is how the connection string can be created and  

ObjectContext or EntityConnection can be initialized. 

 
try 
{ 
    SqlConnectionStringBuilder sqlConnBuilder = new SqlConnectionStringBuilder(); 
    sqlConnBuilder.DataSource = "localhost"; 
    sqlConnBuilder.InitialCatalog = "EFTestDB"; 
    sqlConnBuilder.IntegratedSecurity = true; 
    string conString = sqlConnBuilder.ToString(); 
    EntityConnectionStringBuilder efConnBuilder = new EntityConnectionStringBuilder(); 
    efConnBuilder.Provider = "EFCachingProvider"; 
    efConnBuilder.ProviderConnectionString = @"wrappedProvider=System.Data.SqlClient;" 
+ conString; 
    efConnBuilder.Metadata = "res:// /NorthwindCustomerModel.csdl|res:" + "// 
/NorthwindCustomerModel.ssdl|res:" +"// /NorthwindCustomerModel.msl;"; 
    EntityConnection connection = new EntityConnection(efConnBuilder.ToString()); 
} 
catch (Exception ex) 
{   
    // handle exception 
} 
 

 

 

  

 

App-id of efcaching.ncconf should be the same as in application 
(app.config) in order to avoid an error. Application should be restarted 
after above changes are made. 

 

The application will need to be rebuilt for effectively applying the above changes. 
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32.2.3. Entity Framework-Caching Configuration File  

EFcaching.ncconf configuration contains cache and caching policy related information used by NCache 

Entity Framework caching provider. Some changes are required in "efcaching.ncconf" to run the Entity 

Framework Application with NCache.This config file is placed on the following path:  
%Installeddirectory%/config 

Below are the changes required in efcaching.ncconf. 

 
 <configuration> 
<app-config app-id="EFCachingDemo" mode="analysis|caching"> 

 <analysis-policy log-path="" analysis-time="1min" cache-enable-
threshold="1" default-expiration-type="Sliding" default-expiration-
time="180sec" dbsyncdependency="false"/> 

<cache-policy-configurationdatabase="none|sqlserver|oracle" cache-id="mycache"> 
    <!--sql-query = "SELECT [Extent1].[CustomerID] AS  
      [CustomerID],= @param_0"--> 

<query> 
 <cache-query query text="SELECT [Extent1]. 
 [OrderID] AS [OrderID], &lt; @param_0"/> 

  <cache-policy vary-by-cache-param="param_0" expiration-
 type="Sliding" enabled="True" expiration- time="180sec" dbsyncdependency="False"/> 
 </query> 

</cache-policy-configuration> 
</app-config> 
</configuration> 

 

Member Description 

 

app-id This ID is same as defined in app/web configuration file of application. 

mode NCache Entity Framework Caching provider works under two modes. It can 

either be in "Caching" or in "Analysis" mode. 

Analysis Mode 

Analysis Mode is used for monitoring the number of times each query 

executes and then it generates a report. Report contains the query text 

and the call count for each query. No caching is done at this mode. 

 log-path: The default Path at which analysis log files will be 

generated is %Installeddirectory%/log-

files/EFCachingAnalysisLogs/ 

 analysis-time: Time for which the analysis will run. Default = 1 

min 

 cache-enable-threshold: Caching will automatically be enabled 

for queries whose call-count exceeds this threshold. By default, 

its value is 1. 

 default-expiration-type: Default expiration type for analyzed 

queries. The default type is sliding. 

 default-expiration-time: Default expiration time for analyzed 

queries. Default is 180 sec (3 min) 
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 dbsyncdependency: Determines whether to enable database-

dependency or not. Default value is false. 

 

Caching Mode 

Wrapping provider will cache the results of all the specified queries. 

Whenever update is detected (either UPDATE, INSERT or DELETE) in a 

respective database, the provider invalidates the affected cache entries 

by evicting all cached queries which were dependent on any of the 

updated tables. 

 database : Database server where user’s database reside. 

 cache-id : Specified Cache Name where query results are stored 

for fast access.  

 

query Query attribute including user-configurable list of queries that should be cached 

with their results. A particular query can be configured with its cache policy 

defined in cache policy tag. Cache query and Cache policy are separated by 

dedicated tags. User can easily change policies from cache-policy tag without 

facing any XML parsing error.  

 

cache-query For cache query, this tag is auto generated by Entity Framework Caching 

Provider when the application is running  in analysis mode.  For ease of 

understanding, commented SQL-query tag is added so that the user can read 

the query. 

 cache-query-text : This is used for XML parser and the user is not 

allowed to make any sort of changes in it. 

 

Cache-policy When mode is selected as Caching, only those query results will be cached for 

which caching is enabled.  The user can also specify caching policies for all 

queries. 

 vary-by-cache-param: User can specify which parameter should 

be included as part of cache key. NCache Entity Framework 

Cacheing Provider will replace the actual parameter in.config file 

with its own names which should follow the following parameter 

format:  

@param_[parameter-no/index] 

For example, 

@param_0, @param_1,@param_2;  

A sample query with parameters: 

 "select * from dbo.customers where customer_id = @param_0 

and dob > @param_1;" 

 enable : Determines whether caching is enabled for this query or 

not. Default value is true. 

 expiration-type: Type of expiration, it can be 'absolute' or 

'sliding'. Default is sliding. 
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 expiration-time: Expiration time for this query. Default is 180 sec 

(3 min). 

 dbsyncdependency: Determines whether to enable database-

dependency for this query or not. Default is false. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Note: 

SQL Dependency will be registered only for those SQL queries that satisfy all the  

conditions for SQL Notification Registration as described in the Microsoft provided 

document. 

Note: 

 InProc client cache stores items in object form, therefore if object is modified by the 

application, it should be updated back to the cache so that other remote clustered cache 

and other client caches have no data integrity issue. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms181122%28v=sql.105%29.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms181122%28v=sql.105%29.aspx
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33. NCache Memcached Plug-In and Gateway Support 

Memcached is a simple in-memory key-value store providing basic features for caching. Memcached server 

communicates with memcached clients using defined text or binary protocol. Memcache servers are stand-alone 

servers with no clustering or distributed caching features to provide scalability. 

NCache has implemented Memcached integration and you can plug-in NCache to your existing or new 

Memcached applications without any code changes. You only need to change your application config files to 

take advantage of NCache distributed caching system. NCache provides support for Memcached in two different 

ways. 

33.1. NCache Memcached Gateway Approach 

NCache provides Memcached gateway servers to use NCache without any application code changes or 

recompilation. NCache Memcached gateway is implemented based on Memcached socket protocol and acts 

as a Memcached server for Memcached applications. It understands all Memcached client requests and sends 

responses accordingly. However, it only serves as a proxy and in fact connects to the NCache cluster. 

 

Gateway intercepts Memcached commands and then in turn executes NCache APIs equivalent to these 

commands on NCache distributed cache. This gives you NCache support for any type of Memcached client 

regardless of which programming language they’re developed in. There are two deployments of NCache 

Memcached gateway: 

33.1.1. Memcached Client Side Gateway 

 

Figure 1: Memcached Gateway Server running on NCache remote client machines 

 

NCache gateway server is installed on the application servers. Applications talk to local gateway severs and then 

gateway servers act as a NCache client and execute the requested commands on NCache.  

Gateway server is an intelligent NCache client that keeps record of all NCache servers in the cluster. Thus if any 

of the node in NCache cluster gets down, gateway starts communicating with other available NCache servers. 
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This avoids a single point of failure for application. While using gateway, it is recommended to use NCache 

remote client configuration for using NCache in memcached applications.  Figure 1 illustrates this deployment. 

33.1.2. Memcached Server Side Gateway 

 
Figure 2: Memcached Gateway Server running on NCache cache servers 

 

NCache gateway server is installed on the NCache cache servers. Applications talk to gateway severs running on 

cache servers and then gateway server talks to cache and sends response back to the client.In the below diagram 

(figure 2), you can see that the Memcached gateway server (also called Memcached Client Wrapper) runs on 

NCache cache servers. The Memcached client application talks to this gateway as if it is a Memcached server. 

And, this in turn talks to the NCache cluster using NCache API calls. 

In this configuration when a gateway server is running on one of the server nodes in the cluster, memcached 

application communicates with only that server node. This produces a single point of failure risk for memcached 

client applications. However in this configuration memcached socket protocol, messages will be communicated 

over a network that is more compact and less in size than NCache protocol messages. 

Figure 2 illustrates this deployment. 
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33.2. Memcached Client Plug-In for .NET  

 
Figure 3: Memcached Client Plug-In for .NET 

 

NCache provides its Memcached Client Plug-in for popular.NET Memcached clients Eniym, BeIT Memcached 

and .NET memcached client library so that NCache can be directly used for Memcached applications using 

these clients. NCache API calls equivalent to Memcached calls are internally implemented in these plug-ins 

and there is no code change or recompilation required on application side. These modified Memcached client 

libraries are provided along with their source code in NCache installation. 

It is generally recommended using a plug-In approach instead of gateway.  A gateway induces an extra 

network/process hop whereas this Plug-In becomes part of the client application process and directly talks to 

the NCache cluster using the NCache API.  Thus,it should result in a better performance.  

Figure 3 illustrates the NCache deployment with plug-in approach. 
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34. Graceful Node Down 

With client operations, there are many operations that are performed in the background of cluster cache. When 

any server node in cluster cache is stopped, all those background operations are lost which results in data loss. 

To avoid operation loss, you should always gracefully down any node. Server nodes are not stopped until all 

background operations are completed or graceful down time out is elapsed.   

 

If any task takes a longer time than its shut down timeout like in write-behind, database transactions can take 

longer than the expected time. Then the count of remaining operations will be written in cache server logs. But 

those operations will be lost. 

 

Configurable time outs: Shutdown timeouts are configurable in NCache's service configuration file by 

following tags: 

 CacheServer.GracefullShutdownTimeout: Total timeout of graceful shutdown. Default is 180 

seconds. 

 CacheServer.BlockingActivityTimeout: Timeout of wait for operations completion which are 

started before blocking activity.  Default is 3 seconds.
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35. IP Binding 

By using multiple network interface cards, you can distribute your network load and thus can increase bandwidth 

throughput. NCache being a network intensive solution, also allows you to use dual all Network Interface Cards 

(NIC's) and thus network load for cache communication will be distributed on two NICs which will enhance 

overall performance. 

 

NCache involves two kinds of network communication in a cache cluster. 

 Communication between cache server nodes (server-to-server communication). 

 Communication between cache client and cache server (client-to-server communication). 

 

 You can configure different NIC cards for each type of network communication in NCache. One NIC will be 

dedicated for server-to-server communication inside the cache cluster and second NIC being reserved only for 

client-to-server communication. BindToClusterIP will be specified for cluster-wide (server-to-server) 

communication, and through BindToClientServerIP, you can inform NCache which interface to use for client 

communication with the cache server.  

 

In this way, network load for cache communication is distributed on two NICs and resources will be utilized 

more efficiently increasing overall performance. 

 

NCache can detect all NIC's on a server node and allows you to choose any one of them. The selected NIC will 

be used by NCache for cluster wide communication.If you have two NICs available on a cache server, then it is 

highly recommended to use both NICs for these NCache communications. NCache will start utilizing both 

Network Interface Cards (NICs) on cache servers, once dual NIC interface is configured. Using dual NICs will 

enhance the overall bandwidth throughput by distributing load on two NICs, thus immensely increasing 

performance. 

 

You can configure dual NICs for NCache through TyazGrid Manager. You can also manually update NCache 

service config file in installation directory for this purpose. See how to configure dual NIC's for detail. 

 

Note: Command line tools provided by NCache communicate with NCache server on BindToClusterIP
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